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Andy Owen of the local fire hall, reports that 
although there have been fewer fires in the first 
six monthsof thfs year as compared to last year, 
the value of: fire loss is higher, 
So far this year.th e department has answ~d 
41cslls as compared with 53 last year. •The value 
~or this year is986.000. , . 
Arnie Anderson of Terrace was the highest and 
successful bidder for the tl}rce bedroom mobile. 
home that  Was sold by Skeena~Cassiaf-School 
District-88. The trailer wad formerly used. as a 
teacherage at Kitsault. on Alice Arm.but •there 
will be no further use for it as Kitsault is .fast 
becoming another ghost town vietim of mining 
uncertainties. 
The.provincial authority in charge of voter- 
registration re~rts  a strong upsurge in the 
nmnber, of voters registered to vote. in the 
Pr0vincial electio6:this August 30. - F . " " 
Although the official can offer no r~asons he 
cites: the example of the KamlooI~s area,, where 
the number of :registered voters has- jumped 
from 22.000 in the last election .to 39,000 i.n the 
present go-round. 
Could it be the ninetoe~Tear olds who have the 
, right to vote now, are taking an active "mterest in 
the politics of our•province? - • * 
% 
Provincial Liberal leader David Anderson will 
be  in Terrace for the second time this year this 
coming Friday. • .~ 
Anderson was in town for the Liberals 
nominationconventi0n where Ian MacDonald 
was singled out to carry the parties hopes. 
The energetic young leader who is carrying 
Canada's fight against he al ltanker threat;will 
arrive in Terrace this Friday on the morning 
plane. He will be at  the Lake]se Hotel for :~s 
short Stay. " 
The rva]ue of Building permits issued by the 
District of Terrace last month was almost wice 
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Thecampaigningfor theright "I' he  ,. P.r~o g;~es'giV."~.]::;-,, 
(o represent his area in the Conservatives. gave, t l i e i~  ~. : ' . -  
next provincial government Bill Sargent,: :a  :- Ha~elton'~i 
session is in full swing with a businessman.=Sargentwasborn~: " 
-full slate of candidates out after in the area and ~sp~l~tr~mest  ' ':"~" 
your vote. of his life here, .except for an . .  
The one who has been at it the 0vet-seas stint .with- : the . .  
longest is Hartley Dent, the RCAF during the las t  world 
NDP hopeful, who is miming a war, and his college" days. at 
no-holds barred, full-speed. UBC. The Hazelton hotel and 
ahead campa ign  with store owner, has his campaign 
advertising, house to house under way and is optimistic 
canvassing and so on. Dent, a abouthis•chances. 
former •minister, was The last por t  to nero a 
nominated and selected as the eandidale was the Soelal Credit, 
NDP's candidate last spring who are pinning their  hopes of : 
and hasn't wasted a minute re-election on 'Fred Webher, : 
another Terrace man. : The ' . J since in getting his message to 
I 
the voters. SoCreds have represented the 
The next candidate to enter Skeena" riding for thirteen years--.  
the fray Was Terrace alderman, with Dudley Little filling the 
fan MacDonald, the Liberal leg i s la t ive  seat. Dudle~y 
Candidate for the Skeena announced his ret i rement  
riding.. MacDonald has long earlier this summer and the 
been involved in the politics and SoCreds chose Webber over.  
development of the Pacif ic Kit imat businessman Ted 
North-West and although e got Campbell Webber, the owner 
a littie later start than Dent, has ofSkcena Brmdeasters, is also 
things well under way, inhisbid well into the political battle. 
• . for the seat in the Parliament So, there you have it, four 
Buildings in Victoria, men after your vote and four "WeLl, I've heard 0f large mobile homes, butthisis for one day while it was being moved from Thelastofthefourcandidates m nwho should make the 
~diculous!" Actually this 'home' was only'm0bile IAkelseAvenue to its' newsite on Hamer Street. were selected on the last coming election a very 
:' weekend in July. interesting one to watch. [ .Sargent  s lams SaCred  Late Flash J e ]h .ovah  Wi tnesses  Northern solutions Word has been  Johnston'_s flying too low. 
• received.from the RCMP A spokesman •*for the that of last3uly. The value of permits to date SillSargent, theConservativa inpower." in Pr ince George _forcestated,"IndicaUons c o n v e n e  i n  P .G .  * . :ii 
this year is still down fmm last year, however, candidate for.Skeana riding The  Pr0gress ive  attri_buting the crash that are that Johnston was Mr. Doug Wentzell, local Pr incipal  speaker<i]Arnold:i, ii'~ I 
Twenty building permits with $745,950 were says-the policies of the Conservatives have already took the/ . l i fe 'of Pat  flying to low to complete presiding minister of Jehovah's MacNamarao f To~ht0 in hisi• '~ issued in July as compared with 32 permits at: C~nservative party have been ennumerated' several of their • 
$391,050 last year, . formed with a profound -. . . policies. These include dental Johnston". Sunday, to  the tUrn',. ~' , Witnesses. reported that .a" keynote i addfed~'; ' : to,  the ,~.: 
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in maust r ia l  building and $12,000 i n  Ins t i tu t iona l  ,, ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,  auu . , k~.~# ~..,.L ~ , t . .~au .q .L i tu  n~ation" . . . . . . . . . .  a brought ~t  by cur party.- increased ~-~, , ,  , ,~,o, ,  . . . . .  . d~l~l,,q[~ .orga . .  nd oporahon of : comments on thelast day o~ the 
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plan ninginng term goals for the : lan MacDonald Liberal . Houston sawmill or a r " ' p ted that delega_tes ,px'~sent~l..a. specml ~ on 
. . . . .  Candidate in -the f~rthcomi.~ nroblem MacDo"ot~. ~.m~ fromB.C, to ~uebec and Alaska me..ac~,v,ues of Jehovah's  
Provmeml  ..' • •, .. _ _ ~ew~orxandas farawayas  W/mesaeswerld-w]de H noted Election..and an think ~ts about time we hud a Afri * ~ . 
alternate dele~,at~ f~- ,h~ ~,~o,,,~ .: ~,^_ . . . . .  ca  attended. Attendance that there are. now 1,640615 o . . . .  .,,~ m.. . . . .~. ,,, A, vrLflern star ' " " " ' ~,a^. .~ . . . .  ~. , .~ . . . . . . . . .  =. ~_.._,__ . . . . . . .  . _  _ . ted at 2,036 on Thumday door-to-door mmis ters  of .L ' - -U I~ . . . .  v.m ,u ,~,  m m,,mna~-u©ve,opc,nen~ m ,~.u., ana l  aftern ' " " , .  :" ' .  
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• : N0r.thw~t-r~ " saer i f i ced  Developemen~," but S ' ; ; ia l  m~l~ec~oUevemn~io°n~unem~Y~! b • aladn~d-~o~'o~,e earth, i W!th..ti~e . [ 
, , . . . .o.,. . . I~*hn~,~m aga+., Oy tne governments Developement aswell P roper  i . . . . . .  . . . .  ~ ~. . . ;  500,000 ..preacne~m ; 
. insat iab le  need to  -control industrial and ~o~n . . . .  au o~-u~spo~ cme~eria whiel~ . memstmuryeare ,  meprinting 
trans-ortation i " -  " _ _ ... ... _ p parou and cooked 7,000 lbs . factht ies : of Jehovah s killed It ~as discover~on july 27  ~2e~ogl~eenntt o~t~e nS~hwg~, of meat and vegtables for t~ .  ,.~Witaesses have been strained,to 
: in :: at'a meeting of theNorther~ We need amfnister of nereld', " 10,we meam :served a t  the :the limit, lthuS.necessitating a 'i 
Development Council. held in affairs-to lo0k after t~-~'~,  co nnvenfion.. " . • . .  mass!re building program c/ , 
• ~ ~ ' r  . . . . . . . .  " • . . . . . . .  ogram mghlights included . pnnling.,, factor ies to supply 
' . . . .  ~ Gthe~rR~p~a~ ~ot~n~n~oh ~notr~?ntSt,~et~Sfi?Plrees ~ :~e ~nu~nr~nso~ tlteh~ w aud.ie~nee of a Bibles 'and-iBiblel literature to 
~--~'q,, ' - -" :" ~ goods from the Peace .River provincial railway. " puolieations, this army of p reachers .  He 
' ' area, and the north central B.C. MacDonald . . said that including a fresh modern reported that new factories are 
• English Translation of the Bible under construction i Germany~ Local fliers andf ly in region, in particular, coal from everyone knows about the .entitled,. "The Bible in Living South":  Afr ica . . . .  Japan,  
enthusiasts wereshocke east of Prince George, and labour-management war in English" by the late Steven T. Phil ippines, Ghana ,  Italy, : 
to learn of the accide~ grain, will be  shipped via B.C. B.C. Even . Doctors and Byington, Bible dramas, and Brazil and the United States.. ~• 
Railway (formerly the P.G.E.) teachers are in confliet with tlie the public talk on sunday, .,, • i 
last Saturday that:i too to Squamish. people they, serve because it "Divine Rulership The Only the life of Terrace bor: Ignoring'= the cheaper route - The/aud ience  wes . in fo rmed . 
suits the porp~es of the present 'Hope Of All Mankind". that a series of wurld-wida 
and raised Pat Johnstov viaC.N.R~taPrineeRupertm~d government, And yet our majer Saturday morning saw 52 internat iona leonvent ions 'o f  
Jo•h n,st  o n . w a Kitimat, l'~- just . another concernsas h~mun beings are baptized, at this assembly. Jehovah's  Witnesses ~are 
preforming at  the Princ, exnmple of the government's dimally neglected, like the Jehovah's Witnesses expect, to planned fur the summer, of .'73 
lack of interest in our area, pro.blemsofbeihgyoung, or old, baptize 150,000 new ministem withatleastfiveprincipalclt iea .. George Air Show when h, another example would be the or being unemployed. 
crashed at.over 100 mi le  ................ ~ ........ ............................... ~:=,,_.__: worldwide this year. " - inCanada heing/chcsen.assiteg ' 
an hour after performin~ ' ~ "  " ~ '~ '~"~"  -~ - - - -- : ~ '~ '~%~- '~ 
severa l : low level lOops. ~}] 
He was cut from th~ ,*,*~•~'~ 
wreckage of  the-" plani ~p nd : I 
and. rushed to h0spita re  o 
where he died•from hii 
injuries. Youget a chance to lie "~ ,Pat Johnston wasmr - - ' . ,-- 
accomplished pilot an¢ town~for 15 minutes, a : .... 
served for many. years !raffle:ticket o w in 'a  ., ~ ~ 
~.i, ...... :. ...... ~,.: ", .' " ~ : .~: ; :~ . . ;~ , .~ i~~ ~ icassette tape recOrder, with the RCAF,as a flight; '~ ~:" ' :" ~"~"~~!'~:"":" i i 
instructor.  He  later [ [ ~ii! ~ ~ a cupof  coffee~and a ....... 
. doughnut. ":~'~ : 
established his own 'a i r  * /-'"* I S ! ~  • You gave oneP~mt of 
service in the Red i)eer 
your bloc~i. area and instructed ~a" -" 
special aerobatic Course.' i ~ This ~; was ,the hargain 
He"was employed as  an 663: •people made.-last 
inspector for .  the  D.T, ThUrsday  .or,..Frlday 
When,he was'killed, • whei~;', the  'B lood  Donor, 
Acrobatic flyiizg was " i Clinic was '.in.. Terrace. 
his hobby and he flew at 
many shows  including A :few th * more people 
the Terrace meet ' last anl , JaSt .year:mrned 
weekend~ where he " out.~.~,~/~.:~Ve..bl~d:~.ithis 
performed in a Citaborea y.earaadthemaj0rityof 
Ionors imid:gi' the same plan~ he,was e yen bloed 
flying~whe~ he died.. .  " ,, 
' One  10CalL,pJ~0t said:he " . , * Mrs: Careen Gr/ms, 
just  couldn t understand Chairman.of the Blood 
it . ,  ' "  =.~:~!: "~i : : D~er~ ~ Clinic. ~ for _ the: "Pat  was  'a : : "very ~i:: - 
ean~bleflyer~ and;never  . .  : : !Kin/ettes,:would ike to 
r i~k~thh i_g•pr : : :#ent : . : .  ~ :. ~ t!!/ank :every one who 
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if~hat's a nice kid like you 
doing in a place like this? 
some are working,  some are sleeping, 
some still look ing for jobs and others -who knows? 
Well,  
Seriously, quite a few young 
people in the Terrace area do 
have jobs. According to the 
people at the local branch of the 
Canada Manpower Office, they 
have placed in the area of 150 
students (to date) in full-time, 
part-time or casual work. Since 
the Office received more male 
than female registrations, the 
logical (and actual) result is 
more male placements. The 
main job openings for students 
have been: I) for girls, 
wailresses, • office jobs, 
chambermaids and babysitting 
and-or housekeeping. 2) for 
boys, mostly labour with the 
odd bush job. 
The Manpower Office has 
done better this year than in any 
previous year as far as the 
number of student summer 
placements goes. The expected 
By Cathy Porter & J~.Anne 
Ames 
Here we are in the middle of the summer  
holidays with another month to go before it's school 
time again. 
Just what are students, both high school and 
university, doing with their summer in Terrace? 
Jo-Anne Ames, and Cathy Porter, two high school 
feature journalists took a look around last week and 
here's  what they came up with. 
"" figure should be almost double 
that of last year's, by the end of 
the summer and this is 
important in view of the labour 
difficulties of the past months. 
Any any rate, almost all 
University students reg!stered 
at the Office have had jobs 
found for them, as well as a 
number of high 'school students. 
But what of those who have no 
job as yet? Unfortunately, 
without any proper recreation 
centre, there is really nothing 
for them to do. Most of them, 
when not out job-hunting, are 
sleeping, wandering around 
town, sitting in a certain well- 
known mall or, if it is good 
enough weather, hitch-hiking 
out to the lake. 
That is what he young people 
of the Terrace area are doing 
this summer. If you want their 
points of view, read on. 
LAST ELK AIRLIFTED ,TO 
SAFETY 
The last calf in a starving 
herd of Roosevelt elk on 
Vancouver Island has been 
airlifted to safety by the B.C. 
Wildlife Branch. 
Wildlife biologist Ian Smith 
said the calf was so weak they 
were able to catch it on foot in 
the Adam River area, about 30 
miles north of Campbell River. 
Another calf was found dead, 
he said, and the 18 adults in the 
berd.~vereaU fn poor conditioh. 
Only. twO,small, patches of 
timber in the valley, the natural 
habitat of the elk, were left by 
loggers Smith said. "There was 
evidence of extreme 
overbrowsing and the ell~ 
appeared to be starving." 
The calf flown by helicopter to 
a road 10 miles away and then 
taken by truck to the University 
of B.C.'s experimental f rm at 
Oyster River near Courtenay. 
Smith said the calf appears to 
be recovering and will be 
released back into the herd 
later this year. 
A check of two other herds at 
White River, 25 miles north of 
Campbell River, and Gold 
River, 25 miles east of the town, 
indicate that. logging has a 
significant effect on the elk's 
winter ange, the biologist said. 
The Roosevelt elk prefer 
timbered valley areas, unlike 
the larger elk found in the B.C. 
interior which prefer open 
spaces, Smith said. 
At Wrate River a herd of 26 
witl~ lots of calves was in fine 
shape, he said. 
At Gold River two elk were 
found dead and three more 
reported ead. There was no 
indication how large the herd 
was but a herd estimated at 
more than40 head.was reported 
in the area last year. 
"it was obvious the animals 
are not doing very well," Smith 
said. "This winter is somewhat 
more severe than normal and 
the situation is aggravated by 
timber cutting." 
The herd at White River has. 
sufficient imbered'area in the 
valley, but at Gold River the 
area has been heavily'logged 
with only ~ small timber stands 
left for firebreaks. 
:. The biologist said a limited 
budget made it difficult to do a 
proper, survey. The branch 
relios nn  individuals and 
interested groups like the Gold 
River Gun Club for. much.of its 
information . . . . . .  
Thisyear the Brancl~ plans to 
.. putradio tags on two elk toget 
d~ta~ on' their, travel patterns. 
The follo.w.ing comments are 
from Ruby Van de Velde, whose 
face is a familiar one around the 
Mountview Bakery, where she 
works: "I've worked at the 
bakery for two summers now, 
besides the ten months I worked 
between high school and, 
, college. 
This fall I'll be starting my 
third year at the Reformed 
Bible College in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan. I have two years to 
go to complete a Bachelor of 
Religious Education. I like. 
working here; every time I 
come beck it's just like I was 
never gone."  
This is what  M ike  Hosenau, 
part-time mall-sitter(?) had to 
say: "I think I have a part-time 
job at Woolworth's; I have to go 
see about it in a while." 
What does he do in his spare 
time? 
"Not much. There's nothing 
to do in this town. There should 
be recreation centre; we 
definitely need a community 
centre. I'd also like to see. a 
malt shop." 
"I'm not sure if I'm going 
beck to school in the fall. If I 
find a good full-time job I won't 
goback for another year. Next 
summer I'd like to go to 
Morocco or Mexico." 
TH I~." HERALD,  TERRACE;  B .C .  
Comments from an aspiring 
artist named Darryl Ritchie: 
"I'm not doing anything yet, but 
I'm looking for a job. rm going 
to work for a year and go to U. 
Vic, a year from this fall." 
If you're not working, what do 
you do? 
"I get up around 12 and go. 
downlown. I draw in my"spare 
spare time (what would be my 
spare time if I was working). I 
wish there was an art school in 
to~vn so I wouldn't have to go to 
Kelowna." 
year, Smith said. It will be the 
first time such tags will be used 
for big game in B.C. 
Vancouver Island is the 
northern range of the Roosevelt 
elk which are found in the 
coastal area south to California. 
Smith could not say how much 
effect logging has on the elk. 
But he noted that their natural 
food comes from cedar trees 
and the forest protected them 
from snow. 
He didn't rule out the 
Nancy Sparks, Who works for 
McColi Real Estate, had this to 
say: "I have been working 
since las tJanuary and I've been 
working here (McColl Real 
Estate) since March 1st, when 
they opened. I enjoy my work. 
In September I will be starting 
on a degree in Medical Records 
at Notre Dame in Nelson." 
Sheryl Olson's remarks: "My 
job is to tutor two 9-year-old and 
one 10-year-old, besides some 
house-cleaning duties. I like it - 
meat of the time. It's like any 
other job; it has its rough 
moments. I am planning to go 
back for my Grade t2 this fall." 
7he engagement r ing  that 
Sheryl wears allows a 
reasonably safe prediction as to 
Manpower training 
for janitors 
Do you have any employees 
who could benefit from a 
building service worker course 
or are you interested in 
pursuing this as a career? 
The Canada Manpower 
Centre in Terrace will be 
sponsoring two courses at the 
B.C. Vocational School in 
Terrace for people interested in
obtaining janitorial skills or 
upgrading their present skills. 
The first three week course is 
scheduled to start September 11
possibility that the elk could and will include: General 
adti~it"to living in more open: C~eaning, Cleaning..+~gents, 
nn~ng h , 'u t  h~:4 .~ id ' t l~ : l~ i .~  "i..~':':~+ "uu~ Mopping, .~emroom ++ 
, Cleaning, Wall and Cedmg changing the elk s habitat 
catastrophically." Washing, Window Cleaning, 
Most of the Island area where 
the elk are found is slated for 
logging operations and there is 
no ecological range reserved at 
present. 
Cleaning Building Fixtures, 
Fire Prevention and Safety, 
Machinery and Equipment, 
Introduction to ' Floor 
Maintenance, Protective Floor 
Coatings and Floor 
Maintenance. 
The second course to 
commence October 2 is a five 
day upgrading course for those 
already employed as janitors. 
Trai~ing in the most modern 
and effective methods of 
janitorial service will be 
provided. 
For further:'inform~tion ' on 
,eithero : ~ theue ,eourses~ please,.~ 
contact he Canada Manpower 
Office in Terrace at 035-7134. 
buy classifieds 
save money 
Fast  take  out  Exot ic  mea ls  
Canadlar~ & Chinese Foods• 
Open Men. thru Sat. 10 am. to 1 am. 
+ 1 1 " Sunday  I1 a 'm.  to  10 pro .  
URANT 
635-6111 
The basic fact of 
env i ronment  and  
conservat ion  i s  
interdependance. All 
things depend upon each 
other and poor 
management of any part 
of the chain will produce 
a disruption at some 
other  seeming ly  
unrelated part of the 
chain. 
Printed above is a story 
from last winter's 
Province _concerning 
starving elk, starving 
because  logg ing  
companies paid no heed 
to the basic chain of 
ev_ents and •logged off the 
elks winter grounds. 
The fact that the ellc 
star.rod last winter due to 
lack of good conservation 
policies may seem now to 
be. old news. But when 
elk die deer must suffer 
in a greater ratio. And 
does the fact that a 
cougar mauleda boy and 
a man, in two separate 
incidents, no more than 
• 25_miles from where the 
elk died have enough 
significance to make old 
news new? 
/ 
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n 
w i l l  l ~ , • p l a y i n g  a I + I++.  . . . .  r 14 " ' . . . . .  1' ~"  " , 
COxl t inu lng  + + p r o g r e s s  Ibnd~, .  k :~  . . . . . .  . .1 .. ~ T k L ' ~'n " " ~ J" ~ :n : . . . . . .  : "  ' : r ' 4 " ~ q ' . "n E . . . . .  " n ' ' d+r ' '~ ' : :  ' * '  * ' r ' • " ~ ' l p' .... + " " ~ PL. +" ~+d+'/ ' e , +. ~ ' l : ' . . ; -  : :  .1 p~+P~ ' :  , + "Id ~P+ '~ ' ,  " "  ' . ,  . + ' " . . ' . .  +0 " ; ~ " P " +" "~ • 
~vel+opment o f  our pro~nee.+++/. 
+ 
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" " '  " " "  8"  " :  ' - : '  : ' . . . . .  ' " " what herfuture holds.for her There are no park, you . . . . . .  I + +. : '  . . . .  ] i 1 : :  '+:  , " ' " ' 
,after she has completedber need them to :break the { . , .~.• .~, ' ,~ . ,~"+ : ~,  ..... 
h  schoo ed,c,Uon, mono ny the houses. To IW:  n J) L II e}. .$  i 
' ;  survAve here ,  you' 'need to . . . . . . . .  . I. ( : :~  
become an a lcoho l i c .  .The"  + .: • • ' 
Two out-of-towners, Murray country around hei'e hi as lent," 1"~'~"  ' ~T,¢~IQ ' 
Rutherford and Dave Fr~ese,. 
had this to say: 'astic potential for hiking and U i i  • . Y':II~;;JL~: 
"We're from Vancouver, camping, but logging roads . . . . .  . . . . .  
C paign:: post 
power poles 
U.B.C. students. We left Van on 
May 10 and we've been working 
here since May 15. We're up 
here to make money to go to 
• school. We" don't particularly 
like our work." 
What are your thoughts on the 
town and the people? . 
"The town is busy. It's easy 
to find work - for guys. The 
economy isn't oo bad, but there 
is a wrong• attitude towards 
development. For instance, 
there are - what, three or four 
burners in the middle of town. 
All the industry seems to be in 
the centre of town; the town 
seem to have started because of 
a primary industry and been 
built around it." 
"Kids here seem to be second- 
generation-Terrace. It's very 
'tight socially; people hang 
around with whoever they work" 
with. Kids here graduate, then 
leave or settle down; it's very 
slow. There's no place to go to 
meet people." 
I 
seem the only• access to All political parties are being and staples . .  IY,~ ] 
anything wilderness. And then asked by B.C. Telephone Safety directors for B.C. 
there's all that slash+" Company and B,C. Hydro to  Telephone Company and B.C. 
• "People here are working refrain from attaching- posters .Hydro point out that B,C; 
class; not being anobby, but it's to telephone and p~ver poles ' Work men's . .Coinplens.a.ti.on 
true. Professional people must during the current provincial Boaro regu£ationd, proni.bic 
be either crazy or bad to come ; election campaign, posters :ana other 5[oreign 
up lbere. I t 's  very transient; - Posters on poles constitute a attachments onutility;poles. 
you're "either working or hazard to linemen who, in.a ' • • , . , . :,. ~, . , .~; 
passing throA~gh. Most people number of instances In• the p~t, "We request the assistance.of 
that are here don't accept he have' been Seriously injurtd all oampalgners in making our 
people passing through. All the because their climbing spurs employees safe on th~jb~" the 
people we've met have been have slipped on the cards, nails ' directors aid. ". ' : : .~ :~!  
friendly, but we haven't met as In ' " u. 
manY as we normally would - 
none our own age. 
"We've  never-seen more 
people'who watch T,V. They 
live on the T.V. - we suppose R s 
• the ouly escape." 
"Here, your mind doesn't 
count; it's how deep a ditch you 
can dig. Of eoume, we're not 
used to ~ work-nriented society. 
We're used to the youth- 
oriented society of U.B.C. and 
Van where your head counts." 
Whon in Stewart 
• sail at 
The Now Naked SPud 
Drive-In & Coffee Shbp ' 
• nR A mANSUET 
Phone 638-2324 
AVE YOU MET FRED 
i 
. _. • ,,~,,~°~ : n~ ~ 
• ~" o~ ~o ~ 
el '  ~oc~, ~ co _~. .  ,~ ,,~ 
~.~I  ~:~" , -~"  ; .o~ ' :  $~"k~ s"  
SOME WHO HAVE,  HAD THIS  TO SAY. . .  
• : . :ki://•::i 
+• • 
• • , t 
/ 
. , ,  ~"",, ,,:'::D, ,. , 
-~e  ,.?+r~ oo~0"0 ~ . . . . .  , ,  .++ 
°he ~,"0~ u,~.~t he e~ IVe~... 
- -  ".Or~ -'ren~z'~. ~ r l /  ...~e ~,:..  ql io lo .a f  
"~Ore ." ~rley 4 "~ ~' • '+,:;- : 
Weber for Action on August 3Oth 
VOTE 
GIGANTIC  t 
Auction Same 
August  19th  - 1 
: : , ( i  'I ~i~:okoasos to deep ffoozos, from 
P .M.  
- . ,. 
• ".: ,,.~ 
. . . . . .  . ?:. 
+ • • . . . .  
crossan Ca r tag e Wa r ehouse  / L ~ ~ " " ~ ~ q ~ "" ~ ~ g " 
KIT IMAT B .C  
• ~ \ ~.: ! . : : .  : 
.. , . .  .~ . .  ~ : .~; ' -  
. . . .  ~i:'~i~iiG}]o-b ompliio household-furnisSinp and oontonh, fromi,:/::ii~i~":,~ • : ?~i~i/ 
pots and pans •to beld.nll,:.~  • / :  : , , .  ~. 
,SPECIAL FEATURE: i:,, / /;i. _ . '-.- ; ; ; / .  
LEAD ORYSTAL, VERY IlOOOi VEnT O L D  ~ I ' ~ ' n , ~" n ~:':n~ : : "  " = ' qn' ~ n ~ " ': J d 1 h ' ' I " 
~,  " . . ; .  , . .  '~  ~; . : .  
]!i,;i~)!~ +?i:: , . Uookinll Lfor~ ni l  type o f  household,• ::~.., :,~-~;: ,:  
: : , , .~.  pods thiS i i l l lo pines, to.bO, . . . . . .  ~ '~ " '  . . .. 
, , / :~ , ! i i~ ,  ~ ,~,~ ;~, , ,  ~,: , ,  , . .  , , ' - , : , /  !'>'~:~.,,,;~;~i!:'~,~,b~,',~ ,:," , ~ .~ . . .  
~:/,: ~,:i F :inform a l l  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n' '~ ~ :" ~ '~" "~): ' ' *n ' '1 '  '~'' "n n 'h '  n ' ' 
Aunt on 
, - • . ,  ",~•• ', . 
~ . ,. ;~."~:i~*Y,-'.• :'~ ! . ,.'i.~. '~yy~+, /'.'X/~( :~Y/: :i.' ~ 
:~•• : "  ,'"':/. "" ."•, "•"( :!+ ')'.~ ~.. ~ ~c'L,W. SEARS' 
. -  .~ ~ " . ~ " ' ,  ~L - . . .  . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  A U J ~ T | O N E E |  
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9,.19~ : .- " .. 
~ : ' " ~ "11 ;: i ]' :, . o.,' +.:. ' , .  i-' ,.through. a tunnel . .  I f •~ :i capgroLmd...~:. These. are n ::the ' ' :  d°ubti+best:'stliy~out:' : L '* a: : f lmh •toilet, "a 
: : :++.< ?.+: .<,:+~ : .  ~ ; • + .• . .g . -  ~. ,.+ ..... : ......  : :: :++~:~•K?:~/-:!:+( : > : : : , :  ?:  :+dmiip .'stationdesigned pmnerway : l : ' : : : e " :  +':L":JIP : : ? I :  I+ +'+;!.+..very .camper+: and .  for ;~,.dumping:+holding :::! t rader : .  • +hould:!;:' +b,.+!: tankk,: or +:a:•spacial .siok 
' " . ; :  :~luipped with:~d.*p.last~c ~rwater . :  dump,  . located 
::~tl:  fo r  eo]]ecting;,~ater conven ient ly ,  i/z the 
• • ' , I ' '  m ' " e " .drained from ', the kite.hen . ca pground.. Sink.water 
• ~,";.: * By .  CtaudeRe Sandacki= . - ~ ' sink.. I f  this water , i s le f t  i~dum~)s exist pr ima, f ly  in 
+: " b . . to d ra inonto  the ~ound,  A laska  and . the  Yukon,l 
..... T wing a ..trailer o r  diseovered last'week. :-, eventually after .'a and wehave~one here at 
:~ d~iving a pickup-camper ,While in Prince Rupert season's camping the thePioneer. This sink- 
,, differs in many. ways Mr; andMrs. Sides drove, camp space will :.buzz I 
frets driving a car or ' intothe Co-Op co in  with flies attractedt0 the ..... 
.,, pickup alone. For .one" laund~. ,  ' The  ~sted  objectionable: go0 of fa~ ' 1tERRACE 
• ' ,thing.. you  . . can' t  ,.. clearance was sufficient;: and other.odd bitsof food' " " ~  
aecolerate so quickly and. however, once past the result ing from, dish  co, • you need more time and entrance the. ground washing,. Oregon and ' 
~+I distance for stopping. I t  surface rose to a lfigher Washington states have . 
i Idkes a longer distance to leve l  reducing .*the become so pol lut ion . . . . .  
pass another car, andyou clearance c o n s c i o u s ,  o n e " 
• must.' remember you're correspondingly, The .  Washington camper told [" 
• greater l~gth  and not .result was two. smashed ~ me, they. now. impose, a - 
pull:, in too .soon when ~, venti lators. , These $1,000 fine on anyone wJ~o ' 
moving back into .your., proved costly, both in 
lane; replacement parts and 
. Another difference to the t ime ' - los t  whi le 
keep 'in mind is the extra repairs were made. 
height. , "A ' camper  So always bear in mind 
requires a clearance of your. camper -or, traller's 
approximately 8¥s feet . ,  height, including .extra" 
If~:the air vent On the roof  ' fo r  roof ah,  vent~; T.V. 
is open, you'll be wise to antennae or air  
f igure ou 9 .  feet • of conditioners .Whenever '; 
c learance , for  safety you dr ive  into a servic.ei' 
sake." Not to" do so is. station,, drive-in bank, 
fails to ;employ a bucket 
and to empty it' properly. 
For once the pall is full; 
it se~es  no purpose if 
you merely '• t~ke : three 
steps from your  + trailer 
and heave the contents of 
the pail on to:thegrass or 
into the shrubbery. To be 
effective, you must carry 
the,pail tO one of  three 
proper dumping areas,• at
. . • - . 
.' THE HERALD,  TERRACE,  B .C . ,  p I [ i ' I [+ 
water dnmp is. ngthing.. ~)rol~rly, and:encourage ::table I 
• .  [_ • , ,  ~, _ 
• : . / . . , , ' .  . . , ,< ,  L : , L++.  + +,, , : +  
The Sign..Of Owne~hip; 
• " more  than. a, Pune~ xenters.i,.to', dump:~.:their .ca imrean;wa']k~:,~:~m~,~:.~:more~.;~ve,: 
g .~ i lne  ~bur ied  m:: d~. hwa~./;:: in ~:e durhp, the m~~.bt~:~Oti::ae"~i"illi-~i~i;!~:!:::.~.~ ' .  : ,  
me ground/With the :'top • too; :,.inStead of:- on : the , • 011 top•:.:Of,:; l.t~ ,:~ fO~' .  hill': ' :, :~ ' ~ ,  : 
screened bY mesh wire. grass. ,Yout l•be  be]ping camping .ge~.  : :  .':' . : • W~thmeblCydemtnt~Zh:  
"But  it keeps/the ~-.easy the dampgrmmdoperator. .  ~: :  . :  ..... i. : ' .¢~:-~ : ' -~ .~.ca~here ,~ 
dishwater off 'the ~ass  toed . . . . .  ' " .... :" " - "~' + '+ * " asmrz~am~uP~+°mTm U~te his~mnpets to ..... For an inexpensivebut, Ca,=di~m maumx,,i t,~flK,  t+ 
andbushes, andthedrum ~.ore hyg~pmc meth.octs, eff.~ctlvej~,treL~Jlent, +. me Sttud. Lean your blkt m " " " " • - - - - ' - - - - - ' -  
ean be  burned clean ot oispomng oI sing nsg you druggist for o'flof uprtshtagalmLa~aU.o~~e 
pariodilca,,lly, ' , " water/ Too often ~e.  i~itronella~ A fpw: drops " wlien.n~.In ~e. Bltud people 
Sodon twait_tobetold, greasy d i shwater  is' rubbed on the ski~ wards ~ ~pa~auov~l_~.es  
Carry a bucket, use it to • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , . .~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , pped near  . the p lcme o f f  s~l .u~ec . ts  inc lud ing  resul t tnginunnecemaryin jury .  
I 
PRIOIS EFFEOTIVE lull. 9, 10, i l&  12 
0ut pan 
0 anges ,+ ,9 ,,..$1 
d isas torous  as one' under anoverpassora .y  least one of which is Oauliflower Grapes . . . .  12  Ibs. U~il~ 
1~issour.i. cam.per  overhead 1 ] wires, or available at eVery . California Seedless ........ For l ' lO 
r m ~ E  O , , , " B.C. Grown 1 lvlra:C. Bryan  .46 Pineapple Dole Large Size .......... ea. 169  • . . . . . .  Jumbo Hds . . . .  ea. . . . . : . • . . . 
i W/rites of life in the Queen iChariottes ,.. ,1 i - -: +-and advent.res at sea ' II : :  Green Beans B.C:Grown . . . . . . . .  +.,39 
Language is said to be in "I have seen"." -This 
ever changing, and no expression ratherthan "[ 
doubt the media of saw"  causes inward 
television will help to cringing. I do believe it 
bring cha_nges about comes about because of 
more quickly than ever our poor_speech _abits - 
before., I am afraid many we speak so quickly that 
of.the changes will be to "I've" is lost. Perhaps if 
the detriment of English. we eliminated the use of 
Adver t i sers  should the contraction, we could 
become more concerned, correct his faux pas. 
of social events can be 
participated in. F i lms  
are  ~shown three times 
wee~y,, at no charge. 
There is 'a  bar, and 
during the changing of 
reels the glasses can be 
refilled. Drinksi are 50 
cents a glass. The film 
we saw featured Sidney 
Poit ier in "The • 
and such a word as . . . . .  Organization" 
, ,  , ,  - LIOUDIe negat ives  are : - undonate must grate . . . . . .  _ _^.  ~..,,  We were at 1 the 
I I I U I  I~  I~ l , J l |g  J |  1 U | |  ~ I~111 I I  I , ,  , , 
on more than one ear. - .~^~.~ ^. ,,, Officer s Mess" The where ' '  ' ~ t ~ ~ U ~ L ' " . . . = . .  . 
• • , ,, ,, room wnere  me turn  i s  .DesP!te. dally efforts haven t any, I have _ . . . 
,, ,, snown IS long ann made in school in the none. ,  or I have ^. , . _ .  ,. 
encouragement of~;P+rOl~_.r.~nolil}~g.~¢'~d~ople ,'~e~  ~z~rrow~om~ta~le~em 
• : .... " , , - " - '  . .  -.': ..... .~ , ,  =,,~.", --':,.'.:%,, • A ..... :'L,.'~:.,'-".,, ~. ~placed':nvar:round-'tables:--.~ disconcert ing t~6 hear -no~mg .... Contractions on . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  
elmer s]ae oz me • youiigsters ~revert to all may  be helping here aiso~ " ....... ' ....... . 
the errors in casual as I doubt many people, room. The film projector 
conversations. The home would say "I have not is set in the centreof the 
environment must have nothing", ff they realized aisle: i must say it is a 
far .more influence on an 
individual's speaking 
habits, than that of the 
school. This would 
exp la in  then why 'so 
manyof  our high school 
graduates Speak poorly. 
And what do you do about 
adults who use incorrect 
wording? Do you make 
yourself  obnoxious by 
comments, or do you 
mention the matter  to the  
indiv.idual in private? 
Some parents who have 
not been able to have •the 
benefil~ of bigh..school 
education are grateful o f  
any assistance in this 
area. If more parents 
would, accept eorrection 
of language rrors f rom 
their, youngsters, I do 
think much headway 
could be made, But I 
wonder how .many 
parents are willing to be 
helped in this way? We" 
should all be willing, to 
that is just what the veyr  comfor tab le  
"N't" stands for. During arrangement for movie 
one morning in a casual viewing. We are slated to 
walk around Terrace, I attend another one this 
overheard this use of the . coming, Saturday, 
.George: C. ••Scott in 
double negative three • !'Hospital", will be the 
times. 
film. 
A third and last errurto From what i have been 
be mentioned this time is told there are tliree 
the putting in of "have" different "messes", and 
with "wont". When you the films are shown in all 
hear this combination three .on different 
rather than "I went" or eveningsl I gather 
• "I have gone~', from members of one group 
anyone who should know 'are not allowed to attend 
better, it is disturbing, to another, "mesS", which 
saytheleast. PerhapsI no doubt is'"an 'old 
could be. excused for military tradition. 
bringing this topic up Tl!_e B.C. Canucl~ 'is 
during current "school back~inl The wind is just 
holidays, but I,wouldhate getting up again in our .. 
to .have Canadians sheltered trailer court, 
speaking What "might be but has apparently been 
termed a "bastard blowing for. awhile. out 
language". (•We may. be from here. I: think Vic 
considered as speaking t h o u g h t. p e r h a p s 
this already, by people something had happened 
coming to this country to his blood owing to all 
from the' British Isles.) the marks on his legs. 
RIB STEAKS :: ..... 
. : 
Aged naturally 1 " " " " 
' .. $ '1 .29  
|Canada Choice 
Canada Good ............................... mm 
Club Steaks 
I Steak Roast. Boneless 
For Rotlsimat*B.B-Q.. ib .$1 ,40  
Great for the.Bar-B.Cuu 
Canadu Choice 
Canada Good ,$1,79 i 
BeelrPork~Gnd:Betf,orPurePork*.',,.Ea,.+ ~ i;: ~,,, :610!  $1;09  
Cut.up • tray pack 1 " ' Frying Ohiokon ..c.o.w. . ............ +,69 
fi II-:~ Caged Boneless/~ple ~t  tlj41~ , ,o. . . .e n,,n...,,.....,, ,u ,  + , . ,  ....,, w, ..u 
" Weiners " .,76 Skinless 1 lb. package'. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ea 
Dolop ,55 a By the Piece; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,Ib, • 
i6 oz. package ,,Golden Batter . . , - , , , . , . . . ,  ...... . . .69  
' ] Burns ~1 
Orange Juioe FROZEN FOOD 24 oz; Heats 
Co,Op, " York Seasoned 
' - - "  .43 48 OZ. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Strawberries 
2 ,79 14 UZ, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  For 
Potatoes "-Brown .-[,.., s,.. $ • 2 lb. pkg . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " " ' "  
. _,.r, 'n Fish & Ohips o. ........ Irish•Stew 2 ~FOr' 1 
Woinors"& Beans"  
Oo, ' 
Oream P ies  Banquet. " . . . . .  " - 
.++'  9§  Frenoh Friel""" o , , .  s~u, 2 ,0 ;H  in i l tant r  -,,o. ~o O0 ,o..~..., 
• . - : .  . . "  
Beans with Pork J Harmonie Drinks 
1H:r°7:n""i" . . . . . .  : " iG ' ° r :  ' 8 9  I PirAP~i~;£ic~hr';pO4~:!izg':'" . . . . . . . .  3For$1  
Sugar 
Granulated 
:IS lb. bog 
I am" " 
accept  const ruct ive  Weather at Masset has However he has jus t .a  . . . . . .  r 
criticism as this i sone  notbeentoo pleasant this few merebites:than the Q0~foo  0rumer  M.mrd  
way in which we can  last while.- The few days res t  of us,.. and tb is  . Mayonnailo , i 
improve. ' Perhaps, the of sun were "followed by..:rnoi~ning I counted Some : co.o~ ~6oz ....... ...:.~........., ..... i l l l~ i~ Prepared Fmnch's ~ oz.. ...... ll"r'erll~l~q[~ :, Kraft i~  " ' 
parent~ are unaware of cloudy . days.  '. ~ ,-One,,.nineteen...-on," one, leg " .. ez . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..'....;..,, 
how tl ieir poor' wording, *afternoon the . d0wnpour myselfl ' This has been ' ~ . . . .  " " ' " " ' : ' ..... " **:< " " 
soundsthe fieldof educati0n w e .  to others.. Andin wasit perhaps-  occured"  h ardPar t i cu la r ly .  ".. heavy... ..  '.  the. firStabotimeut theisln'nds,th~at*I ever  ~00k ing0 i i  I l aut  P 0 t a ~ s  toss : II@ mu0h :: , :ii/i  .,wei::ii/dO 
may be .. remiss " m not because of the absence of +sand f lea  problem: ' I  , .Sunflowe'r Coop..:14"'o~,i . . . . . . .  ; . ,~ ; ; . iq l~ l~ Idiholm"='Ib.;:: . . ; . . . . ,  .:;':-+.I.:[, . . . .  " ; lq l~4 Perlex:'Gl,~oL:i ' ...... .,./.,,.:.::~.L,.::.,~.I]'., 
• holding * personal .and  ~'any-wind. The only. good '~have ' been told t'hese '" " " 
casual interv!ews:with- l~art, of this .:lms . been , inv is ib le insectsar~0nly ,  eg  i' RO " " ' ~  " " : i : .  : " . , i ,  ..,,,.,..,,..:,,,,:,=.i:,:~,:i .. ,..i,.,,-',, 
i nd iv idua ls  • be f0re~ca lmer ,  waters,  so. that  here for a few weeks, but  r J ¥in ar ' " "L~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ "~. ~~. ' ~ ~ q~ ~a t Fo0d:i:/. : :41 11dt Spollhell 
,g raduat ion  mer i t  is ' must o f  the.f!shin.gl b0ats: ' when you cannot  e~en see . ' J WhiloPl©kllng Coop !0OL i . . . ' . . : , ; : .111~. , i~  I~mperA I IF luvour l loz .T In  ; 1~For l l~  WHh'T ImafoS 
,given. ' . : • ' , nave oeen ameto ~e out . . them, ,  that is formidable I 
i ,46 I ' , FloUr : :/'r'::'i '::/ : (' ii 
' in the business i world there  are  f ish ~ being scratch the bites, these 
have made aga ins tcaught  and in good are sa id toget :over the  
:' graduates they employ;.' quantity, Which ~ is good. itching stage f~/ster, but I 
::could ~s.~ib!y'beltraced This past  Sunday,. we ', am .beginning ,to 'wonder 
-,it° the lac~ o t ~ .rry,over took in' the mov ie  shown : about that, comment,:, ,  . : 
14 , ,  +of'language walnlng. , " at the,.,, base . :' Some , These  sand f l~s  don t 
/ One -o f  ~.the. ~, most  twenty-f ive "outside',.':~-. bother,everyene, but  the 
:familiar, of thes. e, e r~m .,..~upleS 5ave ~en~able ~toi,(..bad news ]s that they!will :/~ 
seems to ,~oe.'.~.<tn e ibee0me members:,. For a .. :be backagain. Weeame ' 
,elimination of the "have,: :-inonthly fee Of $6.0Oa :lot 'in,oi) the,second session l:
" . . ;7 " ~ '  / " ' : . . . . . .  
r:• : ] 89 :  S i i~4g l i  
. Fire Starle )'.: 0heese 'Siioes 
• Zip'70 Cubes 17.oz . . . . . . . . . . .  ..:~.'.. Kraft Singlii' "il lb. pkg. . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  . i  Robin Hood 2lib, h i l  ....:.: 
• . o , . . , - 
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Happy (belated/ 
Birthday, Ms~ 
• MARK HAMILTONj 
ispa~s 
Grand old gal spends birthday at typewriter, working. 
British Columbia's, nay, Canada's 
best-loved journalist celebrated her 
85th birthday last Thursday. And 
where didshe spend the day? At work 
of course. 
By now everyone should l~now I am 
writing about Margaret "Ma" Murray, 
the fiery owner, publisher and editor of 
the Bridge River-LiUooet News. 
Ma's career has been one full of fun, 
laughter and controversy since her 
start in the newspaper business in the 
early 100's. She has established (with 
her husband, since deceased) many 
newspapers throughout the province 
including the News which has the 
distinction of being perhaps the'only 
weekly newspaper in the world with a 
circulation of a twice the number of 
people in the town where it is 
published. 
The Bridge River-Lillooet News is a 
delightful paper, filled with the news of 
the district, the salty no-holds-barred 
Ma Murray editorials, .and 
guarenteeing ' chuckle very week and 
a belly laugh once a month or your 
money back'. 
Ma has never been known to mince 
words; she is often identified with the 
phrase, "That's for damshur". In a 
recent editorial concerning safety 
week, Ma started the editorial with, 
"Watch out you stupid people." 
Ma's s_on, Dan the former owner 'of 
the Alaska Highway News, said, "Ms 
made her mind up a long time ago that 
she was going to live forever and there 
isn't anything anyone can do about it." 
That is a h igh ly  belidvable 
statement. A congratulatory phone 
call to Ma on her birthday brought her 
away from her  desk where she was 
hard at work• I'd swear she sounded no 
older than thirty. 
Sylvia's Scrapbook 
The subject of this 
column is a letter, which 
might very well have 
been written by an 
imaginary Bald Eagle. 
living in the surrounding 
woodlands of Terrace, to 
the Editor the local news- 
paper office. 
Dear Sir: 
I have some rather 
urgent complaints oair ! 
Very few of your people 
fully realize what a 
turmoil it is to be a Bald 
Eagle and try to survive 
these days. My cousins to 
the South were almost 
exterminated when I 
retreated tothe Canadian 
north in my juvenal 
stage, seeking a last 
foothold for my race. I 
should "emphasize that 
my privacy i s  valued 
above allthings, and if it 
thickly clustered pine 
cones. You will 
understand the dire 
craving I had for a feed of 
fresh trout in view of this 
year's slow and 
unpr~tdictable fishing 
season. 
HERALD, 
This is the Life at Grandad's. 
Somehow I can't get too 
excited these days about 
• . Senator MeGovern or Bobby 
Hull playing against the 
' Russians, or any of the other 
hysterical events in the 
press. Trouble is, we're 
staying for a week at 
Grandad's, which is not 
conducive to getting excited 
about anything. 
There's a radio and television 
set and a party.l ine 
telephone, but nobody pays 
much attention to any of 
them.. On the other hand, 
there is no roar of traffic, no 
paper-boy ringing the door- 
bell at 7:00 a.m.,demandidg • 
• his week's pay, no honking 
of horns or squealing of 
tires, no raucous puttering 
of lawnmowers. 
Nor is there any reek of 
exhaust fumes, factory 
. smoke, melting asphalt, 
rancid f i sh -and-~s# or•~ 
' • ; : polluted water. •
The reason is simple enough• 
, Grandad lives in a 
handsome stone house about 
sixty yards from a quiet 
country road, which you can 
barely see from the house, 
hidden as it is behind trees 
and hedge and shrubs. 
About four cars and maybe 
a couple of small trucks and  
one tractor go by each day. 
No blatting, motorcycles, 
snarling buses and grinding 
big trucks. The nearest 
lawnmower, and nearest 
neighbours, are two hundred 
yards down the road, out of 
sight and sound. No daily 
paper, so no cheeky paper- 
boy ringing and ringing. 
The only sounds are the 
breeze in the trees, the 
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. cattle :on the  ad jacent .  :le~ ,~zG~n~i l~ '~K~ 
. : prOpexty,, was  out~cOUn .tl~:;;. ~ ~ ~  
his beasts one:dayWhen ne '~. [ ~ , ~ ' ~ ~ ~  .~e- 
• s~W a~black bear'i~amble ' iLq( .Mmm~u.~. .  I~, 
, across the  property south•of . L , ~ ~ J ~ ' ?  i •~f,).~ 
this, stroll up the  fince line . : - ' - - - - "  ~ . 4,~[[ 
and dtsappoar. ~ . ,  i ~ " .~  
Quite a layout. No wonoer i . . . .  • . . . .  
can ' t  get excited about ~- ' ' . . . . . .  ' ~'~ " 
world affairs in a.locale like Today  i s  the start i lof  a 
• this, You'd ha¼e to be nuts 
somehow comforting mutter 
of a farmer mowing his hay, 
birdsongs, the buzz elan odd 
fly, and mywi fe  ta lk ing  
incessantly to her fathe~ 
The. only smells are. roses, 
fresh-mows hay and what's 
cooking for dinner. Along 
with the cleanest air this 
side of heaven. The road is 
gravel, so there's no stink of 
asphalt The nearest fish- 
and-chips are four miles 
away. The nearest factory 
is twenty miles away. And 
the nearest water is a huge 
bay, deep, clean, cold and 
• unpolluted.' 
I 'm sitting typing this at 
Grandad's desk, with a 
window right in front of me. 
Locking out, I see nearest a
magnificent bad of roses, 
red and white. Beyond that 
a huge maple tree. Beside it 
an old apple tree with a 
swing dangling for the 
grandchildren. And beyond 
these the solid green of other 
trees. 
Looking out the other window, 
to my right, there's a mass 
• of flowers, then a white 
fence, then a huge hay-field, 
often with kids riding 
houses, then a line of trees 
and beyond and below that, 
a vast expanse of blue, blue 
water, with white "cliffs on 
the other side of the bay. 
Three hundred yards. •down•_ 
the road, there .is a cold, 
fa~t-flowing stream, with a 
real waterfall. I 've taken 
'some nice speckled and  
rainbow trout out.of there. 
In the spring the rainbow 
come up it to spawn. 
Half a mile away, wb, ere the 
stream flows into the hay, 
the rainbow trout fishing 
would bring tears to the eyes 
of a city bey'who has never 
caught anything but a parch.. 
Hundredc of rahtbow are 
• taken there in the spring and 
fall, and the fishing, is 
improving, because the 
local anglers have done a lot 
to l~reserve the spawning 
females. 
Across ~he road from the 
' house, there is a pasture and 
i..beyond~ "' it a wild apple 
:;~: orchar, d~where the partridge 
like fo feed. 
:IA coupie ~f years ago, I was 
• Iookingtl~atway. Out of the 
orehard,.bc.ross the pasture 
. and righ~  up to the fence 
came a buck and a doe. 
They were' perhaps eventy 
yards from me. We stared 
at each other in mutual 
admiration (at least on my 
side) for about five minutes 
until they turned, .flipped" 
their white tails and 
gazelled back into the woods. 
without panic. A 
memorable experience. 
A friend of mine, who runs. 
to go.crazy here, while it's 
very simple to do so in most 
"civilized" areas. 
Grandad leads a simple but 
fulfilling life, He'eultivates 
his garden, as, Voltaire 
suggested we do~ He doesn't 
even have a garden, but he 
cultivates his ownsmali plot 
of life. He has a deep faith,. 
new~. Remember ' i~hen 
section. Every:issue'we 
will: scan the  past~: and 
come up with stories~that 
we :find' humoroHd': Qr ~ 
interesting. We ho~)you 
do, too. . . . .  ./ 
loves nature, hurts no man, 60 ~"  -~©ar, "~"t~tt~ 
'and has an utter integrity August 9, 1912 . . . . :  
which is rare to find these 
days. 
Up at seven, he reads his ' For )ears past,ilthe 
Bible, makes  his breakfast, daily ipress.". ~dnd 
, pokes about doing chores: 
weeking,, digging, mending 
something.. He's ~ady for 
lunch and dinner. Enjoys 
food, though e doesn't eat a 
lot and weighs about 98. 
He drives a fairly gruelling 
rural mail route ( I  went with. 
him yesterday, and that's a
column in itself).i He is the 
township treasurer, and 
enjoys, working on his books. 
He has a nap. He gives the 
house a lick and a polish. 
He lives alone but is less 
lonelY, than the great 
major i ty .  He iikes; to '  
" talk religion, "politics, 
pollution, what have you? 
He doesn't give a hoot about 
money or .acquiring 
'*things", He has one arm 
and will be 80 this month. 
magazines ~have been 
"talking church un ion . .  
Sermons have •been 
preached about i t ,  ~and 
while ; • the • '.,/.t~ee 
denominat ions  ~ are .  
d rawing  c loser  
together, it was left to 
Ha  z e l~to 'n  " t o 
demonst ra te  real 
church union. The 
Method is f  i~.a n d 
Presbyterian churches 
.have joined, hands~ in 
this town and therdwill 
be but one church and 
the one sermon. 
_ 40 Years Ago. .. 
August 10,1932 
"~.~¢.'~..~'~:~:.:.:.X~..:.:-:.'.'~.'." :::•.:F~::::::::::....;..~;...;.;.~.....;•...~.•.....~.....~...:.:.:~:::::::.:.:.:.:.~.:::.:.:.:-:.:.:.:::::.~:~;~;p~::;:..~:~.~f.~~::.~ 
,$  ~ ' ,P  %, , -  , , ,  , , , ,  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ,  . ~' : " ' "~  "'~'Y"~"'~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  " .................................................... :' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ' - ~! 
!i~i . . " ' - @ ' .: .. ~ The new herd iaw ::.';i Le t te rs to  the edt tor  :.'.: came into e f fec t . las t~;  Monday and .... that 
i : ~ii evening Pound Keeper 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Wilkinson roundedi•Up 7 
cows that had  no 
community with an Auditorium 
66 feet by 99 feet seating 400 
persons, a 1200 square foot 
Assembly Room seating 120 
persons and a Hobby Room 14 
feet by 26 feet. The Auditorium 
is equipped for 1 basketball 
court, 2 practice courts, 2 
volleylmll courts and 3 
badminton courts. It has a 
stage and team size changing 
Thanks from TO 
As a student participant ofthe 
Young Voyageurs representing 
Toronto, Ontario, I would like to 
express our gratitude to the 
warm welcome we have 
received from the citizens of 
Terrace. We are all more than 
grateful for the kind hospitality 
shown to us through cur host 
families. 
Special thanks go the Mrs. 
summer, only my. white around. I designed ti Shepherd and Mr. Giles who•put 
head_ .and ~shining yellow :w i t l i "  every security, in:, much'effort into organizing a
beak peeked, beyond 'the mind; for it was my ,very interesting and : varied 
- schedule for our week's stay. 
cherished hope to raise a During our visit, there 
family of young eaglets occured many new and exciting 
when oppor tun i ty  experiences which we shall 
presented itself, later share with many of our 
I n s t i n c t i v e I y, I', friends• This trip has enabled 
us to gain a first hand 
U n d e r s t o o d t h e knowledge of your area which 
importance of doing my would have otherwise been only 
share in the preservation partial ly obtained through 
classroom media. 
We leave Terrace with a high 
regard for the friendly attitude 
of its people and a certainty that 
the same greeting would be 
extended if ever they visited 
Toronto. 
of our kind from the 
threat of extinction. So it 
was to this/'efuge I had 
built in the wilderness 
that my wings hastened.' 
All fears were dismissed, 
and grudges forgotten, as Wendy Williamson for the 
I happily surveyed my Young Voyageurs. 
realm and circled the 
chosen Site. And then I 
saw_them...the two men, 
packing a chain saw. 
Clad in their logger's 
shirts and boots, they 
ignored my. plaintive 
cries, which were 
drowned in any event by 
the sharp growling of the 
blade. 
Arena vs. 
Civic Centre 
Dear,Editor: 
Contractors are at this 
moment preparing bids for the 
construction of an addition to 
the lee Arena. This building 
-wil l  provide entrance, Lobby 
and washrooms for the Arena 
and rooms to replace the old 
Civic Centre burned down last 
year.' It is 11,000 square feet in 
area and costs are estimated at 
$3OO,OOO.OO. 
I was ravenous._ _In 
fact, my pitchfork-like 
talons were actually 
growing irritated with 
the desire to dive-bomb 
directly into the midst of 
the feast! But I was able 
to restrain myself in 
"accordance with an old 
Bald Eagle proverb: 
."Don't dive until the 
water's cold." 
rooms and bleacher space .for 
426 spectators. Future addition 
of a small theatre is allowed for. 
It appears that due to an 
earnest desire to improve and 
complete the Lobby of the new 
Ice Arena, the t'mwitting result 
has been the complete sacrifice 
of the rebuilding of the old Civic 
Centre. 
This, we believe, is not 
necessary. Both the Lobby 
requirements of the Ice Arena 
and the rebuilding of a new 
Civic Centre serving the needs 
of theatre, music, crafts, 
hobbies and indoor sports 
activities can well be 
accomplished. 
For the Arena let us •simply 
build a single storage addition 
of washrooms, and lobby; Then 
let m" rebuild a fine Civic Cen- 
tre. 
I remain, 
Yours truly, 
SOUTAR CONDIE  
ASSOCIATES 
i 
Uplands 
Dear Sir: It was in this 
ambiva lent  s ta te  
between ecstasy and is grossly interfered with, 
I simply CANNOT go on  agitation that I heard a 
to produce an adequate loud Ziing...and the hot 
number of eggs annually heat of a bullet passed 
to preserve my species, through my tail, leaving 
Therefore, you will one of my gorgeous white 
sympathize with• the tail feathers trailing 
predicament in which I aimlessly towards the 
With reference to the 
announcement that our elected 
Counc i l ' s  nominated  
Development Committee, as 
well as District of Terrace Staff, 
are investigating the Uplands 
area of the Bench, With a view 
to possible' expansion in that 
area, I am interested to know if 
those concerned are aware that 
My beloved tree and 
my home within it, 
quivered, once, then 
slanted like a ship's mast 
found myself the other ground. This in a storm, and swiftly Last De~ember a ~n for there mast be considerable 
da,, unexpected, .. crashed! How I cursed rebuilding the'oldCivic.Centre, information a~;ailable already 
~" unwarranted  •attack my lot and the called the'SATH Centre was on this subject, and on this area. 
Normally, I delight in caused the same reaction insensitivity of Man Out submitted to C~.ncil. It. is In 1965 Ihelieve, aConsulting 
• • ' ' e . ' - 17,80o square xee~ m area ana m company was hired by our hvmg along the Skeena m me, as it would hav of sheer frustratmn I dug --.-o,o., to cost u98 ooo oo .... . .  . ,~ ,.o~.,, ~ .~.~,, ,,f 
Rxver Valley. It has a had upon one of your tw - my talons rata the forest In terms of useful, space Terrace for planning purposes, 
wonderful updraft during legged creatures, ~it floor and heaped leaves, acquired, meaning total area. and this area was included. 
breezy days, which gives someone had blown a wig twigs, and earth upon my ' less lobbies, washrooms, , Also, there was a public 
my wings tremendous off her liead with a. bowed head • corridors, torage and slmlliar meeting, at which I Was 
• , ? , • . • non acttve spaces, the present 
:lift'; and. I can si~.nd shotgun. I wasind!gnant ..... -'-"-'~ in drizzlin- scheme gives our recreation pre~e~t~e~'nastheeqUes~ °nnf 
misurey nours soarmg, to say meleast  At tar  al l ,  • r luum~t  ~ eommunPv three rooms.. A .~--, . . . .  .no.~,oo~ ,,oo ,o~o~ 
lidin and wheehng I had only wmhed to ~ ran  that falls upon moss- Hobby Room, Assembly Hail. and the then Su-~rintendentof' 
agbovegl~e frothy waterin dispose of tany garbage or c o v e r e d r .ock  s and'Senior Citizens Room all Works' for' ~h~e Di~rict. 
totalling 4,100 square test or a e h search of del icate tasty entrails the - overlooking the Skeena, I . . . . . .  u re foot. Tbe~ now red :. t! at. sewerage 
500 r a • ' ~ ' rite this letter to ~.  pe sq disposal ano eralnage was an morsels to fulfill,my bad hshermen .left behind, w . . . .  unequipped Hobby Room is 18 extremely difficult one and 
reyin habits So I was and for this favour to the you. . . sao ly  • feet by 14 feet The Assembly ~, ..... I,, ~..~on ,o,..m~ o~to d .~ 
mere ly  domg my. 't.~ng en v i r  onm e nt,  wa s commmpmung me xu[ure Hall seats . 1110 pe. rso~,, mainly, to the fact that 'the 
and trying to mind my rewarded / by, their fate of my sismrs ann. less than half the old ClVm 'natualflow" in that part of the 
• own business., when my murderous intentl Is brothers. There is so fe~tr~ it rep~nC~aI~s~ie~ bench, runs In the opposite 
r " r ' "9 h I Want to sa to g g g -direction to the: existing keen eyes fastened upon there any justice, I ask. muc Y and is therefer~' unsatisfactory : . . . .  ~'- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• " • . . . . . .  obscured b ' ~ . . . ~. . ,c ,pu ,  .~- , , - .~  o~o.~,,,. ~ two fishermen, who had :Wtth my huge wings you, which is . . Y fo r ,  theatre ,  . basketba l l ,  I have also been told by real, 
scattered four trout and pounding the air and my the v i s ion  ot untmrn 'vo|le~bell, badminton, music i/estate personei ia Terrai:e/•wha 
bne _bullhead across the  heart beating madly, I eag le ts  rbefore my ~ and ¢ommuulty dances. , ~ ,  claim to know the area well, 
bank behind them. I flew toWards the pu~le : c louded  eyes..But I dare :  ~OnT~eeSe~°rf~i~,~°~ewl~ '/ ':' that:~there have, always been 
• , . . . . . . .  " .  . . . . . .  ' . . . .  , . . ~ : .  . . . . . . . . .  . . ' : '  m tq ,~ .. . .  • : ' / i~omemsotaramegereou l t ing  
don t have to tell yO u. mountams where my ~not.- SmceI..atebreakfast of :" the mountMns are  some taandother . , . • , . , ~ ,  , ........ . . . . . . . .  . .~:, . ~ ,., -:'-. ...... . ,, , .  .'. -~,.'¢,•,. ,~ . . . ,', ,..in leaking ba , , 
wlmt was  m my th0ug!its ,:':home :: is, l ::, couldn't•... • ram. •mo  I v,e :,liad:~.~:;:spoe~enlar::;!t.ha ~ no, w indow s.~ p s, due to,h| 
as  I : s .ctt !erd' i  in to . , -an :  escs  
inconspicuous ~i branch,~/i .~:~/, 
within reaching ~d is~ce ' :  :E 
from the :top ~ of ~an .had 
tmmejnse conifer~s ~: ,  : and 
CUl 
con  : Like a clump , o f  
i:~ .unmelted snow~in mid,~i~ ~ of!i 
Terrace does not have to suffer 
yet another development 
lacking proper planning and 
amenities. 
Thank you 
Yours truly, 
(Mrs.) Mary  Moore  
Spraying games 
" • I ~ • • " , ~em~r t,m prmg,, ~ Sir..,m it, pesmb~[e ~at/!~..;,~,,,,mo~ 
planned ! ye been poisoned? In 
~,~:~i'/Du~ ::Yours truly,' .... , '  :'"•".7".:"~~./.iCen, 
!t ; in :one ,  Jeopardy, the :. Bald..~ee!i~area 
t/',freesEagle., " ' . . . . .  X0ot~ ttpro 
• Terrace - Notice of Sale of 
Property, then a long legal 
description (but no mention of 
the Street names), and then 
finished up saying that ~is- 
parcel was no longer required 
for Municipal purposes. The 
lowest price for the land would 
be $8,000.00. 
I visited the Municipal Office, 
" asked for, and read, all the 
perwiss ion  to ,be 
wandering about ;the 
municipal limits"~and 
then On Tuesday :"he 
'collected two more. 
Since then the. cattle 
have stayed away f~om 
town, ,  and the" io~eal 
gardeners feel that their 
Service sprays it amongst~ 
others, on 60 logged over acres 
west of Terrace. 
Yes, I know the Department 
of Fish and Wildlife approves 
the use of herbicides such as 2.4- 
5-T, and 2-4.D; but under how 
much pressure from the more 
profitable departments are 
they? 
There is enough well 
decumented material available 
to warn us against he use of 
herbicides and pes~cides and 
the evidence makes one's hair 
stand on end. Are we really still 
so naive to believe the direct 
and residual poisons effect only 
birds, fish, wildlife, •cows and 
babies in Vietnam? 
We are in the process of 
elcting a new Government. I
personally refuse to vote for a 
Government that approves of• 
the use of pesticides and 
herbicides. Hew about you? I 
know it is easier to stick your 
head in the sand and not to think 
aboutit. But every timeA try it, 
I get visions of my child/,en with 
oxygen masks and grandchfldr- 
enwith deformities. So why,not 
make life an election issue too? 
After all, what good is a well 
developed country with~under 
developed people? ~ -. 
we're doing everything legal 
and complying with the 
Municipal ACt." 
Further investigation on my 
part reveals that the land in 
question is part of the old 
Riverside School site. This land 
was obtained by the District of 
Terrace in a land exchange with 
the School Board; the minutes 
of which read: JurieS,h, 1965, 
Item No. 271 "A letter from - 
School District No.~3 requesting 
that the Riverside' properties 
exchanged for Clarence Michiel 
properties be perpetuated for 
• Civic uses only was read. It was 
moved by. Councillor MoRse,  
seconded by Councillor Smith, 
that a letter of approval for the 
land exchange be forwarded to 
the School Board and further 
that the letter commit the 
District to use•the exchanged. 
land for Civic• purpose for all 
time. Motion Carried." 
Further minutes of June lath, 
1965, reveal that the District of 
Terrace taxpayers purchased 
the land involved in the 
exchange for the •sum of 
$44,923.00 (see item No.293 and 
No.294 page 91). 
It is possible that Council does 
not have these Minutes on file.. 
It is also possible that the  
Isitmuchmore economical to Curling Club is not aware of the- Webe'r Support ~, 
use chemicals? If we 'took all" terms of the purchase of this . . . .  ,' 
able bodies off Welfare'~and land. This is unfortunate, as I Dear Sir" " ':: '~" 
Unemployment  Insurance!and have learned in the last week , ~ . "  : :.'. . . . .  : 
Send them in t l ie bush With that the Curling Club are in the We would like tO exp~0ur  
cutting toolsl I bet thati we advanced stages of putting a appreciation toMr• J. F• Weber 
would come out about even. :,We building on this land; they may for accepting the Social~Credit 
would, however, be much'more indeed have even ordered the nominationto run ascandidate 
healthy and happy, certainly in -building on the strength of a' in the August 30 eloctlon;~ ,'~ ..~ 
the long run., ~ . commitment by  some of 'our With Mr. Weber representing 
Is it so wise to try and kill "sports-minded" Aldermen. ~ us in,he Legislature, we can be 
Alder and other brush because . I was not on Council in 1~.  sure that this area will~e0ntlnua 
itallegedly sm0thers'coniferous The sum of ~14,923~00 s~.med a': to grow and prosper,even~more 
trees? : Usually after y~s  'dr lot for. the taxpayers to pay for than ever before, . / : : ' .~ , ,  :~.' 
study and t~eseareh we discbve~r this land at that time, but the We wish Mr .  Weber. an 
that nature Was. not so stdpid, .. wisdom of the 19~hCouncil in outstanding majority on Augus! 
after all: could it, for example, .purchasing a site •with Railway, 30.  ; . . . .  . <"  " ~ ,v~'  ,.,, 
be possible that Alder and Birch ..: spurs .'adjacent; r. for a :future . ~ . .  :: . . . . . . .  :,~r :'., 
give a Protective covering and Industrial Park, cannot now be Yours very.:truty, • . .~:~ i,.~,i~::i~,~ 
die by the time. the coniferous questioned. ,~ The sale to a .  Tony and Betty ,Wagemakert. 
trees are  able to.-lock after:., private club, and the lack:of .~ 
themsel~,es? . . . .  ~.. , ~disclosure by ~the present. 
Only if we pretest agaimt "Council as to, the terms, and  WEATHER ' . .  ' ," ~ '. 
these mindless prayings loud " 'background, is a dis.serL, ice to' 
and long enough we wtil~ get i.~ the texpayers who are having te !M0derately wmm.and~dd~y: ", 
action .I -am h0llering..,are : meet this subsidy• " .... . ~ weather,' prevailed .ovet~...tl~. 
y0U? " I understand there Is achange enti i 'e Prince ~'Rupert,~Fd/~t!' 
" District"~ wi~h ' fire's, ha~a~rd • ": ' i n , : the  Editorship of the 
Con'ie Rowe ' , , \  . ne.wspap~.; '  i .,~:~.. i . . . .~  ranging from.low,~to'modie 
, .^  " " ' m ~" - ~: l.womu nape that ~yo~ win,. We had~a:te~l of,fo0r~:new ' 
• . • : . . . . . . .  search •out, and print t 7 .fires.this ~week-:bringing~, our '. 
o: indows,~, roblems~ . ~typa ~soll , Taxpayer background to tMa newsworthy, ~- s~asons total to:157,firewatid a", 
~r~q~a~ • ln•.that:area.it~.td•our!eieei~d • ~ _ . .. " ,' ~ • . ~ ' s to ry .  • "  • .~ : "•" : "  ,~' ~/•::/~•,,•• : total'-aCrea~e~ ed~:at~,~!  
,ooo square ' '  that area,•iliay have assurance •~? '{.. m m~. we~s .e ra l  a , .unner• ,  ~:. Canada haS;al~outi!0 ~t , ! : :  Th~k/~•ve~• :and:~ have ,~:a': 
! ~ .sq ..u~tre~•.~that~ ~a l lp tbes .e  .faeto.r~.s., a re ' : . ,  me ie~l . ; secu .on , .  ~ Ae., , .~wa~.., .  e l ; the  p~uct lvb"~fdrda{ i~ i~ ' the" . / ,  p le~mant  ~v~l~d '~  ;'" '' ~': : 
r reer ie~t lon  ~ nt lb~v~i i t l  ~that  'p laeied,2by~:.~:tne ' ;Dl l i l t r lCt?. , ;0 l  :.:Woi.ld~:,~ ,• :. ~ rt~ ' ] .~ .~' . ~<'':'~'"~"" ''" " . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  
paying • the necessary 
fees• He was invitei to 
appear before the  
magistrate, • but ,ihe 
failed to'show up. :-He 
was given eight da~,S to 
get around to #ee his 
worship and talk things 
over• •~ 
20 Years Ago 
August 8, 1952 
-A C e l  u:m h~ i a 
Construction Company 
donkey i s  present lyat  
work below,he ~ter ly  
approach of the Ske~na 
River Bridge~ clearing 
the log jam in which a 
fire started lastweek 
that threatened' : to 
destroy the structure. 
The Del~rtment) of 
Public Works is fraying 
the work done as a 
precautionary medsure. 
1 "'l I t: 
Minutes made available to me 
of both regular meetings and gardens wiM be much 
Dear Sir: ,t committee meetings for 1972, safer• in the fut~e. ,One 
• and could find no mention of a man whb hadhis  c0ws 
All around u ~ t ~  ~ ~ o n  s~,~g either !h~ .rotl~le~ up undertoo!~>t9 
l )epartment :fo~i":,High~ay~"~dverti~hg/!0r sale, or it~ 
sprays it along tl~roads, B.C. disposition ]n any way. t aiu ilthe consent~of the pound 
Hydro sprays it .along the speak to the Mayor, who l~eeper 'and without.* 
po~verlines and the Forest informed me, "don't worry 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1972 
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The: fastes  
,: She s the first woman ever to 
, gradua.te, from Basic i Pilot ' ~': : "  
Tr / i |n ihg:" ih the  Canadian ~ .=.~: ~.~ 
Armed Forces. "" i~%1 
t Shq's the first womanever to , • ~.;;~-~ 
/ho ld ,m e , position of base. ',,'.i~ ~' i~:  
. surgeon In the CAF; : , '~ '~.'. "':: 
:(., ,sl~'s,:the,:f~t woman to.be = ~!~@"i,~ 
,=aecepted./or advaneedtraining ~"'::::-.=i=/:~ 
::to be. a :jet:pii0t:. : ii 
,_". Sh~.'fib~.only graduated from ..... !!~:~ 
:Piiot'l~aining but w~top  of. the- . .i~:~:~i':]  
c]asd)~.22 Students, with 96 . . . . .  per ;.~ 
cent. - - 
And besides.that, she's.from " ...~ 
Terrace. 
" W];o~s she? . . . .  . : 
She isMajor Wendy A. Clay, 
daughfer of Mr. and Mrs. L;W, 
Clay, 'who live at .4805 Davis iri 
Terrace. 
According to Mr. Clay. his . . . . .  
daughter is .  "an amazing 
woman" and, eonsideringjust a --.., ,:. 
few'0f her achievementsso far, .... 
it would:soem to bua legitimate x,,:; 
remark . . . .  -: . . . ~  
.Ma]. :.Clay: feeB that the 
I 
mil[taW' offers the:best type of 
envi/'o~nent for her to pursue 
her;:~interest in medicine and 
flying and is a good Way to 
combine the two vocations. 
" i 'm asinterested in flying as I 
- , L ." 
• , .\ 
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: :L SWANSON , , : . .  ::: HIDBER 
:: :~ ":~'~!::~::;~:~:%?~:~i She ., already. :has '  her ".me, peop|e,coueernea, m mem;,~: Ukra~man~_..ram.: Master o~ 
' :~;~,~i~:~L '~ ,, ¢ommel~clal pilot'slicence but '  ~=/.a. re,cenywedding~held 'in~"~remonleS ~as B~ Smith. . 
:?~ ~f~'~-%~ . :deddM to"  take bas le  -llot Terrace rest month was a little , " _ ,  . ' " " " . .- • 
, ,u~ <,:?,~ :~,:,~ : • " v more s i I : eor her  Grog away ouuit • " :~;'~.";~"~ .... tr in , pec a to those.of us at , • ' ............... ~... a ing  in jet aircraft  to . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' :  , ~ ~ ;' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " the . . the, bride e~ose a mauve and.  ~ ".:.". =~¢:,~. ,  • improve.her qunlificatmnsas  .. Herald. . . . . . .  ~ .. 
i iii!.~!!~i')!!~:::;'ii~,~ ' flight su~eonand tomore fully Thebr ide ,  Shirley.:Doreen ~:whJte-..e,m~re_~ainte.d.L~°t 
i~ . :  ".~" !/".! stresSesof ficcelera'iion, effeets' ' . • Y, y , took ' e  . . . .  " " 
~ ' i  ~ : :: .'- of high altitude f ly ing,  and ' place, in. the.. Saered. Heart' ~r~,y  Gross w~m a eo.rsage m 
l l~  L.:=. . ... accident Investigations ,were r t'a.rmh C..hu.re.h .with Father " ' "~,"  . • .. . ~. ' 
i - i  ' dome examples he ~ted . .mimon omcmung. ,  out-of-town uesis included 
• M ' " ' ' . . . .  g IV  -~.. . aj.Claygraduntedfromthe The bride and groom, Ted Mrs. Carol MeNulty, Mrs. 
' .~' / UniVersity oi British Columbia Hidber J r ,  son of TedaM Ruth • PhyllisDavideon, Mr. andMrs. 
in 1967 "and interned in.  the Hidber, chose Jam~y Kli~s as Art Hidber, Mr. and Mrs. Bert 
' - .ahe joined the CAF: in i96~ and bestman, Rob Nelson and Hidber, Mr. and Mrs. Gary 
was flight surgeo~ at CFB Darold Swanson-were their Silveiro, Mr, and  Mrs. John 
~ ~ e ='r " "  " Trenton, OnL, prior to her ushers: Hidber, ML and Mrs. Pete  
present posit ion of base Briker, Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
• :. ; Hoy ,  Mr. and Mrs. Steve 
Comadina, Mrs. Evelyn Young, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Edson. 
The bride and groom are now 
• living in Terrace, at No. 9 
Gateway Court on Highway 16 
West. 
You don't know what a Heraldic 
Ask your library 
"When are high and low tides 
in Prince Rupert tomorrow?" 
"I want an address of a well 
known fur tanner in Vernon." 
"How do you spell nemesis?" 
"Have you got plans for the 
building of f enees?~' 
"What. do- you know about 
copyright ~nd how do I apply?" 
"I woulfl like the name of'a 
Causdiafi ~publisher of medical 
books." 
"Please give me all the 
ava i lab le  geo log ica l  
information on the lava beds." 
"What is the density of 
population per square mile in 
the Terrace area?" 
" I  want to find out about 
furniture finishing," 
"~ho is the president of the. 
Weight Watchers Club?" 
"Have you got an entry form 
[or the fall fair?" 
Public Library stocks books on 
every subject from child care to 
retirement living; wilderness 
lore to court etiquette; as well 
as almanacs, manuals~ 
yearbooks , ,  gazet feers ,  
encyclop .edias, maps and a host 
of others, " 
It is this .responsibility of 
providing information that 
decided the l ibrary to 
commission a book on the 
history of Terrace. 
Some of the questions asked, 
• and answered at the library 
recently give" an idea of the 
treasure house of information 
being stored there. 
• "What percentage of the area 
of B.C. is water?" 
"Can you show me a pieture 
of a heraldic Griffin?" 
"Have you got a detailed map 
with Tom Lake on it?" 
, D "~9 I , ' h  
Looking For 
The Ooilege of New ga e{ionia 
Griffin i s ?  
The function of libraries has 
been changing in the last 
decades. 
The emphasis used to be on 
recreational reading and, then, 
mostly on the classical and 
'safe' type of books. 
The picture has. drasficaily 
changed. : 
Not only do libraries now 
proy, Lde modern and 
controversial, as wel l  as 
class.ical, books for 
entertainment, but they also 
function as community 
, information centres. 
For that purpose the ~erraee 
Add zip 
to spuds 
.'~A ~ih61"e bunch 0¢ frieilcis ha{ie 
d~seel/cled on yod whildb~Pthelr 
s'tmuner holidays .in ,B.C. and 
y0u~want  to serve, them 
something quick, easy, filling 
but'ta'st},? • ,. ; " 
Or "mayhe you just want' a 
lively alternative to the usual 
potato salad recipe? 
.How abouL trying-this recipe 
for Herbed Potato Salad: . 
OFFERS A 
MINING TEOHNOLOGV 
PROGRAM 
WRITE . - - -2001 CENTRAL STREET.•  
PR INCE GEORGE,  B .C .  
FOR-  D ETA I  LS. • 
i 
'/~ tabls, grated onion 
% tsp. salt 
z/~ tsp. dry mustard 
'/4 tsp. pepper 
F.G. cayenne.pepper" 
Ye c. Peanut Oil ( t e.less 2 thls.) 
I tbls. lemon juice 
I tbsp. wine yinegur 
4 c. 'barely. cooked potatoes, 
cliced.inV4 in. slices 
3 hard;cooked eggs, Chopped 
1 c. finely chopped celery 
,/~ c. finely diced onion or green 
onions'" 
z/4 c.  gweet pickle relish 
1 tsp..salt 
'/~ tSP..- dill:weed - , 
V~ c. finqly, ehopped parsley 
In.a' blender or m~mng bowl 
c0n~bine egg, grated • onion, salt 
The orchard,fresh flaverof ,, 
B.CITREE FRUITS, 
' " - The orchard valleys of British Columbia enjoy a long and . i 
-,vgz~ng:.zeacn-young 
,these b~eycle, asfety t i~  .froin ~ . .r 
' l I ns t i tu te , , .  the Cpnadlan Na tiona ,.:. ~-~," t 
roe, 0~../Blind. : 1.., Slow down or . ,  , '.::.. © 
~let off. yOu~ bike.when i~ssl ,g a, ~: 
'l~llnd:pers0n,ojn,the sid walk; ~,~. 
Vouira~bYi  ringing/your.bell,". : tl 
~gou , thaw ~.him.off ' ipml~ and: .~ 
1nay even kneck.hlm ever, ~,:,. 
When you are not riding your 
bike,, leave lt. on .your.. lawn. or 
upright agalnsta wa l le r  t~e,:, ' I 
Bik~:Jeft.!yln~ pn etde~el~ are: 
dangerous for blind/people,:,. 
they can' trip ~.and..,falL o~r  - ..,: 
them. . . . .  : : :  ~ :. ~ ....... .,,, ,,.,~..:: , 
: productive growing season which yie ds a rich variety of,  . :  
j::-'!,.treelrlpsned fruitjJulcy red cherries ..... golden peaches : ::.. 
:', anti aprl©ots'. ;'.'succulent pears'and plums.~ ,";:plus 'i:-'; 
• ' ~ 'seVeral varloiles of apples,' incliidlng world:famous' B~C.': ii'" ~: 
Cllfl¢Irea ~': -';: M01NOSh and ,Delicious. ,These choice fresh fi'Ults' ~alCd::'::.; ''~' 
. . .nour'lshlng end popular snacks- ao" k~ep enough,on " i .  
,.).(,~ h'afid for your family's daily usei B,C, tree fru ts area ~' ~ ::.=;~"" 
' -:: ' delightful,In a"wlde :varle!y. of dessertd shes .-i: ~ n~d, ,i:i'.i~!3: 
' , .'they'retizlng eqlpe~ldealf°rusingh°meB.c~c~nnlng'treo, fr'ults~°r w lte:a colleotlon.of, epp~.:~.... : - L , "  q r' ~"; '  .1 ;'~' 
g ,,.,,..,,u,o,,,,,v,o,o,,0,,.o. 
Miss Swanson 'was given 
surgeon, in charge of the away by her father, Carl 
hospital at the Moose. Jaw Swanson. 
Military Base.. 
Having been accepted for She wore a full length white 
advanced flying training she lace dress with a long train and 
now plans to go to,Cold, Lake, veil-secured.by a white rose. 
Alberta, this winter.., If she Her. bouquet of pink and white 
posses this course, and if her rests.was made by her mother, 
post record is anything to go by Mrs. Josephine Swanson, who 
she will, she will receive her also made the bridesmaid's 
wings standard, bouquet, decorated the wedding 
• ' cake and prepored all the food. 
• ' The groom's sister, Mrs. 
David Perln~utter,' president Erika Klusswas the bridesmaid 
of Quadrant Films Limited and and wore a soft pink long gown, 
Harold Greenherg, president of : empire waisted with a long 
Bellevie-Pathe .Limited, have front pleat and low ruffled neck. 
announced the signing of an  
agreementwith Sandy Howard The double ringed ceremony 
Productions Corporation for was accompanied .by organ 
the' production of major motion music played by Miss Julie 
picture - CONQUEST OF THE Muckle of Terrace. 
DEEPS. The Old and The New played 
If you SHARE . . . .  
we can PLAN. . .  
For Information write: 
OXFAM 
97 Egllnton Ave., East 
• Toronto 315, Ontario 
PAGE s '  
A special session of the Legislature in 
October will bring the benefits of the 
Kelowna Charter.to all BriUsh Columbians ,• . o 
" " :~ '  " Eredil:Gove~rflerit'have regultedin . . . . . .  " ',~~ Kelownacharter,  will:,be.~i~acidition t(~ ' 
. great strides throughout Our social and , the $50 annual grant ~instituted this .. ::~i~i:~:~:ii!ili 
:~,onomic life. But great as these achieve- : ' year for all home-owners and renters )::/'.;~!.i 
ments have been,'.:the important hing ,;~:~;~ ~.~,~.~:~ :~ 
Ioday is what the future holds for the -!!~@~:; 
~zople of Our province. When, Premier ,. , , :  
Bennett announced the Kelowna ,/ -~:- 
:harter on June l~t, heproved that :: • ::!i~/ 
:,.~:~ ;_.:/./~,; :~ . ,  zhiSpoliciesGovernmentc0ntinUesWhich truly matter ot° allCreatethe :will'also be . .  cancelled at the special-"- , -:~:~"! :: 
- people of British Columbia. A special -.. .- sessmn. , - ~i~ I 
~sessiSn~. of the . . . . .  Legislative Assembly . ; .  ' Increased social assistance - .... -~:-" 
• i - (  :. Charter anda l lowus  to begintheim:  :.. ( ' : " i  i-i . . . . . . . . . .  ~ " / ~ :: ,"~:~ i.!!~ 
-1 - -por t  an t j  ob of extending new ben e fits :/.-/: '/~:' ; i ?-:, '~ '::. Th isp  rovi nce provi des t he h~ghes t ::: 
'-,~::/ ,:!! : ~: ~:'" . . . .  : to British Columbians in all walks of life.,,-.: , i.:: .: !.i. socialassistance allowances in tl~( ! . . . . .  , - - . , :~ ,  : ) ;~;i f iat ion .~.. and'this year; the benefit for citizens ,~ • ,.-.:,~:: .~!~,.. , :willagalnbe increased ~:!il ies /: ~'' ale, handicapped through agei men'tal~. :~.! 
~:..: orphysical disability. : :: ..., ~).~..- ii!~::iii:.ii 
i f secondary .. .... ~,~":,:~';~, ands of new ' ,  . . . .  ....... '. :.' . " :- ' " - ' •  
This Crown ,. ' ..... '-' :' i nmostareas  Of emolovment, . . . . . . . .  .:..~_,~,,~.:,.~=~.=,,:~:,..~:~,~,~,~.~.~ 
An endto succession duties / . sessmn. . . . . .  1 
and probate fees : ~ !: :~:/:~,;~'/i~/:ri:Subsidles f0~ youth dur ing 1 ./~: 
: . At thest~cial  Legislative session, •,: i.iiiii:i:ii!!:ji:!i~,.i.j~ ra in  ng.:~: .... •• ; i 
Succession duties and probate fees •will :.i,i I; i 
be cancelled.This will allow British ' , : : . .  :::::i;,:i~::i;~:!~:~ii::::/!BritfshColhmbia S iYouth/6fisci 
~olumbians to build up  capital in" theirl/:3:;J/i:L/;,:": land Univemit31: age will be giv~eri;spe 
)wn' hands.?;.', for investment in enter-" ~i:~~.i: ) : i ~ (ialdjn! g~ining on-th~job training:: i,t 
prises which aid provincial growth:and, / / '  :~ :~' i/L;:.i~i~thmugh a~new s6cial ~,ssistan~ili~m 
:rea~te newjobs . :  : ' ,  ' . : / ,  -::: :L: :::~": ;~ : : :•gr~i :Under  t,his plan, the Pr0Vihei~ 
,,~),: i .... ! i  , .: ,:. , , ,::., J : : ,):/i ~,~ :Goveminent~rill:subsidizethe~6~t] 
HlgherpenslonforseniorcitiZemiil; ~i"::~i:::::)?i~ii'~i~iplo~,~ by:sharing,in the p f i~en l  
~:.?!:• Bfitis}~ Columbia'ssupplementaw • f :..//"!~:/i::~a~ f indsal~ries. .  •;•:. :' ,: ••>:y: ' !  
~l!dwancei~tothe federal Old Agei:' ..} :7' ::r':i !i::!':":ii;~::j';:':~ii!":;~/:"'~/.:'' ' ~:1~..,' : : '  : : . . .  ~..'~ " ' .,~. ':,.:-/~i- li:: 
?ensi0n. is~ready thehighest in .• " ": :: :~;.~;:/c,-,.:/-i-::i-:,:/~:y::%!.,,:-,. / ,, ' ::. ~. : :. ' .... ~,,:,::,. 
~ada  - -and  tl~iS allowance will be : : : : .  ,. = ::7:':i:~ii :~:,:::~These hme i~ob,wod;; 
by the end of the "urther increased e~ : ~:"~ , : : '" '"  I1'"' areworth '  of "ursU  
Vote 
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. - ." ". " ; ~ ~ ..... ~ ":~. ...... ~ ~',~ ..... . "~.i *;, ~, "."7:,.~'~.: ~~. ~'.~ ,'" ~..-,:L~',, '." ',!: 
- - "  ~ ' : ~" " 1 * ( found the gamping  trip a c~llng s.ystem ca pa.eity and The  p~chase of a camp ~h or15 cent s each/or bulk 
• II . . . . .  rite careful sh in era of 50 or more Same leasant and economical way to either snouia re ,eve  me tr= ~ opt, g .. . . '_:. .- 
~ ~ -  "-~¢ ~ ~ ~ " ~  ~ . , ~ ~ ~ ' ~ :  ~.. "~"~: :  ~'T .  ~ . ~ ~  & equipment andaccessories, steeling and stobil!ty. An CAC buying guide on trnilers Children's' Au't~"~a~e~ ' '~'t~ 
f l .  " i .. amount and variety of camping severe drop may interfere with This article is extracted from Societi-= ' n,~,.,,,i;,,, ...~ 
.. 
• ~ / ~ ~ o ..-.~_, ~ . .  .,~_ * .,... ,.,~.~ .-..--~s _ ~  Although folding camp equahzer-type hitcn uses a I~,vi,,,m,~a=,,,~,t,,~':~.~,.~,,.^ 
• ~ ~I, - " -A~ ~t " ~"  ~"~ - ~ ~ "" ..~Rr~ - ~ ~. trmlers are only one of several leverage system t ansfer . . . . . .  "~.~"'.. . . ~atety iSmane ot tour parts ann 
, ~, , . ~ . . ~ , , ~ l ~ p ~  ~-~,a lm~¢~.~p~g ~ categories of Camping some ~eight to the front wheeis . .sells for 50 cents each or 25 
equipment,, there iu a" of thd~ ear. A less expensive. • .. ~,~ ~ , • ~, ~,  /.:~:~ .--W,,'~]~-,~,BdgBh _ -  -~- ~ 'cents for bulk orders. 
. ,~ . ,  ~'dV ~ ~w ~*' " :~' ~ '=L ,_  -- ~ considerable choice of ,models 
-' /,p. 4t ~ I p ~ ° ~ ' ~  and a wide price spread, 
- ,*  '~" ' ranging from $300 to $2,500 or 
~ : more, Trailers equipped with 
~ ,~,,,. "~',~', ~ hardtop roofs cost more than 
• -. . .  _   o., e,er nwe'we.' r 
~'*~P - T ~ f ~,~ . .~  , , ,~-  ~'~ equivalent soft-top units, but 
° . ~4~ ~ ~.  . . . . .  takedown. As a general rule, 
~P'~ ~ %~.  ~ ~p-  ~, : .~  ,:.. ~ i~:~i}~i~ lifting mechanisms that are 
~4~fm, ,~/ ' l~  " ~ ,~y~-  , ,-. " ~ "  simple but effective will be 
more trouble-free and easier to 
~' "/='~ " m~ ", , .~ i repair if problems develop. 
. . . . .  ~ Remember that the system has 
to stand up to water, mud and 
dust. Have the dealer 
demonstrate how his trailer sets 
up. Ask how repairs are done in 
the event of a breakdown. Soft- 
Terrace's bid for the 'Mr. Universe'contest, Ken 
Jessamine, is seen here holding up a massive snow 
bank which still remains, even in this sweltering 
August weather, in places along the highway 
- "  ""----m 
Caledonia College 
completed their year 
satisfactorily. No students 
from the College of New 
Caledonia transferring toSimon 
Fraser University failed or 
withdrew from the University. 
"I feel that CNC has every 
reason to be most satisfied with 
the performance of its transfer 
students," said Dennison when 
releasing the information. 
between Terrace and Prince Rupert. A grim 
reminder of what we will be in for once this 
sizzling(?) sunshine cools down. A fine job, Ken, 
keep it up. 
As part of a continuing study 
of College students in British 
Columbia, Dr. John Denuison of 
U.B.C. has released figures on 
the success of students who 
transferred from the College of 
New Caledonia to Simon Fraser 
University in September 1971. 
Twenty-five per cent of the 
transferring students had B or 
better grades at Simon Fraser. 
All students transferring 
Copperside Estates Ltd. 
On our trip in June we visited 
many interesting craft centers 
and one of those was Western 
Canada's largest resin craft 
center. The articles that can be 
made with resin are too 
numerous to mention" but I 'd 
like to tell you about one 
particuia one and these are 
crushed glass and resin 
plaques. They are all delightful 
pictures of fairy tow figures, 
horses, birds, etc. 
SUBDIVIS ION 
top trailers use an arrangement 
of tubular supports positioned to 
keep the canvas tight. It is, 
therefore, important to inspect 
the supports, pivot points, and 
adjustments, and look for • 
adequate strength, durability 
and ease of operation. 
Bodies of camping trailers 
may be constructed of steel or~ 
aluminium with plywood or 
steel floors. Steel has greater 
strength and resistance to 
denting than aluminium, but 
has the disadvantage of being 
heavier and subject o rusting. 
Trailer floors should be rigid 
enough to resist flexing Under- 
foot. The outside front body 
panel should be resistant to 
damage and deterioration from 
mud and flying stones. Some 
trailers provide an adjustable 
front jack or jack and dolly 
wbeel, either as standard 
equipment oras a ,  option. This 
devise helps In hitching and  
unhitching and is a necessity 
with heavier trailers. It also 
makes the trailer more stable 
when set up.It is difficult to 
generalize when a trailer.should 
be equipped with brakes. 
Important factors a re  the 
weight of the trailer relative 
to size of car and effectiveness 
of the car's brakes. A car's 
minimum stopping distance w i l l  
be increased by the "l~sh" 
from a trailer without bra~es. 
There is also the danger of 
jacknifing. Properly adjusted 
trailer brakes will shorten 
stopping distances and tend to 
keep the trailer in line behind 
the car. 
Some cars do not have 
sufficient cooling system 
capacity to handle the 
additional oad of a trailer, 
particularly on uphill grades 
and in stop-and-go traffic. 
Overheating occurs because the 
engine and transmission are 
working harder. Possible 
solutions include installation of 
an oversize radiator or 
automatic transmission cooler. 
Anincrease of0.2 per cent pez 
year of atmospheric arbou 
dioxide has been observed over 
the past decade in Canada. 
There were more than 8,00e 
forest fires in Canada in 1971 
comPared to the previous 10. 
year average of 6,867. 
solutio~ is to install overload 
cml springs to ht over the rear 
shock ~bsorbers of the ear. 
These s/~rings hould only come 
into opelatiou when the rear of 
the ear settles below its normal 
level, i • 
Warranties a re  available on 
some camp trailers for terms 
up to fiveyears. The prudent 
buyer should read the contract 
andask th~dealer toconfirm in 
writing any, items not covered. 
So~e' trailers are offered for 
Sal~With no~arranty. In these 
cases, the~ buyer should 
certainly request a dealer" '.festering ulcer born arid 
warranty. D~ation should he nurtured by. • bad 
sufficient at least to cover your  conservation policies. 
first trip, sin~:e this is when 
defects are most likely to he 
revealed. 
The only way to be sure your 
trailer is insured to your 
satisfaction is ~to ask your 
insurance agent or company. 
An additional premium and 
rider on your car policy may he 
required in order to provide 
adequate insurance protection. 
The serial number of your 
trailer should be attached to 
Cont'd from Page 7_ 
Th is  is the seer~ingly 
unrelated incident, a" 
The cougar will be • the 
animal damned in 
Campbell River, but had 
the boy or ~e man been 
related to persons who 
allowed critical wildlife 
winter range to  be 
ravaged, another "circle 
of circumstance" would 
be completed. 
[ TIlE L00AL [. 
B.O. VOOITiONIL SOHOOL, TERRAOE 
Requires, Two Instruotors for September 1st 
1. TIMEKEEPING-FIRST AID INSTRUCTOR for pro.employment 
students in the fundamentals of Timekeeping as related ~.o logging, 
mining, and construction and in Industrial First Aid to the level of 
certification. 
QUALIF ICATIONS:  Applicants should have a working knowledge of 
union agreements, Labour Acts and Regulations, payrolls, and payroll 
deductionS, as well asbe able to develop and maintain warehousing and 
personnel records. Must be a fully qualified Industrial First Aid 
Attendant with a minimum of a "B"  Certificate ( "A"  (.~rtif icate 
preferred) and eligible to complete the W.C.B. Industrial First A id  
Instructors course. 
SALARY: Scale $910.~ to S1,100.00 per:.~q~t~,~iJ, h recl,assjfication to• 
• ,: sca le: $995J)0,~hoi~11200~)0 per mo~t~ ,o~mpl~tion ~of.~the=Jn.Servi.ce 
Training Programme. - ; " " [ ' '  * ' ' " ' ' '* * " ' " " ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ' ' I . . . .  : ~"  : ~ } ' '  " . . . . . .  
2. An i instructor for an ADULT BASIC TRAINING FOR SKILL 
DEVELOPMEIqT class in English, General Science, and Mathematics. 
QUALIFICATIONS: An imaginative and flexible approach to teaching 
with the ability to respond teethe needs of adults lacking elementary and 
secondary education and skill in developing confidence and motivating 
adults. Applicants should have previousteaching experience prefer.ably 
at both elementary and secondary levels. Industrial and business 
experience would also be an asset. 
SALARY: Will be dependent on qualifications and experience within 
established scales. 
These are Civil service positions within the Division of Technical and 
Vocalional Services, Department ot  Education. 
t Competition •closes August 18, 1972. 
".', . 
I Apply to: The Principal, .... 
B.C. Vocational School Terrace, .~ 
P.O. Box 726, 
'Terrace, British Columbia 
~r Choice lots for sale ~" 
"k Located approx. $ miles east of Terrace. "k 
A- Look for our sign an'd take the first turn rightafter A- 
crossing the Copper, River Bridge 
A" P,U.C. approved private water system. "k 
provides excel lent  water , .  
'. ~: "k Excel lent  home and t ra i ler  sites. * / 
~,A- Priced to sell - easy terms .available, '~ 
ExclusiVe Agent * 
Pruden & CurrieiiLtd; 
4646 Lekelse Ave. : .r'ii. pho ~ . . . . .  e 635;614'2 . 
Get Y0u'r lot ear ly  while~the' iselecfion;is best ! ~!rQV.QningS or 'holida ys 
• ~¢ail ny  of iour i :saies*:staf f .  " : , :  
I I . ' [  i '  ' 
RUSTY*LJUNGH • -~ ..... &15'$75| •, :: ) ":i~JOHN'cu'I~RIE . . . .  1 ~ ' ~  " " ' 
TOM SLEMKO • - ~ ~ LARRY CLAY " • " 415-$111 
BOBSHERIDAN . :635.~/,- ,,?~. "FRANK SKIDMORE/. • ::,:,. 05-$961 
WHAT YOU NEED 
Mylar Bond cement 
Crushed glass Braid 
Patterns Resin 
WHAT YOU DO 
Place a pattern under a sheet. 
of mylar and secure in place 
with Scotfh tope. Outline ntire 
pattern with braid using bond 
cement. After pattern is 
completed with braid run one 
nari'ow line of glue around the 
complete outline and press 
another row of braid tight 
against he first, being sure not 
to(:ut this braid until outline is 
• complete. This technique,• 
'!Double Braiding", gives .a' 
i :  ~I "i :~ finished look to the plaque and '  
• holds it togetl~r so no part can 
• 'break loose. 
" After braiding, fill the pattern '
,-:~,,, With finely crushed glaes, 
• : shading the edges with darker 
colors for a more picturesque 
effect. When completed  
measure out two ounces nff 
clear casting resin, add twelve 
: drops of catalyst (six dru~ per 
ounce). . and stir thorougi~ly. 
,Drizzle the: resin over the  
crushed glass until the whole 
thldg is covered. Glass should 
be piled slightly high than'~the 
' braid for a textured look./.lf 
:'there is not enough 81an,lnthe 
plaque, it will ten to warp.'~ .' Let ! 
~the~ resin set overnl=~ht and ~ou 
'~ pouring tbe,'re~id'On,. -~"  ,.:',;.~:~ :- 
~. ~,'This.ls a never fall:projeetl 
and you'll be ilellghtedwithtl~e 
results evea.ff itsflret try. 
Why not give it a ti'~t:: il i~ : 
Tll next weP.k~ Be Creatlvel' 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd, 
New72 
 Johnsd 
5Ohp. 
Here's big performance 
little package. The coral 
new Johnson 50. Sleek. 
Reliable. Loaded with 
features other outboard: 
w sh they had. But don't. 
Loop-Charging and a r, 
exhausttuning ,system for more 
power on less fuel; MagFlash TM capacitor 
discharge Ignition for Instant stads, long 
A cooling System ~that'e both pressure' ar 
temperature controlled. Po~ver'ehifting~: Ei 
start And more. ~= :!~ , ~:, ;: ~ : 
BOATING HEADQUARTERS 
ehda  i P.m, 
• ~i" i l  
* 17' , Sanptsrorafl 
¢.w.llS H.P. Johnson Outboard 
L ;  ~ MotoI; and.Trailer 
, , :  , , .  , , • ,  
t~ ~. ,'i f•:.'.~/'~i~/~'.~ ~ , .  , ,  :o , .  " , . . 
) , , :  ; . .  
• , /  .,'~L' I : .  
" ; : _•  
' ' - 
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New 'Prov in e:.t-Pa rl¢ ' 
in B:C 
providers w i i~eSS 
" • . . , ; :  . •  and volcanoes. . . . .  
' .. - . .  , 
Tl~eestebliahmentofa326,000 importa,it :becaus.b' of the 
acre Class"A" provincial park uniqueness.:~ :of the area 
and a 249,000. acre recreation protected. Encompassed within 
area to be known as' Mount 
Edziza Provincial Park and 
Recreation Area is announced 
by the Honourable W.K. 
Kiernan, Minister of Recreation 
and Conservation. 
The new park and recreation 
area is toeated in the Tahflan 
Highlands between the Stikine 
and Iskut Rivers " in 
northwestern British Columbia, 
There Ms,every likelihood that, 
ix) due eourse,'when resource 
invento~.ea are completed inthe 
recreation area that- it will  be 
possible to give Class "A" park 
status tO the area. In the 
meantime, the recreation area 
status will ensure careful 
attention to the preservaUon of
the present high :.recreational 
attraction of the lakes and 
woodlands adjacent to the 
mountainous park core. 
l~ount Edziza Provincial 
Park and Recreation /~'ea is 
Considered a milestone in the 
provincial parks .system not 
only because o~ its s~e but more 
the 900 square mile park and 
recreation area Is one ~ the 
mint significant volcanic zones 
in British Columbia, if ,not in 
Canada. Mount Edzlza, 
elevation 9,143 'feat, and other 
volcanic peaks in .the region." 
erupted' for :the first .time 
4,000,000 years ago and every 
few thousand • years since. 
According to Tahtlan and 
Tsimshiam Indian Lore, 
volcanoes in the district have 
erupted within the pkst 
thOUsand years and even as 
recently as less than 100 years 
ago. 
Jack Soutber, a voleanologiat 
with the Geological Survey of 
"Canada, has spent the past 
several years surveying and 
doing seismic invesUgaUons of 
Mouni Edziza. He states: 
"Mount Edziza, one million 
years ago, lee go with a 
gigenUe, catastrophic eruption 
that spread ash all over the 
northern part of the province." 
That eruption and the 
Torraoo Health Oluii 
Ope~s August' 1st 
:S#uq4"s; gym facilities, 
relaxing' parapacks, reducing methods. 
3313-N. Kalum~ Phone 635.5361 
House ot Sim-Oi-Ghob 
Three ~ miles west on Highway 16 
Authentic In,dial Art's and Crafts 
subsequent lava flows have 
built up around Mount Edziza a 
pla~au almost a mile thick, ten. 
miles wide, rand 25 miks long. 
• Surrounding glacier-rirnmed . 
Mount Edziza on the plateau are 
~ '~ : L: : : :: ~ ' ~ or:  more smaller lava and 
cinder cones,-including almost 
• ':.:~ -symmetrical ly perfect Eve 
' :~  ~ CQne, also known as Cinder. 
" .Cone, and the aptly-named 
"- • ~ ~Cneoe and Coffee Craters. 
. " '  Included in the Class "A" .  
park as well as Mount Edziza 
and the zone of most recent 
~olcanie activity, is the 
Spectrum Range of Mountains - 
which present a kaleidoscope ot 
colour resulting from the 
staining of lava by mineral salts 
: dissolved in boiling sulphurous 
water. Spectrum" Range is 
much older than Mount Edziza 
Follow the Signs to . . .  
Remo Bar Rosod 
and has been extensively 
eroded by  glaciatio~ 
Raspberry Pass, .which 
.separates'the Spect - .~  Range 
from the Mount Edziza area of 
• the park, was followed by the 
Yukon Telegraph Company's 
line to Tolegr'aph Creek in the 
1860's. Many of the telegraph - 
pales are still standing althOUgh 
the line cabins'situated every 20 
milts along the route have all 
but disappeared. 
There are five major lakes 
within the park and recreatien 
area. Four of them, Mowdade, 
Mowchilla, Kakiddi, and 
Nuttlude form a chain along the 
.eastern periphery while, the 
fifth, Buckley, is in the northern 
section. The larger lakes, and 
most of the waterways are well- 
stocked.with rainbow trout. 
-Carvings -totem poles, plaques, & masks " I 
-Bead work • necklaces, braclets, headbandsAnd rings Home ot the World's Record Spring salmon ! -Leather goods - lackeys, vests,skirts, handbags, etc. •-Moccasins, mucklucks, gloves, all moose hide 7 miles west oi Terrace - .Pure sheep woOl coats, so cki,,&~-~'dbs;~ -~O-,.~ ~L~ ~ , , ,~ , . .~ ,  . . . . .  ::~ . . . . . . . .  ,;: ~ ; ,  . . . . . .  -Besketery-cedar~rootandbark;bircht)ark;willowm.. -~.~.. {). ~.0~LRight.on theSkeene.River, we offerall.campsitb~and~tenting,~:~ ~ .  • - 
- Paintings. in oil of old !ndian Villages, and old poles ~tacilities in~:luding hot'shewers and.sani-station;boat'ldul~ClV; ' 
smokehouse, picnic tables, mini.store, sandy beach.and good- 
fishing. (shady, sec!,~_~Jy 
: -  For Reservations Phon.  or Writ .  - 
-7 day fishing guide service (3.20'Tiver boats) ; 
4310MmhOr0scent 
Ph0ne'6:35-5350 
Te~ace,'kC. 
U.bxW 
"~m,  ~.,w~ Q, , ,~  : 'U.y.p.- 
Baked Goods  
Fresh: • 
. , . ,  
From 
the 
Oven, 
Approved Tourist AccommOdation 
GATEWAY COURT "MOTEL" 
SSIO Highway 16 Wesi 635-6406 
Torraoe Hotel 
Nountviow Bakery 
4637 Laze l le  Ave .  
~"  Ter ra~e,  B .C .  
.6"35;6650 
' - -  "C.~Y=~.N "^n,N- ~'N~,.U • 
C HNYEI.EN OUYI IOAR. I  
- -  ONAN GENERA'rQNE & WELDERS 
- -  KAWAaAKI '  & NON..YOK MOTORCYCLtS 
.~  MERCURY WINC~q(O. 
AUTOMOTIVE  INDUeTRIAL .  - MARINe  
,n~ ~XE~,e AVE,, . p;,o,- ,o,e=aa '~. 
7 ln l~ACl r , . . . l~( : ,  
K ' I I IA~ :~,  
• ~. . -  .~, , ,~o . . .  ~,.. 
r-v • ^UrO~eHONu • ~ eumm~c 
COPF~ilOP 
4396 L~KELSE AVENUE I~ONI 635-7216 
TERRACE0 B.C. '. - 
Red" D'or Cabaret 
:Dining Room 
• Lounge, Banquet Room 
68 Bedrooms 
.4551 'Greig Phone 635-2331., /-
Wolo0mo:.Tourists " 
Your main store Mr 6ooks, ;magazines, 1 
. hendlcr.affs~.so0venirs ~ -pho~ supplles, 
:tobacco, confectionery. 
The Hub 
4613 LJ Ik l lse : rphol~.635:2088 ' 
THORNHILL  MOTEL  ' '~  : - 
O,.NC..c..u. , : :  Thellodar$ Motel • : ' . . . .  . ~ : : ........ :::. 
TEL,V0|nON ANO PHON(  IN ALL  UN'T I  ~ : '::~. Special r i tes  on  ~sb ln  unlh, 
P^CIFIC e l  OA l  AND OIL . PnoPA~NE:~Av~(It.AI~R • ~. : ' "  : '  . . . . . .  "* : '  /'• .' 
140 n l lHWAY "Ill I~ l t ,  R,R, I I  'TINNAICll" . i  i= " .  • 
'~UNCHO 
PRINC~ 
b rR ATHCONA'~ 
The area around MOUnt 
Edziza is summer habitat of 
grizzly bear, mountain caribou, 
mountain goat, stone sheep; and 
the occasional moose. Sheep 
and gnats are the only year- . . . .  
round residents of the high 
mountains. • : 
Access to Mount Ed~.iza / 
Provincial Park and Recreation 
Area at present isbyair inmost 
instances or by crossing the 
Stikine River a t  Telegraph 
Creek,, the nearest community, 
and following the old Telegraph 
Trail. With the completion of 
the Stewart-Cassiar Highway, 
which will more or less pare.el r sm 
the eatern boundary, access via / Raspberry Pass to the central porUon.~of the park will be 
possible. The Stewart-Cassiar 
Highway will also provide 
Blue Gables Restaurant 
~ .~.'We Spec ia l i ze  in  s teaks"  : 
Danc~ to the tunes  of  the  
"iolod~ Mountain Bo/I" 
• .~ 'Country & Western Band -Frid=iy & Saturday nights ". . . . .  
;:~*,~jTap.~.:music for the rest;of the.weel~.,,. , .  ':',L..L .~.':' 
4926"Highway 16 West Terrace, B.C. 635-2228 
E 
Enjoy our new Dining Lounge 
(Western:Chinese) 
Hours' 
Wmk4e~ 11 a .L -  l i~e ;  
PH. lSet .  l iD.re. .  Se.m. 
.Sen. !1 o.m.- 12MIdadllht 
635-6184 •3209 Ks/urn, -.Terr~,ce 
name in and Browse 
~e have .  
Hobbies and Crafts 
.~c:~. Pot tery  Mob i les  
r :rE Ca ,d les  
A.. :~.,e Bot t les  
,t ToDD Crafts 
o !~?  
• :~,= :;:/~ : 
• ::rE ii ~: 
FORT ' '  t ' "  "' - ' 
~. ,  
TV/EEDSMUIR 
" " n n : r " "fJ'n ..... : L ak0hio Phamaoy • PHONee ned2 I~iGHWXY::I6 wE~r : ; . . . .  , : 03e.s34a : r" 4|30 Highway 16 West '  i e3e.~ee~ , . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  :±  
Pc cox .a ,  
: Phone 635.:i~5e ~ * Tsn~cs /n .¢ ;  : ~ 
, •Qo le t  and inoX~ih~IV '  ac~mmo~t lo l1$ : '~  : r'• : !iS: :: ~' 
" ' L • ~ : •" Phor  ~/~35;3616:,: 
Terrace, B.C. ~ Phone 635.4442 , m ~ ~ ~  
~.,.4 Lakel~e Ave., Terra 
- I 
Ha;r :0uts: 
c~,~Reasoralde Rates ~/.^ ' L i l l e  Ribbon 
at •'o~ • Bakery,: /'°* galum ~'(~ No. 4 .  4717 Ukelse  Ave.: • Barber Shop " Locatod inSuper-.Valu ,~opplr~Cenfre 
. Terrace, B.C. 
I 
Pioneer Campsite 
,Hot ,howe,s .Saul-Station . " N01flHERN 
.Playground .Heated Washrooms 
.Fishing ~ DRUGS 
"Large,,'quiet spaces" . * "Ter ra  ce -K i t i  m at  
30 mi les  east  o f  Ter race  and  .__ _, _ _Princ_e Ruper t . ' ,  
Ks-Lure Motel Ltd.,  Terrace Drugs 
" l ' '  " "  
PRINCE ~ 
~ G&alRA I  I ' l l  dr 
CC~ tO the lakes al'ol~ the _GLAC 
stern boundary. 
, The wilderness aspect Of 
Mount Edziza Provincial Park I AL...~..,-~-" 
and Recreation Area .will be . 
maintained with visitor- - 
-,oriented evelopments such as 
- campgrounds being located 
near major access mutes. 
MT. ASSINIIBOINE et~.. 
~MQNASHE~ 
• KOKANEE 
NELsoN.GLACIER~ 
f : 
Sportsman 
Drive-In 
4908 H ighway 16 West•  
" l :e r race ,  B.C.- 
Nountainviow Resod 
. imperia l  Oil Preducts .Diesel fue l  
.Tire Service -Home Style. Mea ls  .Coffee Shop 
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Highway 16 - CEDARYALE,  B.C. 
i i TAU l tAN i r  
~' DIHI"G LOUNGE 
• i'.,-. "II ~I 8AN~UETJIOOM, . 
"CHINeSe CUmSfNr' 
• OUX ~;~T~ 
¢~WI~E~ & CANADIAbl FOOD 
Men-  Sat IO -1AM 
Sun UAM - 1OPM 
01mEES T0 
r~Ktom 
635-6111 
'l~_2__Lg;elle 
West End Grooory 
& Laundromat 
.Open 6 a.m.  to 12 p.m. 
.Chevron Station - 
.Dumping Station and Showers 
.Genera  I S tore  
.F resh  Meat '  
. i ce  - Par ty .&  B lock  
.F i sh ing  L icence '  & "Tack le  
4928 H ighway 16 West ,  Ter race  
Phone  635-5274 
. , , , 
Reel :inn, Motel 
. Gov ' t  Approved  
Ind iv idua l  Cook ing  Uni ' ts  
- ..... Phone 635.2803 
5SM Hwy 16 W. l"errace, B.C. 
,,: Lakol$o, Hotel ,: 
, . ".• -~ .  :" • 
:0abarot 
Open Tuesda~thru S.turd,~ :•, r -  " 
S:30 p.m. - 2-e.m~. " " " 
4620 Lnkelse:Ave. Torra~;:B;C. .S,-2207.•ii 
, IL~,:WoB 
'Tor r lo l  *: ~ Prinoai Rupert 
" ""and Pries 
L J 
: I 
/.'. 
A 
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LG Scott takes Men's ': 
L.G. Scottand Skema Hotel !(~ :: Sunday' momlng" : :Labbat ts  ~"  : . ' :  : ; . '  : , : . . '  : ' i : - ' ;  : . .  : :  . : ::(";.:i:.;::: : 
L.G. Scott, a Kitimat softball early inning and dioi)ped the met for the first time in the" found themselves" out of •the I.,ast ThUrsday the Terrace Figure' Skating was f~ed at a 
team, left Terrace last Sunday match 5-0. 
with the Centennial Lions Shut-outs were Coles specialty, third match of  the two day , running after being clobbered 7- meeting which attracted many interested locals'to the Veritas, , 
trophy for finishlng firstinThe In the firstgame of the tourney, tourney with Scott winning in • by the Skeena Hotelmen, . . . . . . .  Hall. : : i , . . . .  . . . .  ; . . . . .  . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
extra innings 7-6. •" In the second game Scott's Elected president of the organization was Bob Fldfmnn. Mrs. 
The winning run come on a continued their domination with Sharon Lynch will sere  for the first year as vice.president. 
an 8-2 victory over the Prince Secretary-elect is Mrs. Audrey Elliot With Mlss,Lyn ~ Jones 
Bob C o les . . .p re t ty  as a p i tcher  
Meet 
David Anderson 
THE L IBERAL  PARTY IN B.C. 
Terrace 
tournament. 
The out-of-town team, ' paced 
by the excellent pitching of. 
Bobby Coles and backed by a 
solid defensive effort, went 
through the tournament 
undefeated to take the •honors.. 
Skeenn Hotel, the top rate 
local team, suffered defeat at 
the Kitimat team's hands twice 
including the final game of the 
tourney where the locals where 
stunned for five runs in the 
Men's Softball .  Scott came up against the 
Sharpies Equipment-Twin 
• River Timber team and when• 
the dust cleared the score stood 
1.6 for Scott..The game was a no 
hitter for Coles and a tough one 
to lose for the lecals. 
• Prince Rupert's all-star 
contingent met Lab batt's from 
Kitimat in the second game and 
again there.was no hit baseball, 
with Rupert taking the match 4- 
0. 
homer by a Scott outfielder in 
the bottom of the first overtime 
inning. 
The last game Saturday 
pitted Labbatt's against the 
combined Terrace team and 
that's as far as they got 
dropping their second game of 
the tournament o the Kitimat 
nine, o,-1. The loss eliminated 
the locals from furthe~ 
tournament play. 
Rupert All-Stars. handling the Club's treasury. . . . . .  • 
Prince Rupert took to the field , As well as the four executive members ~ere  were three 
again in the seventh game, this directors chosen. Thes :. : . .~ -, . .. 
time to face the Skeena Hotel. • ' 
Skeeea won the match 5-3 and As  well as the four executive members there were three 
advanced to the final game directors choSen. These are Mrs, Donna'Donald,.M~. Yvoune 
against Scott's. , Moon and Mrs. Isabel Durand. ~ o, , 
Memberships in the club will s'ooh be available f0t ~ a sum of 
As ~well as the trophy, L.G..~ one dollar with registration 'for the first ,year of activity also 
Scott ,took home $175 in first forthcoming. . ~' . . . . .  , . '  . . 
place money. No arrangements have been made yet for the acquisition of a 
figure skating pro but'discussi0ns ~e being carried out with an 
, ' ' interested party who was in,attendance.i i ,  • . .  : 
TAKE. .CARE ' .,. 
• adequate strength, durability~ 
Consumers'. Association of and ease o f  operation.' CAC 
Canada advises that lifting headquarters f i reat  100 
mechanisms for raising ha/'dtop 
trailer t~oofs have to stand up to Gloucester Street, Ottawa, 
water, mud anal ,dust and Ontario. ' 
therefore should be sturdy. Ask 
the dealer to demonstrate how F tiv 
the trailer sets up. Request or A= n 
advice on repairs in the event of , 
a breakdown. Soft-top trailers 
use tubular supports to keep the )reulntation 
canvas tight. It is of most 
importance to inspect the 
supports, pivot points, and 
adjustments, and look for 
comfortable fit without 
restricting circulation. CAC 
headquarters are at 100. 
Gloucester Street, Ottaw a , 
, " Ontario. 
, ,  SAFETY ON WATER SKIS 
• Before you shout "Hit it", 
make sure you are sa fe .  
Consumers' Association of 
Canada recommends that. 
quality .skis he used even if they * 
cost a little extra. Skis made of 
solid ash, a laminate ash and 
mahogany or laminated birch d ELECT 
are considered "to be most 
reliable. Bindings made of pure id  ~ 
gum rubber are preferable as gaeDona Jan 
they will stretch more giving a" 
Mr. Anderson will be in Terrace • 
on Friday Aug. 11, 1972 to officially 
open lan MacOonald's campaign 
headquarters at 4624 6reig Ave. 
across from the I)o-Op. 
He wants to hear Your ideas. 
1 That 's  one  more  out  
. ~ . . . . . . .  " ' :: ., .,_: .~;:,..:;:,..,.,.~!:, ,, ~ , 
WE TOOK A BITE 
OUT OF PRICES! 
66 Vauxhall 
66 Envoy 
64 Volks 
Your  
cho ice  
8400 
f . 
70 Datsun:w, nn $1595 
t 
,70 Datsun~.dan $1595 
62 Pontiac 
64 Valiant 
$200 
• $400 
65 Rambler $495, 
65 Dodge $895 
66 Olds : ! ;  S895 
67 Ford LTD, or...• $795 
67 Falcon $695 
,.,67;i 01ds~ $1600 
70 Hornet 
I , ,., . . . . . .  ..,. 
, $1495 
n $2595 
1 I ~ . . ~.• . . . . . .  
],: & D MOTORS LTD,:  
• ; m:mo:~i : E. Highway: 10 : !  : : ' ~::' .,. 
L • • 
" ftb ] . . . .  , , .g~ •omen s so .... , ,  . . , .  , , . . .  . ,  , , ;  . . . .  
shap ing  up 
The 15th Annual Terrace Ladies Softball 
Tournament is all set to go this weekend. 
To date teams have entered from Hazelton, 
Terrace and Kit imat and there  is a strong 
possibility of a Rupert  entry and another from 
Prince George. 
'The action wiLl raise place ~ is  Saturday and 
Sunday at the Riverside Park,  giving Terrace 
fans the same.  excit ing softball act ion as was  
seen in the men's  tourney last weekend.  
Ter race 's  hopes for a first place finish are 
resting with two entr ies which, according to local 
lad ies ,  are  top flight teams.  
The competit ion in the tournament promises to  
be tight and fast as the teams meet  for first place 
honors in the annual Ladies  tourney. 
- ° 
I 
:: teARN TO DRiVe 
WITH THE PROS 
. .  1 , . . . .  
O'DONNELL DRIVIN6 S OHOOLS LTD, 
5 .,vI.G .Ess0.s : 
,o. o.,, s3o :....i,, .,.,,, ,::i 
• VE  NOW,  Dur in  '':r :;:~:::?iiii!:ii !:~ii]:~:~!~:::ii.,ii 
"1  
5, Fantas t i c  o f fe ,  r.: ~ 
. DUAL OONTROL I: OARS 
-1  L . ' .~ 
60V'T ' APPROVED INSTRUCTORS 
~!Free: Pick.Up and:Doiivery - Linens ,at'::YoUr: eOnvenleno:j 
• • ,,~ - Phone .Ter race  U 6 - 2 6 6 6 - • •  , 
WEDNESDAY,  •AUGU8T 9, 1972 
[ 
| -  
THIS IIISKAI.,D •. - 
3212 Kalum Street • 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.O. Box399 
Phone 635.6357 
" Natidnal Advei:tining' ,, 
, Armstreng-Dagg 
Representatii'esLtd. ' . 
Western Regional Newspapers, 
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Subscriptiun rates Single.'copy 
15 cents., Monthly'by carrie]" 
$1.20. 
Yearly by mail in Canada $1~ 
Yearly by mail outside Canada' 
$25 
IAuthonzed as second class mail. 
by the Post Office Dept., Ottawal 
,and for payment of.'l~S~ ta~e~ in' 
.o~ts.h. . "- " _ 
- m  
• 13 - Personal 
! FI'{E;{ -C.-ATA LOG UE:" Bargins 
in 13,oks Centennial Book 
!Ex,'hange X95 Esquimalt Road.' 
Viol,rio. B.C. tCTF-Tues.) 
Tale MATCIIMAKER, BOX 
:;32(; = • . ' - 
('OL'RTENAY B.C. WRITE - 
11151.* (P-88) 
14 - Business Perso'nal 
SALE. S & SERVICE 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
4623 Lakelse Ave., PH: "635- 
2111 
Robert Spears 
891 Paquetto Street 
Ask operator for number. (P- 
• - • L.W. CLAY 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
~16 LakeiseAve., 
Terrace, B.C. 
" Te1:'6,~-6I~2 
• Res: 635-5181 (~rF) 
ALLAN J. MCCOLL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4.699 Lakeise.. 
Phone 635-6131 "
JRos. 635-2662 
TERRACE, B.C. (CTF) . 
20.  Help Wanted 
• Female  
Dental assistant..- Full time 
Phone 635.~031 days. (CTF) .' 
Ladies. Part4ime salon work~ 
~Phene 635-7516 after 5 p.m. (C- 
87). 
:28 • Furn i ture  for  Sale' 
r 'New at Fred's Furni tur  Centre 
Kitimat& Terrace, .
Thinking of. buying a Cola 
T.V. and not sure if you wouh 
I~"  i.he color~ ; 
.Why take a chance. Nov 
yo~ can rent a Philco Coin: 
T.V. from Fred's on/our'nev 
Rental Purchase Plan. 
YOU. lose nb~oney 
You can rent from us, Colo~ 
T.V., Black & White T.V. or_ 
uomplete  Househo  l (  
Furniture. • 
All rent payed applies t( 
purchase. 
Give us a .call today ir 
Terrace 635.3630. 
Survival is fast becoming the I "'"~"=~ 
only issue. (P-93) 
i 4 -  Business Person.el 
. | 
ROOFING???  ' 
NO JOB TOO BIG 
NO JOB TOO SMALL 
See your rdof specialist 
General Roofing & Sheqt 
Metal. Work 
• STEVE PARZENTNV 
ROOFING CO. LTD. 
Phoneanytime 
635-2724 (CTF) 
~. J  
INVISIBLE REWEAVING 
Makes holes, cuts. tears and 
burns disappear from suits, 
clothing, and fabrics. Save 
your damaged garments by 
having them invisibly 
rewoven. Free estimates, 
prompt service. Reasonable 
prices., 
Pioneer Campsite 
30 miles east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. (STF) 
15-  Found 
Men's glasses with cl|p.on 
shades beside Manuel's found 
this morning. Black rimmed, 
635-4845'*Mx~: Fish. (CTRF) 
16-  Lost 
THE WINEMAKERS'  SHOP 
• : 2914 S. Kalum St.~ '.. 
Los_t - one bible bag enclosing 2 
Pul on a ba 
Io I~ workin 
are on holi, 
of concentrate 
:For your entertainment go for 
• the best.-- call Laureut 
Marquis & 'i'His Melody 
Mountain Boys, Who are back 
in town for the winter after 
being on tour for many•riiouthS 
in the best nightspots across 
B.C. • :~, -4; 
WE OFFER ONLY QUALITY 
Country - Rock . Calpyso . 
Blues [ 
for bookh,gs phone 635-7923 
after 6 p.m. (C-Th.) 
PAVCO CONSTRUCTION 
LTD. - 
Asphalt: Driveways : 
Walkways 
Carports 
Serving Kitimal 
Terrace 11 
Phone Kitimat 632-3323 
Day. Nighl 
Box 684 
Phone 635-2830 (CTF) 
ng and levelling.- 
digging. Rata. 
rest hole digigng, 
~-6782 (CTF-3) 
PiC, TURE FRAl~S"  
paintings, 
Ready to hang. 55~fram( 
s to cb'~ose from. 635-2108. 
. . . .e  . '~. ~ . . . . . . . .  
CONCRETE WORK 
Foundations 
Floors. ,. 
| CENTRE • I 
f o /  
,Are you 'paying too m~h for 
furniture. If so try our ~urniture 
renting plan.,~ We rent complete 
household furniture including 
T.V. with the option to buy. 
Fred's Furniture. 
Phone 635-3630 
4434 Lakeise (CTF) 
, | 
29-  Musica l  Instruments 
Portable Organ and Amplifier 
for sale; Near new. Phone 635- 
7802 (P-87, 89) " 
32-  Bi¢yles: .Motorcyies.. 
For sale or trade for Trail bike 
me 1970 175ce Endure. Phone 
;35-7706 anytime. (C-63, 87) 
and answers to the na~e oi 
Troy:.- Brown, and Black in 
color. Phone 635-7935. (CTF) 
• Lost a pair of dark rimmed 
glasses in case. If found please 
contact he Herald at 6,35-6357 
and ask for Elreen. Reward is 
offered. (STF) 
LOST 
one male grey eat. with red 
collar, brown leash,' in vicinity 
of Cedars Motel. Contact No. 
68;~l~jmberland Trailer Park or 
SpCA.. (P~07) 
~3 ~! ~or!Sole ; Misc.  :i~ 
Cutting torch, hoses and 
gauges, 200 Amp. portable 
I~bart welding, 2~' River boat, 
33 h.p Evim'ude r/iotor, !10 Gal. 
fuel tank. Phone 635-5451 (P.85, 
87) ~ 
AUCTION SALE 
To settle estate - Special 
attention builders and 
collectors of old items. For 
more information call Scars 
Auction, 635-7824 (P-63, 35, 87) 
Electric hair setter (rollers) 
like new $~0. Phone 
after 5:30 p.m. (STF) 
18 - He lp  Wanted - Male' BU ILDERS TOOLS 
• ' • . . . .  '10" Ra'diai saw, table saw, belt 
Applian(:e Repairman required, sander, pneumatic staple guns 
Knowledgenfrefrigerattan also (3" & 1%" staples), 
an asso(. Excellent company' compressor, 200 ft. pressure 
benefits, uniforms and Vehicle, hose, router,, drills, skill saws 
provided. Salary negotiable. 'raise tools. Dodge van . 
Apply in person" Manager, complete for $2,500. Phone 635- 
Simpsons Sears Ltd., Terrace 
or write to P.O. Box 549.. (C-~, 
87) 
Furnl(ure 'ana app,  ance: 
;~alesmen required, ""to 
~commence duti~ immediately 
• in Kitimat. Contact E. Liesch at'~ 
1335-7121 orMr. A. Schwartz 932., 
,7181 (CTF) ,., 
Truck driver required" 
preferably with.  tandem 
experience as  well as freight 
!mndilng. Phoue 935-6234 (C-87,. 
"TRUCKING- 
,CONTRACTORS" 
East  Kootenay ol)eration eeds 
log trucks, immediately: For 
~details Contact L,W, Roberts 
423-7227 or 423.7077 .(C.87, 89) 
'19. Help Wanted ." 
Male & Fem ale, 
Bookkeeper or Aec0antant for 
employment in Chartered 
Accountants. office. Apply~ 
MeA!pine/&:'ca~ 4644 Lazelle 
Ave:' (CTF) '. - - : 
PART.TIME HELP WANTED 
lnsurbnce and credit, reporter 
"for Terrace area, either n~ale or 
females. 
5?83 (CTF) 
1967 Cougar and 2 yr.'old colt 
(horse). ;Both reasonably 
prieod. Phone 635-3265 (P-87~ 89) 
For sale ~ Tent 9x18., This tent 
has a screened in perch. 
Homollie Power'Saw in good 
condition. Phone~ 635-8200 iP-89) 
34 -For  "Rent • Misc.  
30' Light duty flat deck for rent. 
DailY, weekly. FAMCO 635-6174: 
(~TF) _ . .~-  _.  
37 Pets '  * "' "" ~ 
Wanted to give~ away. one 
mother cal~and kitten. Phone 
• .635-3455. (STF) ;+ ,: 
For Sale, Male Malamute 6:~"10' 
months old, Gentle.~ Phone 
4468 (STF) 
Registered AppaI0~a stud for 
Sale. With or Without i's~ld~b; 
Phone 685.9985'.(C-~, 07, ~9). 
"Kittsns to give away. , .... 
Phone 635-5036after 6:35 p.m~ 
(CTF)* " " '~" :~ " '" ~"~:" 
,1, thorat~h bred and auarter 
r Saddle .a'nd' hack ~ a.mor 
• No experienCel , included, Must sell, Pl~une 63~ 
nd an ~ excellent /' Mi~f(P~,, 97) ....... ;~, {!~,,~,~ 
to in~m l~t i l  . . . . .  " 
;in. D.; VanCouver, W4nt(HI~-r.MJSC.',~ .-"., 
~-= ;I (CTFI ". 
THE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
38 - Wanted  .M isc .  
Chev or Ford V-~, With power 
train. Foranyorali  these items 
call 635-2923 (P-87) 
Birch 10gs for fireplace, 
Delivered or can  cut and 
pickup. Phone 635-7873 tCTF) 
39-  Boats & Engines 
16' sailboat fro" sale..Phone 635- 
2O23 (CTIT,) 
15:~ 'ft,, fiberglass boat. 50 
Mere. Tilt trailer. View at 3704 
Kenny St. after. ~ p.m. 
Terrace,B.c. 1972 M[azda R108 
Coupe. - (C-91) 
41 - Mach inery  for  Sale 
EXPAND YOUR 
PROFIT! ' 
NOW I$ THE TIME TO 
BETTER YOUR 
PRODUCTION AND ENJOY 
INCREASED PROFITS WITH 
F INNING USED 
EQUIPMENT.  *OUR BIG 
SELECT ION COMBINED 
WITH LOW PRICES GIVES 
YOU YOUR BEST BUY Aq 
FINNING. SEE THEM 
TODAY ! 
Tt~ack Loaders, priced from 
$17,500 - 
1969 Cat 941 track loader w- 
pedal steering, bucket, canopy, 
counterweight. Undercarriage 
good. Machine in good working 
order - only 1866 hours! FT- 
5576. Terrace. 
1968 Cat 955K track loader w- 
power shift trans., fok'k and 
clamp, canopy. First-class 
shape-don't missthis one! FT- 
5471. Kamloops. 
Wheel Loaders, priced from 
$6,250 - 
J-D 400 backhoe w.front end 
loader, cab. Tires average 50 
percent and better. Good 
condition and appearance. FT. 
5134, - Dawson Creek. 
1968 Patrick ~'R',' wheel loader di ei,     mtto .:log 
14.00 x 20, 12 ply, 50 percent. 
Unit in fair condition. FT-5629. 
Terrace.. " 
Misc. Tractors, priced from 
$26,500 - 
1070 Komaisu D125 tractor w- 
250 HPengine, power shift 
tram., angledozer (tilt), winch, 
operator guard. Unit in good 
operating condition, l~xeellent 
appearance. FT-5196. 
Vancouver. 
1969 Terex 82-40 tractor w-hyd. 
angledozer, parallelogram 
npper, canopy. Undercarriage 
good. Unit in good working 
orderw.clean appearance. FT- 
5495 Vancouver. 
Skidders priced from $10,000- 
1967 Clark 664 skidder w-dozer, 
winch, operator guard. Fair 
tires 18.4 x 34, 30 percent. Good 
condition, repairs made. FT- 
5208. Prince George. 
1969 Timberjack .404 skiddor 
w-winch, diesel engine, I 
operator guard. Excellent 
J tires. Machine Working well - minor repairs done. FT.5036. Terrace. 
m I vour OAT,,m,..~p oe~em l" 
'4629 KEll'HROAD" 
PHONP 635-7144. 
. . . .  TERRACE (C-~7) 
4,3. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent for skgle man. i
Li~L housekeeping facilities.. 
Private ntrance. 3704 8pralm.. 
635-532? (P.67) 1 " 
Room for rent. Self-contained. 
Two blocks from downtown. 
Phone 635-6816 (P.87) 
Sleeping room for rent in new 
home ~ preferred working men. 
Recraation facilities. 3703 S. 
Eby St. Phone 6356474 No 
drinking. (C-68) 
! 
Kahm Oaixtens 
3 bedroom townhouses with 
stove ~and fridge. Some with 
carport and shag carpeting. 
Plus full basement. " Within 
walking distance of downtown,, 
Situated on the corns. (Hatisen 
& Scott. For viewing please call 
Mr. Jim Kropps, Phone 63.5-4841 
(CTF') 
One -"2 bedroom and one 3 
bedroom house for rent. $125 
and. $135. Per monUh. On 
Queensway next to Hiverside 
Groceries. Both houses 
recently renovated . Reliable 
"tenants Only! Phone 635-3131 
(P.67) 
Available immediately 2 
b~droom Suite. Centrally 
located for quiet couple o@ 
fa~nily. No Pets. Apply 4444 
Lakelse Ave days. (P.67) 
For rent in Thornhiil. 2 
bedroom house $100 per month. 
Phone Kitimat 632-5202 (P.07) 
P CEDER GROVE d~,RDENS., 
3 bedroom rowhcuses with 
sotne washers and dryers. 
Full .basements, safe play 
ground. $180 per month. 
References Reauired. Contact 
Mrs. Joyea DiGiovanni 
635-3231 
n i 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Fridge and. stove/Phone 635- 
6919 (P-89) 
month. At 250-Kirkaldy Rd. 
Phone Kitimat K~.24~ (C-63) 
Unfurnished 2 bedroom house 
for rent in town for small 
family. Must be employed. 
Require references. Phone 635-" 
3777 after 7:30 p.m. (P-86) 
4e .  Sui tes  for  Rent  
Basement suite; 2 bedrooms, 
living room, kitcheh. Private 
entrance - for 2 working men. 
Phone 635-4468 (CTF) 435.2321 
i" g Ysroi  CO01 e PTS. 
i,2 & 3 hedroom deluxe suite~. •
Scott Ave., Terrace. '.~-~ 
Hunted, swimming pool- for, 
;tenants. Phone 635-5224 (CTF)~ 
F L Y N N A P T S :, 
Furnished rooms and furnished 
apts. Cooking facil it ies 
available. Phone 635-6658 (~TF) 
THORNHILL MOTEL 
& COFFEE SHOP . 
Housekeeping Units 
'Propane 1bottle.filling 
Pacific 66 Gas and Oil 
3.bedroom basement suite dose 
to town and to s~ool. Phone 
635-58O8 tP-07) 
2 bedroom duplex-located in 
. =~,~o.~,~.~=~,~ ,m m,~_ Thornhiil. Available Aug. 7. 
".All units subject to prior sale" Phone 63,5-6478 (P.g/) 
43-  RoooIs for  Rent 
GATEWAY MOTEL 
REDUCED RATES 
'Monthly, 
• OSBORNE "GUEST HOUSE'." 
Furnished l ~ l b i n $ :  ' - "  
"'Monthly rates. Cedars't~otel. 
Phone, 633-23~ ( C'l~.-3 ) 
~d r Rent. Au~st. 1st ..-9_' 
room • furnished duplex at 
968 Mountainview Blvd, Phone 
935.2S77 (CTF.) 
2 bedroombasement Suite. Comfertab~e rooms In quiet 
renidentiel ares. 281Z Hall • F r idge ,  Stove and washing 
~t.met. Phone'635-3171 (CIF) machine included. ,Phone 635-: 
/ / !  .. ' 
]LROQm for?rent for gentleman. 3. bedroom .suite .i'ocatnd fin 
,Kitchen and.lanndry facilities, ~ Uplapds area', Fridge and Sto~e 
Apply at 4736 Straume Ave. (P-*' 
35; 67) : .::, f l icluded. :! ~k r~,k: " ~ " 'r ~:~: Available 
,Immedintely, ' Ph~e 635.6940 
(P.86) • ' • 
{ Room for rent for single man;].i ' . . . .  ' L r~ '~ 
!~Ug!tt" housekeeping fadllties, ~.~ i;3i bedr0oail suite,, f~dge, atove 
k~V~t  e entranco, 37O4 Sparim~,{~ 
Quiet adults 0sly,' { N0~Pete. 
, , ~ ~  :" i:l and ' l~uhdry' ' Central i°~tinn~' Ph 
..... one ~1,~ ~.'(p~) • • 
t l  
- .Homes f_o r SaJe] 
3 BEDROOM - $30,960 
Over"1350.sq. ft. - 10w taxes 
(28.00 per annum) large lot 
over ½ acre, great 
landscaping potential; wall to 
wall shag; two complete 
baths; den with french doord 
to balcony. Large kitchen & 
eaUng area; walnut cabinets; 
elegant dining room; separate 
sewing room; rec. room and 
utility room, Designed" for 
comfort. THIS IS A HOME!. 
To view 635-5783. (CTF) 
2 bed/oum home on large lot. 
• Quiet location, w-wearpeting ~n 
l!vingroum, forced air furnace. 
Large shed Situated on 
property. $12,080 5504 Lloyd 
Ave. Phone 635-5490 or after 6 
p.m. 6,%~957 (CTF) 
- ! , : 
New 3 bedroom house. Gas 
furnace and water. •. On Keefer 
Sk I Has carport. Phone 63,%4319 
(CTF) 
3 bedroom house for sale, 
approx. 1200 sq. ft., double bath, 
finished basement, fireplace, 
treed," landscaped lot, fenced 
hock yard on pavement. Phone 
635.3094. (C-91) 
Mariner NHA Approved • 
Modular Homes. Instant 
homing at reasonable prices. 
FAMCO,, 5416 Hwy. 18 W., 
Terrace Phone 635-8174 or 
.Roger Comeau, 635-3073 (CTF) 
New house, 3bedroom, kitchen, 
living room 4516 Olson Can be 
seen between 8 a.m. and 12: 
noon. Terms Cash (P-~7) I 
'2 ~droom II"ome on '= acre lot. 
Fireplace. large utility room. 
Full basement with % bath and 
2 finished rooms. Priced for 
quick sale. Phone 635.6672. 
2 bedroom house - no basement 
220-V wiring, propane heat. 2808 
Braun St. F.P. $12,000 $2,500 
down. Balance easy terms. 
Phone 635-2615 evenings. (P.66) 
I bed  a Now 
Nomo? 
see Us! 
Financing • a r ra0ged =:. 
Dawnpayment  add  
*terms YOU can a f fo rd"  
(and  we' l l  help you w i th  
$1 ,000  Government  
Acquis i t ion Grant  
app l i ca t ion)  
Say-Nor Builders 
@entro Ltd. 
q1827 Kei th  Ave .  T~rrac*e 
635.7224 
Evenings:  F rank  Wal l  
635.7337 (CTF)  
49 -. ~ome.$1 for ,S~ .. ~e. 
r _ , . .  _ | WHZPAVRZ ? 
With $I,000 and your own 
/.ot 
You could buy your 
own completely,furnished 9~ 
sq, fl. 
3bedroom Imme for as 
little as ~25 
per month. 
Call us'~oday at 
Western 635-6564 
Box 162, H~j. 16 West" 
Terra¢e. 
BE SAFE IN A SAFEWAY 
(The approved Double Wide 
Rome.) 
HOUSE FOR SALE OF 
LEASE*PURCHASE 
Large livlngroom, fireplaeei~ 
kitchen, all electric heal Full 
basement, ~3 sleeping rooms 
• downstairs, bathroom up and 
down. On ½ acre land. Agar 
Ave., needs ome finish WOrk. 
Only interested party phone 632. 
I - 7481,. (P-67) 
$! - Business Locations 
Now Renting. Corner ot 
Emerson & Greig. One stun. 
1700sq. ft. maybe divided into 
tw~x One office 580 sq. ft. 
Contact Emerson Holdings 
Phone. 635-7776 "days~ (C'I~'). 
2. officeS iand 800 ~1,  ft. of 
storage space. "For infd: phone 
635-4566 betwest, 7-8 a.m. and 6- 
7 p.m. or 635-2287 and ask for 
Lea. q r r  ' 
Store space available for re~ 
August 1st, down town locatibn. 
1700 sq. ft. Phone 635-3,388 
~CTF). 
Industrial and office Space. 
Phone 635-3147 or 635-2312 
. . . .  }}/ 
~ 4";o•~ ' 
. . .. ..... .,:~..'~-,~.. 
j ~ I "~ " 
82 Wanted4to.:Ren#;;;~:' 
i to" 
rent :  
house Or 'suite by  reliable 
: co0ple. Clme to town;,. Phone 
' 0ss-2s08 ~6-4:sO :and. 335-5~4 
after 5-00." 1P-87, .89) 
Forbes  s beroom 
house or trailer by Sapt.',5~ For 
minimum of 6 months. Ref. i f  
required. Reply to,Box 394, 
Cranbrook~ B,C. (P~7, 89, 91, 
93) 
$4 - Busi'ness P roper ty  
MOTEl i"OR ALE • S 
12.oinking unite - all eleclri i
s single and ~1 two bedroom 
suiles 
3 bedroom living quarters 
With full hasemeni 
Ample room behind motel for 
vrailer Space and over night 
parking. 
Apply: Owner-Manager 
Box I l l  
Terrace. B.C. 
( C-74.75.7~ 
: I i i 
*~/TIMATS NECHAKO 
CENTRE. for rent-prestige 
office space, also 8500 sq. ft. on 
lower floor, suit retail, storage 
ere, For. information phone 
Kitimal 632-7011 (CTF) 
"Office'for Rent- 900 sq. ft. w-w' 
carpet- birch panelled- electric 
beat..Upstairs location. On 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635-7770 
(CTF) 
Warehouse space for lease, fin 
Terrace, Available 
immediately. Phone 635-2234 
55.  P roper ty  
Lot in Tnornhill suitable for 
home or trailer. Phone 635-5567 
after, 6p.m. or weekends. (P-87) 
I ] Two lots (72' x 200'1 on Kroyer RcL at Lakelse Lake. Phone 635-5113. (P-85,87). 
Members n4 the BMIdors Associonon"in good standing.. 
/ 
.... For  Sa!e at  4909 _Straume: . . . . .  
i im 
3 bedr~m home, 1300 aZl~ ft. 
Foil basement, large orperl ,  " - ' 
Double wood windows, screens, • }=i ~ ;~/~! ~' ~i/ 
Fireplace, wail k~well carpels, i.~}i,!~.;i~.~i~i~(~i~ ' 
Stormdours, gutters & dovmpipes, • : :  ~d ~';P~ ~ L: '  ~ ~ "" "  ~" 
~" Insulation in cMIing,3~" in walls; ~i~:!;,~:\i~/~,:)-~-; 
coloured plumbing, rou01FIn, ~ .i'i~]~:~i~ij;~/i 
/ Gas Heat. • , .~ ~, 
.. • . .  F ind  out  more  about.-us - .: ' 
• .Talk to our  cus tomers l  . . . .  
.. ~,J. b~o l l .  Nolo~/Ptdblic - 
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT •APPRAISALS- ~0NVEYANCINO:I: 
4609 LAKELSE AVE.  " . . . . . .  ~:•' . . . . . . .  • PHONE _~_']_c~_131 ..... 
. . . . . . . .  P. r . I i I I i  , i s  , - r ~  
the 
.Country .ome . ••T . . . . . . . .  ~'•-• , 
In ru.roJ ~e~ing: 3. INdroom home O, new On 4 a im of ~ land IJe;~iitJily ~ ' :  I~rl;; ; :  ;*: 
wurnlshinos Inclune oopperlous ren0e and fdd0uts wMI aSwaslmr'Mdd~er. .All rots Io~.' 
B r a n d  New , ~ ' d * ~ ' * "  ~"  * p " . . . . . .  . . . . .  ' *' 
2 I)odr~m home with full Imume,t I~Md on 2 acres, nicely h i l l .  :~xxl water supply..~. 
• ~i~k~plml  rood. Easy t~rms In full prl¢i of $19~100. Try your down l~iymlmt4~ iis cute1/ ;' 
rome•lust completed. ~ • • • •" -, • .• • ~ •~ • 
= xo ses : . . . .  . . . .  ] 
, • . . . . .  , " . • . • ~ , ~ .  
• for the pricq0f one. IWo 14 om with s ~roon~' .  r~mt he Ofh~ with 2 bedro0ms, ck~e to 
s¢lmolsimdstoro,.~o08downi~ynta~Mttofmlprl~o~S~l,000willhomll~,-- . . . . . . . .  ~ , , .  , 
auam home 0m. is.ly ecro. f.m thml;ili .rim,. wih eoN nx.iW Urge !e • Carport 
plumblnB, extra bedr0om, Auto 0il furnaCe~ workshw, ~R. room~ Mc 
well bQilt home selling for only L17M4. . .  . . . . . .  
~1~ have iols~ a¢i~ige, recredtlonail and m(arn~clai p ~ l  :r 
- ;%. L• 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9:1.972 
55.  P roPer ty  for  Sale: 
For sale by owner -Lovely treed 
lot on Beuner. 70x132 ft. Call 
635-2692 after 6 p.m. (P-87, 89)' 
Choice River view lot approx. 
an acre. Good garden soil 
Phone 635-5323 (~)  
57 - Autom0bil(~s;. 
1000 Gal water or fuel[ tank on 2 
ton Chev trnck. Best offer. 
Phone 635-7709 (C-95) 
1970 Dodge Polara sedan. V-8 
automatic.Radio. Call 6,35-6310 
between 9-5p.m. 635-2525 or 635- 
3744 (C-86) 
0.76 acre  Lakelse Lake RI00 Mazda in immaculate 
property with 50 feet• lake condition. Inquiries and 
frontage. For information, viewing at Skeena Auto Metal. 
phone Kitimat 632-5347 (P-gF) Mazda dealer. Private sale 
includes cassette tape deck. (P. 
1.42 acres Lakelse Lake 87) 
frontage across from Furlong 
Bay. Phone after 6 p,m. 632- 
7848 (Kitimat) (C-86) 
Waterfront leased lot on 
Lakelse Lake. Lease for 16 
years left. $90 per year. $1,000 
down plus take over lease. 
Reason for selling - No road 
access and poor beach frcntage. 
Phone 635-5575 (C-86) 
i 
A GOOD REAL  
ESTATE INVESTMENT 
W00DLAND PARK 
Your own piece of nature only 
5 minutes from downtown 
Terrace. Beautiful wooded 2.7 
to 6.8 acre parcels bordering 
the north city limit. Privacy.. 
Terms. (Homes built to your 
order). Phone 635-5900 or 635- 
3395 (CTF) 
2 lots with homes. Lot 20 and 21. 
Size 80'x200' Priced to sell. One 
two room modern cabin on one, 
and a mobile home with 3 room 
addition winterized, fenced all 
in good condition. For more 
information call 635-5468 Apply 
824 Pine St. (P-91) 
57. Automobi les  
I 
FOR SALE  
vs&~/s? Dodge 800 Damp truck 
with Cummins Diesel. All new 
rubber. Both transmissions 
completely overhauled. Good 
condition throughout. Priced 
to sell. 
Phone 624-3669 (Pr. Rupert) 
6:30 to 8P.M. 
or write Jim Palibroda, 1128 
Hayes Cove Ave., Prince 
Rupert, B.C. (C-93) 
Air Conditioned 
1970 Mach I, Auto, P.S.P.B., 
Red, White Interior, 32,00 
miles. Balance of 5 year 
warranty. 
Phone 632-3681 - Kitimat. (P- 
87) 
1966 Ford Fairlane 500 XL. 
Automatic, bucket seats, radio 
and tape deck. Phone 635-2303 
(CTF) 
1961 Cadillac. Beet offer. 1964 
Ford for parts only. Phone 635- 
4036 anytime. (C-93) 
16 ft. aluminum van on 3 ton 
GMC Tilt Cab V-~, 5-2 speed. 
Good running condition. Very 
clean. $2,295. 4721 Haugland 
Ave. (CTF) 
Ford Galaxy, good running 
condition. $400 only. Take a 
look at 4724 Hamer Phone 635- 
3158 owner leaving town. (P-87) 
1971 Chrysler Newport Royal, 4 
door sedan. Phone 635-2843 (P- 
87) 
1953 Ford pickup, good running 
condition. Best Offer. 3309 
Thomas St. (P-93) 
One Owner 1960 Dodge Monaco, 
2 door hardtop. 27,000 original 
miles. Extra features. Phone 
655-3O29 (C-87) 
1968 Buick Sta{'on wagon $1900 
65 Ford convertible for sale. 
Phone 635-3542 (P-97, 89) 
Excellent buy - 1962 Ford 
Fairiane, 4 door, c-w new seat 
belts, engine job. Good rubber. 
$375 firm. Phone 655-2526 after 7 
p.m. (P-97, 89) 
1966 Chev pick-up $800 or best 
offer. Phone 635-4474 or 635-7732 
ask for George after 6 p.m. (P- 
87) 
1955 Chev for $150. Call at R.R. 
2, King Rd. off Krumm Rd. No. 
1, Last house on left hand side 
on King Rd. (P-97) 
SALVAGE 
1970 Datsun 
1970 Chev Pick-up 
1972 Chevelle 
~qulre at- 
57 - Automobi les  
I I I  " " ' 
MUFFLER SERVICE  
Auto Supply Stores 
4419 Legion 
Phone 6,35-6555 
67 GMC pick-up and camper - A- 
1shape. Phone 635-3717 10 a.m. 
• to7 p.m. or 635-3604 and leave a 
name and number. (P-85, 87) 
1972 Mustang, automatic, P.S. 
P.B. Radio, very low mileage. 
Still under new car warranty. 
Closest offer to-~2900 Will 
receive a real bargain. Phone 
636-2083 after 6 p.m. (C-93) 
Need a second car? Try a 1963 
V.W. or 63 Falcon.. For 
information phone 635-5242 (P- 
86) 
"For ~l~ - 1968 • 30'x8' Hobile - 
Home 
1966 :~J fen Chevy PU 
1951 Jeep FWD Station wagon 
1971 Open road 10~,~ foot truck 
camper 
1968 Air cenditioned .% ton Ford 
PU. 
Phone 635-4459. (P-72-31) 
!.: 
1972 2AOZ. Under 1,000 miles. 
Bargain for interested person. 
During day phone 635-2222. Ask 
for Loeai 283 or may be viewed 
at No. 31Keystone Apt. (C-A-31) 
1967 Mustang hardtop. 3 sp. 
automatie. Excellent condition. 
Low mileage. Phene 635-6940 
(P-86) 
1970 IHC Model 1600 C-W 
Collins 16 x 8 aluminum van 
reconditioned. Terms 
available. 
1970 Dodge C500 C-W Perkins 
Diesel Collins 18' aluminum 
van power tailgate. 5 speed 
trans. Good condition, many 
extras. 
TH]~ HERALD; TERRACE~ B.C. - . ,  
• S8 - T ra i le rs  . 68. Campers  ' i-eg~l + , 
m 
' ' . . . . . . .  ' Dm;~mCT Or TEmt~CE 
Must sell becat~e moving. 12 x Hiawatha tent railer and camp. -- + ..................... 
47 Ambassador mobile home. equipment. Phone 635-30~ (C- 
Furnished, excellent condition. 
Best offer taken. Phone 635-7917 
(CTF~ 
12X60 .'. 3~ BEDROOM 
Safeway trailer with 8x10 joey 
shack. Phone 635-6727 (P-87) 
1968 12x53 Imperial with 2 
bedrooms. Washer and dryer 
included. Good condition. 
Reasonable prioe. Phone 635- 
7448 (P-89) 
"i~xS2 mobile he' l l .  "~¢ery good" 
condition. 4~ years old. Very 
reasonably priced - Comes 
furnished or unfurnished. All 
set up in trailer park. 
Winterized and skirted. Phon~ 
635-3143 (C-71) 
TRAILER SPACES FOR 
• RENT. 
, ALOHA TRAILER PARK 
1156 LAKELSE LAKE ROAD 
THORNHILL 
' 635-3179 
aCTF~ 
"Chancellor", "'Monarch", 
Premier" Mobile Homes. CSA 
approved. Union made in B.C. 
FAMC0, 5416 Hwy. '16 W., 
Terrace Phone 635-6174 (CTF- 
For  Sale or Rent - 14' Travel 
Trailer. Completely equipped. 
Will rent by the week. Phone 
635-W06 (C-85. 87) 
1967 I0x42 Squire Trailer, 2 
bedroom with joey shack and 
fully skirted. Good condition. 
Must sell $4,700 or best offer. 
Phone 635-2845 (P-97) 
12x~0 mobile home for sale on 
lot in Thornhill. Phone 635-9963 
(C-91) 
59': T ra i le r  Parts  
One Equalizer trailer hitch. 
Phone 635-5567 after 0 p.m. or 
weekends. (P-87) 
67. Mor tgage  Loans  
HOMEOWNERS ' 
Convert your home equity 
into ready cash today with a 
I~w cost mortgage loan from" 
Home Plan Limited. We can 
advance up to 85 percent of 
apprasied value with up to 20 
years ammortization on first 
and second mortgages.". 
• . . . .  . :  I . . PAGE t+ . .  ~ . . . 
, , < " - 
, :  # 
l l l i T  inn  . :. .0TICE TO CONTRACTORS ' POUND DISTRICTACT 
• ' NOTICE OF SALE ' . , , WP. INCHMEMOR~: .  : WHEREAS. ' :  Un~ler the  
87) 
VANGUARD Calnpers, ;  
Trailers, Canopies, Motor 
Homes.  Sales & Service.' 
FAMCO, 5416 Hwy. 16 W., I 
Terrace.. Phone 635-6174 (CTF- 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ o ,  %,  . 
OKANAGAN' S~al l  truck ~ 
Campers, Ca,opies. Sales &: 
Service. FAMC0;  5416 Hwy: 16 
W., Terrace. Phone 635-6174 
(CTF-3) 
OF PROPERTY " ' ' " HOSPITAL +: provisions: of  this Act i 
TAKE NOTICE that the +'  " : ~ application has been made to 
District of Terrace intends to. SEWERAGE.197~ " .the Lieutenant-Governor inl 
sell that certain parcel.or tract • Council to extend the i 
of land situate in the District of Sealed tenders in separate boundaries ofthe p~esent Remo ] Terrace, in the  Province of envelopes marked'"render for Pound Distric~ by adding to 
British Columbia and more Sewerage - 1972. wi l l  be same the following deaorlbed 
particularly ' known • and received by the undersigned at area in the Skeena Electoral 
deserihedas: : the offices of the Wrlneh Distr ict :  '+' 
Block 5 District Lot 369, Memorial Hospital not later Block A of Lot 1934 
Range 5, Coast District, 'Plan than 12:00 noon local time on Prince Rupert Land District 
1986, with the. exception of Tuesday; August ~2,1972. .. 
easterly portion bounded by a The work consists of the NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
line coming approximately at supply and installation of one that theLteutenant-Governor i  
the south-west corner of Block pumping - station and Council @ill proceed to •comply 
3, District Lot 369, Range 5, approximately 1~00 feet of with the appl icat ion Unless 
, Coast District, Plan 1636, and sanitary sewer lines including objection" is made to the 
running easterly along the service connection, manholes Minister of Agrinulture within 
southern boundry of said Block and associated works, thirty days after publication of 
3 a distance of 249.3 feet to the Drawings and Specifications this notice; 
southeast corner Of Block 3, may be obtained, from Willis, FrankX.Richter 
thence southerly a distance of Cunliffe, TaR & Company Ltd., :Acting Minister 
49~6 feet to the southeast corner 102-4622 Greig Avenue, Terrace . of Agriculture 
Of Block 5, thence westerly of" from the offices of the Wrinch 
along the southern boundry of Memorial Hospital on or after July 24,1972~ (C-87 
Block 5, a distance of 257.0 feet. AugUst 7, 1972, on payment of 
which parcel is no longer the sum~ of ten dollars ($10.00)Tenders will be accepted Ul 
required for Municipal which ~ not refdndable. If until2-00 p.m., August 17, 1972 
purposes. , . payment is made by cheque; it for the transportation of 211 
The lowest priee which will be should be made payable to students from L Kitamaal 
accepted for the parcel of lend Willis, Cunliffe, TaR & Reserve to Kitimattown and fox 
is the sum' of EIGHT Company.Ltd.. two round trips perweek for 4( 
thousand ollars (~,000)'. high school students, retiwn. I( 
The parcel of land above J.S.Whiting, M.D. miles'per diem commencin~ 
described is to be sold on the Administrator September 6, 1972, to Jane 30 
condition that there is erected 1973. Address tenders tel 
on the said land on or before the Wrinch Memorial Hospital Department o f  Indian Affair~ 
Stst day of December 1972 a United Church of Canada Terrace District 
curling rink consisting of: Hazelton, B.C. (C-~7, 89) 215-4618 Laseile Avenue 
(a) Six (6) sheets of curling '-: Terrace, B.C. " ( C-83, 85, 8 
ice. ~ 
(b) Aritificial ice making 
equipment . ,  cHARTERED AOOOUNTANT (c) Club rooms end other " 
necessary ancillary facilities. . 
<d) A parking facility to STUDENTS 
accommodate cars. 
This sale is subject to the 
appropriate zoning being 
obtained and issuance of a Land National firm of chartered accountants requires Junio r 
Use Contract. chartered accountants and senior students for their Prince 
All tenders hall be submitted George office. \ 
to theundersigned prior to 12:00 
o'clock noon, on the 14th day of To arrange interview write: 
August 1972. Highest or any  
• tender not necessarily DELOITTE ,  HASK.INS & SELLS  
accepted. 
THIS NOTICE is given this 
20th day of July A.D., 1972. " 201" 1595 Fifth Avenue 
L 
Jack Hardy Prince George, B.C. 
Administrator 
(C-85, 87) District of Terrace , 
L; ~ ..... ..... ............ /+, ........ :~:Plon!on~/~ .~.;l,. !i l~r~7tiS first. 
* +:" sKEEN), ~JUSTERS : 1969 I.H:C; Pick-up medal 1100 '+" ....... " :  "~ 
I PRRaUEn~staU~teN in s u~r a n c~e UNRta  rm~, L !~ IL:i~ ~! .  / " 
i io"; 1 MORT6IIIE 
I An Investment + :I 
! for the future 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 4818 H l l l c res t  
I Three bedroom home on largo lot, herdwoed floors throughout, fireplace oil heat and large 
low interest rate first mortgage. Enquire to.day for further datslls. 
I 4706 Sou¢ie Avenue 
• I Three bedroom home with attractive two bedroom lower suite. Two fireplaces wall to wall 
carpeting throughout, oll hot water heat, Terms available. Immed istopossesslon. 
$3,@00.00 down:  
I Immediate occupancy • Three bedroom house at 209 Hagen Street in Copper Mountain 
School area. House has lots of closet space, utility area in the hethroom and has electric 
heat. Garden shed included in the pr!ce. Full price 6|6,000.00. 
4521 Graham Avenue:  
TRY YOUR OFFER .• This three 
bedroom home Is only two years old. It 
includes another two bedrooms in the 
basement ." Must be sold - Immediate 
occupancy. 
4904 Scott Avenue 
,.or any other ;p .urpose 
- Up ro 20 yeo£s " 
• ,'- No hidden cimrges 
• 'No lock in ' 
- No bonus 
.- Ceqfldentlal 
-Compare Rares 
~..we also purchase 
mor tgages  and  
agreements you hold. 
.C.A.C. REALTY 
" SdlT~ @Z, 46i9 kAKetie ire: "" 
.._t.e.gaL 
VILLAGE OR PORT EDWARD 
NOTICE "OF SALE OF LANU 
BY PUBLIC TENDER 
• The Village of Port Edward 
invites tenders .and proposals 
for the purchase and the 
development as Commercial- 
Residential, for parcel of lend 
described as:- 
Block H, District Lot 446, 
coast district range 5, situated 
within the Village of Port' 
Edward, being more or  less 4.2 
acres, West of Pacific Ave., end 
East of Oceanview Drive, at the 
upset price of $15,000.00. 
The sale will be conditional 
upon the.property being rezoned 
to suit Successful applicant, by 
amending zoning By-Law No. 
23, 1968. 
The property has all 
Municipal services available. 
'All tenders must include the 
following :- 
(a) Aplot  plan showing the 
proposed development of 
buildings and structures, 
driveways, parking and loading 
areas. 
(b) Sketches showing all 
building and structures 
proposed and to be erected, 
their uses and estimate of costs. 
(c) A statement as to time of 
commeneement a d completion 
date of the proposed 
development. Applicants must 
submit astatement undertaking 
to commence to develop the 
lands in the year 1972, and must 
also submit a s ta tement  
indicating the minimum value 
of improvement to this property 
after twelve •months of 
commencement  o f  
construction. 
(d) A statement that all.legal 
end survey expenses will be 
borne by the applicant. 
(e) Ten percent (10 percent) of 
tender amount by way of a 
certified cheque and a 
statement that the balance will 
be paid with in 48 hours after 
.adceptance~Pf tender i by the  
The highest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. All 
pertinent Village By-Law must 
be adhered to. 
Sealed tenders marked 
"Block H Proposals" will be 
received at the Municipal 
Building, 567 Sunset Drive, Port 
Edward, British Columbia up to 
and not later than twelve 
o'clock noon September first, 
• 1972. 
If you are driving around wl lha home 
In mind take a look at.this ON it will 
aflract you. Its 1246 aq. ft. end an 
excellent floor plan, three bedrooms on 
main floor and one in basement, floor to 
ceiling white natural rock fireplace, 
laundry facilities on main' floor. The 
InteriOr Is as well maintained is'  the 
(C-63, 85, 89, 91) 
V. Ciccone 
V'disge Clerk. 
KALUM TIRE 
68. Campers  
FOR SALE 
Cabin and contents situated at 
Williams Island at mouth of 
Williams Creek and Sockeye 
Creek, Lakelse Lake. Building 
and contents to be removed 
from site and site cleaned up 
end restored as dose to its 
original state as possible and to 
the satisfaction of Fisheries 
Research Board. Removal and 
restoration to be completed 
within 14 days of acceptance of
successful bid. 
Payment: With offer .. 10 
percent of bid in form of 
certified cheque. - 
On demand- 90 percent of bid 
plus $250.00 restoration fee in., 
two certified cheques. The 
restoration fee will be refunded 
when restoration is made to the 
eatisfaeUon of the Fisheries 
Research Board. 
Bids to*be sent to: 
.+ +,,,;++x+; 
PHnOE . , 
• ORI'GINAL EQUIPMENT tk'ed that meet high 
Second 
T i re  I cent  
i 
" Director safety and•mileage stahdards for 
8' Custom built, camper $1500 Pacific Biological Station a Best ride and best performance qualities 
:View at 4'/36 Tuck Ave. (P-89) Fisheries Research Board • Wide 6-inch, 9-rib tire (7 ribs on smaller sizes) C78-14 '; ' " -$44,75 
P.O. Box 100 • FIBERGLASS stabilizing, no-tread-squirm belt - E7&14 " $47.$0 G78.15 , L57.$0 
i SmallcamporSieeps4, ideal for Nenaimo, B.C. • 2-ply POLYESTER cord body • ' , . . . . .  
• hunting, etc. ~ or nearest • Deep 12132" tread F78-14" ,,, ~1 .~ H78.15. • $62.30. 
i offer.' Phone 635-605,1 offer 5 •Marked: Williams Island, • Hundreds of biting edges for sure Control. G78-14 $57.50 J78-1S' ~ $74.00~ 
p.m. '(P-97) Lakelse, (C-87, 89) sure starts and short stops ' ' "" , 
• H78.14, .'$63.30 L78-1S ,677.80 Buy.a set ~w. - -  be four times as safel , v .-- . 
I l l  | IT t l  E l ; ,  l l+ l l l l  l l i l l l  I l l  I l l  I @l I l ]  ('-El l / l l l l ( l l -  - - 
F70 JS ,  i51.25 
First  T i re  Rop ier ,  F r ies  |rod T i re  1 OUt  
, . , t i ]  | I I I I l l l L  
dayeXteri°rfor urtherand grounds.details.periroy, Call to- ........ _ ................................. I i HTOH0 SH0X 
Tw~hedroom home in good condition located on Grolg Avenue in Legion area. Houw has on 
oil furnsce~.arlmting in the bedrooms and living room and a utilitY orue off the kitchen. The ' : 
propertylsfullyfonadondhaansoparatoproge. Pull Prlea $14,000.00. " YOUR VALUABLE CARPETS-FURNITURE 
Throobndroomhomeinneweubdlvislon, foatoringdoublaflreplaco, walltewallcarpntlng I ~'~ ~ . ~  I-I No Soaking : ,~  
I sund~:k, carPort, wlredin•mreo, be i l t inch lneub ln~s ,  1oho lndbynatura iP | .H ,  me I : ] / .  I~T /• I - INo  Scrubbing ~ ~ ' - : i For i'~Sfer more ': ~' most be Viewed to he appreciated.•'. Drive by on Clara Avenue end then • sail ~ • an ~'t ~ ~ ' Jmmi ,~ I-I Clean & Dry the~- ,dm~Ni l  
appointment. .... I #.' !~/~ i~Same Dayl (~ .~.~]~ ran oomforleblerlda. 
+,, Tmre, Serv,o " I 1 Ka[HW "" m"i|d, * bRusly I'runih'. ~l.~sTsr. ,Fiank Slddmm'e 6S$.$4t~ ::L. W: Clay '~ l ' l~ ;  , • Bob Sheridan. 43~2~i4" Tom $lamko ~":~1~: W. Bl:ald ~I.T~nlB | COIl fo rFRn i h tae leen  Ru "•  • "=~' - - - , .=  
, . . . . .  • . . . .  ...... • . . . .  ~ . ,~) ,  . '  upnon.s . r ,  " :' , : i~ i .: 
' Oieaner| . Scoff '.'..Ave. . '  6SS-484# 4800W,  Hwy.  i61' . i i..,:, i• ,~ ,6=:3811 
• . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . ,  *. . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . , . - ,  : 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1973 
President :iby the Boa.rd o f  Ca'n~'d'a'"on "gr~duat-ion- in 
Directom Of Genera!Mbt~rS of / :  engineering .: f rom,  the 
Canada~ Limited, • John: D, University of Toronto in 1948. 
Baker, President, ~announced :~ • : .  , i: 
today. ~ i :. 
Other promotions and senior 
staff appointments reflecting a
realignment ' of s ta f f  
responsibilities announced by 
Mr, Baker were: 
E.R.S. McLaughlin~ Director 
Of Engineer ing,  has  been 
promoted to  Di rector  of' 
Manufacturing Engineering, 
responsible for ~' al l  
manufactur ing  servicei 
operations, including standards 
and, methods, tooling and 
, Mr.' Warner was appointed 
Director of Manufacturing June 
1, 1971. A graduate in Industrial 
Engineering~ of General Motors 
MutuaiFunds 
 oodii u, 
TO ONTO : Mutual F..d 
shareholders are well advised' 
• to continue to acquire shares in 
processing, facilities planning view of the  strong economic 
nd plant engineer!ng for.lthe ; bicture for Canada and the 
nan~an 'automot~ve~ United States at this time, and 
operations. ' , " " . . . . . . . .  particularly in light of the good 
. A.u. warner, .~weeior o t  •investment resu l t s  being 
~lanumcturing, willnave me ~t,,. achieved bv  fund in~,estment 
Catharines plant and the!  mana,~ers"" said Mr, ' J  N W 
Windosr transmission plant BuddY" President • of 'The 
added to his current direction o f  Canadian Mutual Funds 
Oshawa.  ,S te -Therese ,  Asst~ciation, : He made this 
Scarborough and Windsor trim statement while releasing the 
plant operations. This second quarter data of• fund 
increased responsibility places sales and assets for the 65 
all automotive manufacturing • members of the CMFA. 
operations inCanadaunderMr. During •the past 18 months 
Warner . .  ,. : 
W.J. Howard, Manager of 
Production Planning, has been 
pi'omoted to the newly 
established position of Director 
of Production Control for all 
automotive operations of GM of 
Canada. Mr. McLaughlin, Mr. 
Warner and Mr. Howard report 
to the Executive Vice PresidenL 
..and Genra l  Manufacturing 
Manager, E.J. Barbeau. 
F.C. Fleck, formerly Chief 
Engineer. General Motors 
Flint, Mich., has been 
transferred to GM of Canada 
and promoted to Director of 
Engineering and Forward 
Planning. In addition to 
directing the Engineering 
department, Mr. Fleck will also 
direct and coordinate all 
forward planning operations for 
GM of Canada, a new activity 
being established on a more 
formal basis, Mr. Fleck will 
report to the President. • 
Canadianw have purchased 
$467,968,000 worth of mutual 
fund shares of CMFA members. 
For the second quarter sales 
were $77,557,000 compared with 
the first quarter of $78,248,000. 
The number of shareholder 
accounts increased to715,480 
from 714,068. 
.Assets of member funds. 
• totalled $2,594,444,320 at June 
30, 1972 as compared with 
$2,582,085,280 at June 30, 1971. 
The funds held $1,472,961,723 
in Canadian Securities and 
$999,261,866 or about 38 percent 
in Foreign Securities. 
Dividends paid to mutual fund 
shareholders during the second 
quarter were $7,696,577 
compared with $5,632,606 in the 
first quarter of 1972. Reporting 
on fund redemptions, .Hr Budd 
said, "Fund holders redeemed 
shares worth $174,512,705 in the 
second quarter of 1972 
compared"With $122,288,809 in 
automotive - tr im plant in Chief Engineer of the GM Parts .  
Windsor~ Ont. " Prior to  his ,Division in 1969, Mr; and Mrs.  
carrent appointmemt/he served' Fleck and thelrfarnlly of tlu'es.~~ 
as-.Factory.i Mamzger :o f . the -  :' boys and one giflwillfake, up."  
Oshawa operations. Born in residence ~ in Oshawa shorUy.. 
Ottawa, he  i s  a resident of t 1 :~ ' ' ' i / .  
Whi!by, Ont~ . . .  " ~ r e 8  . . . .  . ' : 
• Mr. Howard, born in ~. .  .... ":. ~" ' , ' 
~lamilton, ) was appo inted  Wi I les  : ' 1~ , 
managerofproduction planning' : , L ~ ~ ' " " ' ' " 
in 1965, after a quartet:,¢entury W i n  i n : :  " : :  : 
of experience in]~urchasing and : . . . .  i :. : -..i 
material control. He has been lr~ L ~ " 
an Osbawa resident since 1940 rmrope : 
with the exception of wartime • .:  _1 r = ~ . ~ ' • : ~ , ~ ' *  --  
service in .the Royal Canadian (WINUNA'- JUly ~U,I 1W2} A 
Air Force. . : : total of. six medals have been : ir r . . . . 
ML Fleck, a native Of 
Kalamazoo, M ich ,  and a 
mechanical  engineering 
:'graduate of General Motors 
Institute, joined 'Genral Motors 
:in 1942. He held a :series~of 
property 
Celtic Minerals Ltd. has 
entered a tentative ~option 
-agreement • with /Sent ina l  
Resoorces Ltdi to acquire a" 70 
percent interest in an asbestos 
properiy ~ in the Eastern 
Townships, 100 miles southeast 
of Montreal, Quebec. The 
optional ands, lie in Range 11 
and 12 in Cleveland Township 
and adjoin to the south the 
orebodies under development 
by Pathfinder Resources Ltd. 
and approximately eight miles 
from the Johns Manville-pit. 
The optioned ground covers a 
two mile length of the 
serpentine belt which contains 
both the Johns Manvill and the 
Pathfinder orebodies. 
A portion of the property was 
explored previous to 1962, at 
which time magnetometer 
survey work and some 200,000 
feet of diamolzd drilling 
indica(ed a substantial body of 
won by different wines entered 
by Andros Wines Limited of 
Winona, ontario in the Second 
International Competition for 
Wines anti, Cognacs, in Sofia, 
Bulgaria. ~ 
John • B0Ychuck, Vice- 
.President, Marketing, at 
Andros learned of the swards in 
a letter eceived from Sofia this 
week l ,  as  no' coml~any 
representative was present at 
• the Competition. 
• "We entered our first 
overseas contest a little over a 
year ago when we won a silver 
• medal for our Vine Buono wine 
at the International Yalta Wine 
Festival, Th is  yest ~, backed 
"'with the, experience of our 
Russian success,, and an 
additional year 's  marketing 
experience, we entered "a wider 
selection of our products, and 
are delighted with the 'success 
we have achieved. 
"It proves beyond any doubt, 
that although many people here 
decry Canadian wines, they 
stand up  against the best in 
. international c.ompetition," 
said Boycliuck. 
The company received a gold 
medal for its Richelieu Golden 
Cream Sherry; silver medals 
for Vine Buono, adry red wine; 
Richelieu Riesling, a dry white 
wine; and the Admiral Pale Dry 
Sherry. Bronze medals were 
awarded for the company's new 
product, Baby Duck, a 
sparkling .red wine, and 
Regency  S imi lkameen 
Y 
~..  ~" ,  ~. ~ . . . . .  
..~.,. ~, ~* .... 
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Sitting passively, crusher  waits, be fore  
beginn_ ing it's devastat ing work on the pile of old 
wrecks col lected by SAM . . 
SAM'S Wai t ing  
Mr. Duffy joined General t "o fir - '  "uar 'er  Whi 1 . . . . . . . . . . .  Superior, a dry red wine. The 
original contract to. produce environment in North America ~forl regulatory nuthor.ity company at some time in the 
automobiles in Canada included tSe increasing.demandfor g0~i approvaz~ ~ : ~: .o near futui'e~ 
Buick engines. He is a resident quality equity securities by ~ 
of Oshawa. , pension funds and other large 
Mr. McLaughlin, native of institutional investors is 
Oshawa. was appointed impacting on securities prices. 
- This demand will continue for 
Lega  I 
"Mr, Davis Daniel Walker: 
This is  your official notice 
that on September 5th,~.19,72 at
1:00 p.m. at the Court House in 
.Kitimat, B.C, the Dept. of, 
~Rehabilitation. ~ and i Social 
Improvement 'will make 
application for permanent 
wardship of your  daughter 
years ahead. This is certainly 
not an appropriate time to sell 
sharss,but rather a time to look 
to the future",,said the CMFA 
President. L 
' He noted that ihe Mutual '  
Fund Industry in the United 
States for the month of June 
i'eports an increasein thelevel 
of sales and a decrease in the 
level of redemptions over May 
statistics. 
Janice Walker, born September 
:9th, 1.956:.'/ou have.the right to t -~.m 
be  present and .to be ~ l l ,  t~13tQ.  
i represented byCounsel. Would kjJUI. ~JIJ. ~,, k~ 
Mr. DavisDaniel. Walkeror o f f e r e d  
i anyone knowing his 
whereabouts .please. contact - . . . .  
Mrs. Phyllis Nash, Room 312, Shares of T0romont 
~.Federal Bldg., Kitimat, B.C. Industrial Holdings. Ltd., 
i Phone 652-6134:" ' Toronto, were listedTortrading 
~(C-91) • on The Montreal ' Stock 
. . . . . .  Exchange at  market opening 
SEALED TENDERS will today. 
'received by the unders igned . . . . .  ':: • "The Montreal  Exchange 
'until 2:00 PM (PDT) August 18, represents an important part of 
t972, for the construction ofa 2- this , ccnntry's investment 
:iassroom 'school, one 2- community andour listing here 
~edroom teacherage and cue 
~owerhouse and related site 'will provide an opportunity to 
~ork, etc., on North Tacla Lake more Canadians to participate, 
indian Reserve No. 7 unTakla as  :shareholders : in  our 
Lake, appr0xima(ely 170 i a i r  company,s growth, We See:our ~ 
~iles northwest of Prince listing asa greater Convenience 
3eorge, B.C. " for the largeinvesting public in 
the Province 'of Quebec," S. J .  
Tenderslwill beacceptedup Sinclaii~, Chairman of the  
until August 7, 1972 at 2:00 p.m. Company said. Currently about ~ 
for the tcausportation, of 25 erie third of Toromont's hare . :  
students ~from. Canyon City Capital isowned by, restdenis of . 
Reserve to New Aiyansh Indian; thispr0vince. ': . . i. 
Day School, return,60 miles per Toromont has been listed on ~i' 
diem commencingSeptember5, The Toronto Stock Exchange 
1972:to June 30, 1973,: ".. : since 19e8. Its subsidiaries :!
Address tenders to: .manufacture and distribute ' 
Department of Indian Affairs environmental  Sys tems i "  
Terrace District .... • ,engineered ' products . and 
215-4618 Lazelle Ave. products for the !construction 
Terrace, B.C. (.G87)': , , industry. . '  ~ " . . . .  - 
- . . . . . .  : - ' . .  " Pro f i t s  . fron~.~i' ,. regular :
. NOTICE ~ CREDITORS, : 0perations..'for"' the, f i rs t  six ' 
' ' ' ~~"7  '''~ - ~ :months  of this year  -are". 
~i Esthte ..of. Wil l iam FORD, '  estimated at'$~.02,000 or 4e .per 
deceased, late Of No. S5-lf~37 common:share as :compared: 
Marine Dr., White Rock, B;C.' with .;,i.$22,401,, i~; for ,...~ the" 
' Creditors and others having corresponding purled'in 1971, ::'' 
claims against he ssid" estate While.this rate of impi'ovement ii 
are hereby required ~ to send will; not' ! ~ continue' in the~./: 
them duly verified, to  the ~seeond :•~haif, .~'earn'l'~g~"per ,~ ii' 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, i 635 '~ e0mmonshare for. the full yeari~  
Burrard street; Vancouver: ]~'~ 1972 are expected:to exee~23e ! i. 
B.C., befdre the 7th day,:'of ~c0mParedwith 18eln 197ti::i .,i)!i! 
Estate  wi l l /  
PLANNING YOUR LE ISURE T IME? . .  
~ VACATION'~ : . . . . .  
TH INK ING ABOUT BUYING A 
VACATION TRAILER?  • SWIMMING POOL? 
BOAT?  
The Bank of Montreal can help 
you with your planS. We have 
tailored a special program to 
the needs of individnals and 
will finance up to 60 per cent of 
the purchase price. 
- low interest rate 
I 
- up to 10 years to repay in 
certain cases 
- loans are life insured 
. prepay without Pe0alty 
For  fur ther  information, 
contact the Bank of Montreal. 
(C.91)  
NOW Y0O 
DO HAVE 
A CHOICE 
Vote 
Progressive 
Oonservative 
, / . .  
L v . 
: ) ' i  j /  " 
SARGENT I , 
arums:, 
Qver 40 cars, or what were 
once cars, were added to the 
growing pile of wrecks being 
collected by the Terrace Ja- 
ycess for their Project SAM, 
last weekend. 
Helping SAM, by donating 
their time and •trucks, were Ben 
Earl of All Tram, Harold 
Ferster of Ferster  Trucks, 
Graham Grass of Terrace 
Transfer, and Vic Tenner 
driving the Municipalities front 
end loader. 
Project SAM, which Salvages 
old car bodies, Assembles them 
in suitable sites, and 
Manufactures them into 
smelter feed, donations are 
being stored at CaPs Auto 
graveyesrd in Thornhill until a 
crusher is brought in to deal 
with them. 
Organizer, Ron Hicks, said he 
would like .to thank, besides 
those mentioned above,, local 
service stations who .are also 
accepting old car bodies for the 
Project. Those involved are 
Skeena Auto Metal, West End 
Garage, Terrace Esso, and 
Totem Towing. ~ 
• • i . : : i  
"'1, ~ '~.  '/ 
• .! 
IF 4[ 
OONSUMER FINANOE 
EXPERIEHOE ? 
We have an attractive opening for an ambitious man 
with experience in Consumer, industrial or Home. 
improvement f inancing. 
Salary commensurate with experience, good training 
and advancement opportunities. 
For an appointment to discuss career opportunities in 
our organization . . . .  - 
Telephone Mr.  Brewer ~35.~310 
TRADERS 6ROUP LIMITED 
4609 Lake lse  Ave .  " 
Terrace, B~C,. ~ . . . . . .  
:~":  T h  / 
i / ,  
.... way to a tough car. 
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To make your shoppin8~ 
easier and moro aoourate 
++~;%+ ~ Homo 6rown - B,O, Quality 
"~" +m Green 0nions 2 ,o19  0 
0kanapn I + or Bunch Radlsbes. For Salads :................. • +'. ( . . . . . . . . . . . .  + i i  i . . . .  + ~ <  
6rown I Bulk Oarrots +.+4-49+ 
Canada No. l+racle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . . . . . . . . .  " " '+ ' i ' ! '  " i +  + ""  + Haven Peaohes 
Fresh Apricots _ Green Oabbage +~. 111o p,.++ +~ ,:35 + 
• o=: :=:=++  ....... ]319 on+ oo+ ....... ... ....... ...... ..... .... + + '  V +__ + =:i =]]i*]]]]]]il]]]][i ]]]]ii . ,  -- 
+lll~ll 0ragm°nt Brand ,+me Breakfalt lloml " + Luoorno Brand Tallo Tells Brand +. 
!+'~I]+I Soft Drinks + Large E+p lee Milk Deans ,.hPork 
- -  ~"  Vanilla, Strawberry ~ in Tomato Sauce. ~ al~_,al  ~ n  
+'o+ew+ .0  ;e  Assorled.pularllavers a +I  - -  BC Ferm A i i~ l (  0 Chocolate or Trlple li t 0 Great for camplng. K +1 HI  
twist t°~Flli:; bottle deposit) i~  iFor( i )U  F~e~h" GredeN mze.qili~ Treat 11 ppt ctn +4fl. oz. lln V For i IVq l  
Town House Brand Luoorno Bonus Quality Town House Brand 
Whole Tomatoes Outrage Oheese Mushroom+Soup 
Oft  + ...... i+ +"++"  ++ ++ +°+++ +069 
.... + ++ +++ Baker So'do Choice Oueli+~ ~ -) or 2 percent. , 
Serve hot or cold. II U ~ I  +Serve with fruit. Crackers / 
19 ft. oz. tin. . . . . . . . .  ~iJ !For 16 oz. contelner . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ i  10 fl. oz. tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
i 
• Lynn Valley Brand 
+ Peaoh Halves 
++S;:n:ard Qu:+IHIY ' ~i~i [ ]  Jl ~i~ 
4on +I Purl ; 
Manor House Frozen. Lucerne Brand. "+ - Safeway Brand, 
Meat  P ies  B" C"cken°r+ ke' 3 J u s t  heatand Serve. 89 '  Skim.,+ Powder  NaturaIMlXeslnstentlYflavor +239 Fresh  0o f fe r  "'' ,+°'°°r'°+°°-+ +oOOO+ - .................... + .. 
6 oz. pkg ................... For 5 Ib. pkg ................. 
Empress Brand DalewoodBrand F ru i t  Drinks-Brand, 2 Assor led  JamsO'u'++rr"+"n+'rr49 c Mar l~ar ine-m "++5°Sr1"O0 orange or Orap Blackberry or for cooking, 48 fl, oz. tin .., + . . . . . . . . . . . .  For 
12 oz. jar . . . . .  +...each ! lb. print . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Empress Brand L e m o n a d e  Bet.Air Frozen 4 Relishes ..'+ +'+ 3 ,!1 O0 Jel ly"-- ' - - -++"- 6 49 R~pgu+er orP'nk. . i Sweet, Hamburger ~ ' or Hot Dog r u i n  i l l _ rE  fruit flavors Concentrated 12 fl. oz. iar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O l V n l m V l V  3 oz. pkg . . . . . . . . . .  For 61/40z fl.oz. Container . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  For 
11 1 Ii Fresh  GroundBeef  +79++ 
• + Standing.  i . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  Rib Roastst 1t o. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  i 
fl MANOR HOUSE FROZEN fl ~:~ro::P::~itYceA~n/d:rein-fed ' ' . T::IB~,~_ ,u . _ -~ l l  II- • : AMOR HOUSE ,FROZEN 
iIWhole Fryers  II .... -+ ............ . + ...... ' .... i .... :iiii ,iii" ' '+ +, o;, F ryers  
15 + s K sell +Luc+er+ne Salads+++ +++++ i ,+++2+eo l .+  := +so + 
U =-+++° " + "  ~"  . + :=: : : '+*=:°++°+ ..... ++ ..... + .......... i+ii+++]++ 'I.+:+:.I.~+.~-, i == ++i++i+ + , , ,  . ,+  ++ 
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T U 
EVERT WEE K J 
Manpower if:: ! 
open 
More young people are now 
el igible-forriving aliowahces 
while in occupational .training 
under Canada Manpower  
Training Programs. 
That's the main result of July 
1st changes to the federal Adult 
OccupatiosalTraining Act - the 
law that governs Manpower 
.Training - according to. Don 
Walker, r f lanager of the 
Terrace Canada Manpower 
Centre. 
"The changes to the act 
simply rellect the .changes in 
the times." he said. 
Five ,~,ears ago, when 
Manpo~,er. tl'aining programs 
began, there were two rules. 
based on time out of schoo] or 
time in the labour force. 
One said no ene was entitled' 
' to Manpower. sponsorship to' a 
course unless they. were one 
year past school leaving age 
~,nd out of sehool fo~ at least one 
.year. 
A second regulat ion:sa id  
Ma,p0wer would pay trainees a
living al lowance only after  
three years in the labour force. 
"At  that time," said Don. 
Walke,, '*this was important 
because the aim was to.help 
older unskilled workers to 
receive training. 
**Today, things are different. 
. :~ . , ' .  
I 
The lucl[y.Terrace family selected as 
Red. Deer's Tourists of the Week. 
From left to right Constable..Ricl[ 
Williams, Brett and Craig (being held) 
Terrace and District 
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Engineers today must be 
concerned not only with 
building a good bridge, but also 
with the sociological 
implications of what they build, 
says a spokesman for the 
Association Of Professional 
Engineers of Ontario. 
Interviewed by Nancy 
Edwards at, the world's first 
International Conference on the 
Environment in. Toronto, 
engineer L. Patr ick Ryan 
discusses his profession's 
increased concern with ecology. 
The interview will be aired 
during the week.of August 7th 
on "Nancy Edwards Reports", 
heard daffy on Station CFTK at 
Terrace. 
For  years we've  had a 
touching faith, in technology, 
hoping it would give us all the 
answers. Now we aren't quite 
so sure that we aren't creating 
more problems than we're 
correcting, Mr. Ryan says, The 
Code of Ethics of his 
Association now enjoins. 
members to take due account of 
the environment in planning 
their projects, and holds them 
responsible if they do not. 
Other ,guests  on "Nancy 
Edwards Reports" include Paul 
Edwards, retiring as 
information director of 
UNICEF, reminiscing about 
more than 30 years of serving 
troubled peoples of the world. 
Also interviewed is Dr. 
Katharine Hockin, Dean of 
Studies of the Ecumenical '  
Institute of Canada, who is 
currently preparing modern 
missionaries for their different 
role Jn today's developing 
countries. 
Regardless of tree size, height 
growth is caused by soil division 
. of a small group of cells at the 
extreme tip, 
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, were  month .  ~ .'.,, ~i~: 
guests ;of the city a t  the 
Lions Centennial Camp 
Grounds - were tr.eated to 
a meal, milk slmke, were 
given passes to the local 
theatre, and swimming 
pool :and then sent on 
their way, a vex;y happy. 
family, with a full tank of 
gas;.:-... 
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Floyd is resPOmibte-for control summer is thebuS ies t  ime. " trapped. .Th is : i s  because i '  
N a  and t~.  genet'ai  well.be.lag ~ Kids go  out.'to play. and take Owners of pets let them fend.for 
]~ l (T t~p " animals in 'the :Distrlct OX their dogs with l then~, .get themselves rather than~taking .i 
l l p  L / J  Terrace. 'And, if.you haven't involved, in_ whatever they're care.o~ ~ern. .~-~ lwad '1N i - - r l s  alreadynoticedlTerraeeseems " doing and forget about he dogs. ,~etberpreb lem is borses, ii 
" to be on 'the verge of the dog "The potential is"there for On hot days, i t  is not unusual to 
situation becominga pi'oblem, injury: If" two. dogs start see a horse tethered in the 
• Under the District's byla~vs fighting and a kid tries to get his middle of a fenced in area, out 
dogs cannot berunning at larg~ dog out of it, h e may get bit.: in the hot sun with lie way to get 
or. off the owners \ premises During the afternoon I can't be to the shade, If they can, they 
without being under the out keeping my eye on things, break loose and take off for 
'immediate charge and Control either." greener, and cooler, pastm-es. 
of.a responsible and competent The one thing that really "If everyeae that owns a pet 
person'. A violation of his ' bothers the y0ung animal-lover, took just  a Utile time to look 
ruling costs the owner  five is the apparent  disinterest after it, ninety five percent of 
dollars, or even more. • . people take in their pets. This my problems would be solved." 
• ..Floyd has every fight, under includes horses and cats too. And when Floyd Swain has no 
the law, to impound any dog Floyd 'has. run into problems more problems, there's a good 
running at large and s~p him before with cats,. They are left chance you won't. •have any 
down to the. animal shel ter  alone by their. Owners and turn either with your pets, 
where you wind UP paying the . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
fine, room' and board and a ~ 
licencing fee if your dog has no THE CORI ;ORAT ION OF THE DISTRI¢ I :  OF TERILA¢[  
licence, However, he l ikes to 
take the otherway,  :VIOLA TION NOTICE: " "I try to chase the dog home : .. . ... i 
and then pay a visit ,to the 
owner. It's more efficient hat ~ '>-  : 
way, the ow.ner remembers To ................... : ............................................................. .-.:. ~:~.:._ .. ... 
someone coming to his door and " - " • '., , F , :  :.::. '.i;~. 
dinging him for f i vedo l la rs . "  ~,ddress ......... ; .................. ....i .................... L..i~:...:~:'~i'..~.;!';:i~'~.';~.i~i.. 
The method seems to be being the: owner of o dog (~,,s(:ribed os= 
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have been many., dogs rur~alng YOU ^ ~ H~Y ~OT~E))ho)~ou ho,,~ Wo~ot.~ t~ ~v~i~io;,~ o~ 
around, the ones F loyd iikes to Section 5 of District of Te);roce Animol Controlond I:icencing By.; " 
concentrate on, get pretty quiet low No. 480" by failing to keep your onimol from rumning ot Iorge end 
after he has been through, by permitting your dog robe  off your ~: premises 0rid *not:under the 
" I  don't'have a"set pattern of, . i 
patrol," Swain said. immediote chorge or control of o responsible end competent person. 
" I  tried that before and pretty ~ / r " I ' "I 
soon  peop le  began,  to e.xpect me Violotion Dote Time ................ a.rn. ( ' ) p;m; ( ) rl 
and locked their dogs in the , r ' "  .4  ' "  :m: m :m . " ' 
house until I was gone. Location 7 ..... i ...... :v'i"'i ..... 7"".:: ......... '"'" .......... ., " " " ' ............. 
"What I 'm doing now is- 
concentrating on one area while. Dog Licensed ........ Yes ..: ......... : ...... . No ...:: ........ • Unknown ".....: ..... 
still patrolling the rest. When -. " (Nu~sem 
you hand out a batch of fines, it . " . .":. i f : , :  ~-. -:_:. ' .  - 
usual ly  c iears things up  for Comments  ........ .,.; .............. :,,L ................... :..: .............. . ................... - 
severa l  weeks ,  then it starts to " "" ; : :" : • ::i :i 
build again,  By  concent rat ing  . 
ononeareaatat ime lcane lear  - ' - • ....... , ................... : " '~ ;~ ' : ' ? '~  ..... 
things up  and  then  get back  . . . . .  ' " ~ ' ":-.. - 
when the dogs. start, to roam The penolty for~his violotion is $5.00. You racy: elect to pey this 
again:" :', As well  as. no set p~n of penolty or tO secureo tri'ai.before a Provi~ciol Ju<l_ge.;:.. : .. . 
action, F loyd also has no set The penolty moy be poid by moiling or bringing this notice.olong !i 
times for patrol, although he with'the'sum of $5.00 to: Court Clerk, .Munlcipol Building, 3215 ': 
does run into a bit of a problem, Eby Street, Terroce, B.C. '. ~: 
being ~ only animal cohtrol. Foilure to poy this penolty within 4 doys of the obove violoti6n dote i: 
official i'~ Terrace. Every wil l  result in o oppropriote legal oction. 
weekday afternoon, he has the 
'shelter' open. between' l "  m~d 3. - . . . .  -..,~--,.~:~.~- ~.~ ~ ~ "'-,; ~: :': ...................... " "  
" ~ ~"" ~ " NOTE: Poyment of o t ic'acefee will During this time he cannot ;'i 
patrol and if he is- called out the N(~,  1 ~ 8 be required if the dog is not cUrrent,y i 
shelter must close. . " licenced. ) 
Mr, and Mrs. Gary Heifer, Morris 
Bahry Of Red Deer's Chamber of 
Commerce, and Constable Ken Holm. 
About 80,000 unskilled workers " 
have been trained through family Red Deer s Manpower programs in the Terrace : ' 
Pacific, Region, but the " " 
unemployment rate among " - 
young people is • stil l often 
double o!ber age groups." ' Tourists of the Week 
The result ,he said, is:~tRat'the " " . , ~ . 
.,i deml -L~Ve i~ment .~eet  :, '->= .. . . . . .  . . . . . .  , . ' : :  ..... . :  . ',: . . . . .  ' . ,,. .~i-~ 
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i'. eligible .for, Manp°wer"supp°rtLtOul~Js[ gimmick.to*add to: ~ July, L:: *:15;~ ~the ]d~l~y -1
:into .=mra~=?g elPr~gr~om~ivi~s the::hospitality-.,of, tl~' ,:travellers wel'e ~, Terrace 
:..allowances ~oo. 5 -This Sti~ Southern Alberta c]ty.,~ famdy. .. 
: requires a one-year attaelundnt l~.very week  a ".~ tourist . • ' 
~ io the ~bour: . force. ,. " travel l ing through, . the • "Mrl ',and Mrs. ,Gary 
The legislative changes have area is Chosen Tourist of Heifer with their two sons 
:also e~tablished two levels of theWeek~ an hon0rwhich :'Brett and Craig were 
f living allewances. "A person on . entitles the lucky : ,  stopp~'d by two members 
'their own er 3upporting ethers travel ler  to var ious of that cit ies RCMP 
is paid at a higher rate t~n benefits f rom loca l ,  outs idethe  town l im i ts  
someone living at home and" : . .  - 
mainly supported by parents or merchants:, and informed of the honor 
a working spouse," said .Don 
Walker: r" " f . _ ,~ l ! , l l l l l l l , .~b ,  " 
~. . , ,  - 
o " , ;  - , • 
He explained.there were a . 
number of additional changes to 
the adult trainidg act which •will ~'. 
increase the Department 's  "..:i, . " 
flexibility in dealing with people 
in need of occupational training, ~ ' " ' " : ' "  .,..~ 
. " ' ,~ i  =_ 
"Many Of these arcchanges  ,::,'...: ..,", ,:.. 
in our intenhal, rules and the .", 
relations with the Prov inc ia l " .  !~! 
GovernmenL The main::: " " 
difference now is that we  now~ : 
can provide a better service to ~ ', : i".. ~ 
more  people, especially the . .A I  
young." .' :.":::' 'L : ': ! '~": .
Postal • : ,  : :',,: 
users . 
meet  
. . : " ,  
'(OTTAWA) : .The Canada 
P( )t Office wi l l  be meeting face 
to face with over 200. of its 
largest customers from coast to 
coast at a two.day conference 
this October. • " 
The Post Of f i ce i s  0rgardzing 
aPosta] Users' Conference,tbe 
first of its kind in Canada,..to be 
held Oetober..19th and:20th in.' 
Ottawa at. the Holiday i~Inn .. 
(Ottawa Centre). . ,Ml'eady, . 
some 225 businesses" and ' .  
organ izat ions  throughout '  ".i 
Causda ~have ind l~ted . that  ~ 
they plan .to attend. The..;.: 
number: of participants Could"." 
lnereas() to as many.as 300:;'"'....: 
The object of.the:cdnferedce ~"~ 
is.to g ive Lhe Pest:Officei:the.~.'. : 
opportunity of listening to. its:i ~:~ 
major' customers to:detenaflne :":  
what: their needs'are*.and.wbat" • 
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BRITISH ARCHI 
Stamp 
Corner 
Considering that the focal 
point in small towns and 
villages is usually the place of 
worship it is not surprising that 
some of the finest architecture 
through the ages has been 
lavished on churches. Stamps 
featuring churches, abbeys and 
cathedrals form a large 
international theme, though 
Canada has not so far shown the 
wide variety of churches to be 
found all over the country. 
The only church which forms 
-.. the main subject of a Canadian 
.:'::-stamp is the Acadian Memorial 
Church at Grand Pre, Nova 
Scotia. which was featured on 
the 50 cents definitive stamp of 
1930. In front of the church 
stauds the statue of Evangeline, 
heroipe of Longfellow's poem, 
and this appears nn the 
foreground of the stamp. 
Though not a church in itself, 
the Memorial Chamber in the 
Peace Tower of the Parliament 
Buildings in Ottawa is a 
good example of neo-Gothic 
church architecture. The 
Chamber, with the Altar of 
Remembrance in the 
foreground, was [eatured on the 
10 cent stamp of the 1937-38 
definitive series. A typical 
early French-style church, with 
tall spire, appears in the 
background of the 5 cent stamp 
issued in 1962 to mark the 
tricentenary of Jean Talnn's 
colonisation project in New 
France. 
Other countries of the 
Commonwealth have been more 
generous in featuring ehurcbes 
on their stamps. 
The West Indies provide a 
surprising range of church 
architecture. Barbados 
featured the square-towered 
Cathedral in Bridgetown on 
slamps ol the 1950 and 1956 sets, 
while Nicholas Abbey appears 
on the current 35 cent stamp. 
Bermuda depicted the Church 
of St. Peter at St. George's on a 
stamp of 1962 and also on the 18 
cent stamp in a series of 1970 
commemorating the .350th 
anniversary of the Bermuda 
parliament. St. John's 
Cathedral was shown on the $5 
stamp in the 1966 definitive 
series of Antigua. while the 
Gilbert Memorial Church 
you 
don't 
know 
who to 
iurn to,.., 
TURN TO US 
WITH OONFIOENOE 
Maul(aye 
• ./:FLuneral 
Home 
.. Phone ~635-2444 
appeared on a stamp of 1967 in 
honour of the Carribean 
Methodist Conference. 
Jamaica has featured a 
number of her churches on 
stamps over the past 50 years. 
TECTURE 
The Cathedral in Spanish Town 
appeared on the 4d stamp in the 
1921 series. The centenary of 
the dis-establishment of the 
Church of England in Jamaica 
was celebrated last year by a 
set of four stamps featuring a
typical West Indian Church. 
Montserrat depicted St. 
Anthony's Chureh on stamps of 
the' 1951 and 1953-58 issues. The 
Catholic Cathedral in Castries 
is the subject of the 2 cent stamp 
in the current series from St. 
Lucia. The Mohammed Jinnah 
Mosque was featured on the 50 
cent stamp release by Trinidad 
and Tobago in 1960. The 
centenary of the bishopric of the 
Falkland • Islands was marked 
by four stamps in t969, two of 
which showed Holy Trinity. 
Church as it Was in i869, and the 
present day Christ Church 
Cathedral in Stanley. 
Many different religious ects 
have established missions in the 
islands of the South Pacific. 
Appropriately, therefore, 
Samoa marked the eighth 
anniversary of indepefidance, in 
1970. wi th a set of  four  s tamps 
featur ing the churches of  the 
Seventh Day Advent ists .  the 
Roman Cathol ics,  the Mormons  
and the London Miss ionary  
Soc ie ty .  Nor fo lk  I s land  
celebrated the centenary  of  the 
Melanesian Miss ion in 1966 by 
featur ing  the  ~nter io r  and 
exter io r  of  St. Barnabas  Chapel 
on two stamps.  
Although Gothic arches and 
stylised church windows have 
been shown on Christmas 
stamps from Australia, no 
identifiable church has yet 
appeared on  that country's 
stamps. New Zealand, on the 
other hand, has depicted 
several of its churches as well 
as two British churches. The 
Memorial Chapel in the 
Southern Alps appeared on the 
9d of the Victory series. First 
Church, Dunedin, and 
Christ church Cathedral were 
shown on stamps of 1948 and 
1950, while the tower of the 
Catholic Church at Sockburn 
appeared on one of the 1970 
Christmas stamps. New 
Zealand depicted St. Paul's 
Cathedral and Estminster 
Abbey, both in  London, on 
stamps of the Victory set (1946) 
and the Coronation series 
t 1953). 
St. Paul's Cathedral was the 
subject, of.the:eol.onial omnibus 
s tam~ of .~. in  memory of Sir 
Win s i 'on C~tui'ehill. British 
Guiana  (Guyana) ,  however ,  
dec ided  to subst i tu te  i ts  
Cathedra l  in Georgetown,  
alongside Churchi l l 's  port ra i t ,  
and insisted on the inclusion of 
the capt ion 'The tal lest  wooden 
building in the wor ld ' .  St. 
Paul 's  is also to be found on a 
Panamanian  s tamp of 1964 and 
on two Br i t i sh  stamps - one 
mark ing  the 25th ann iversary  of 
the Battle of Britain (1965) and 
the other as part of a series 
devoted .to British cathedrals, 
issued in 1969. Other cathedrals 
featured in this British series 
included York Minster, Durham 
Cathedral, theHigh Church of 
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AQUARIUS ' LEO : : " when y~lr: dreams may very . SAGI'I~ARIUS 
. . . .  wellpointtbeway. Youmaybe A wonderful Week for a 
Surprise developments may therecipientofsuddenfavours, vacation - especially in the 
set you and your partner agog. This week has its vaeational company of your spouse. 
• possibilities too, and ff you Interests may.lie:far afield in 
A secret may be inadvertently happen to be travellf.ng afield ideal crdl~lr, g we,~flier. Frie~ads 
revealed. Someone older may you may well be in'fo'~: a' good : may:. possibly ]~lay".a surprise 
give you useful advice. But In . 
any case steer clear of friction, time. role in the planning: 
• PISCES 
There could be an unexpected 
gain from services rendei'ed. 
And should you be selling. 
property this week you could 
have a financial gain that could 
surprise and please. A gay 
period for young lovers too. 
Idyllic for an excursion and for 
remantic dreams, 
AHIES 
Your luck should be well in 
during this particular week, and 
what you gain your partner will 
share. If there are things to be 
undertaken you should take the 
,: initiative ; and that goes too for 
the planning of a .holiday or an 
excursion. Love will be found 
close at home. 
% 
TAURUS 
l ( '~" ] "~ '  ' Most of the activity seem to 
• be concerned with home affairs, 
and those who are interested in
do-it-yourself projects may 
have quite a busy time. If 
finance is needed it will be 
made available, so don't 
quarrel over ways and means. 
Pleasant news from somehody 
or something near at. hand. 
GEMINI 
St. Giles, Edinburgh, and the 
recent ly  ded icated  
Metropolitan Cathedral in 
Liverpool. 
Now Britain has followed this 
with a set of five Stamps 
devoted to parish eurch 
architecture in England, Welcome changes may 
ranging from early Saxon., to surprise you or be sprung upon 
late Perpendicular styles, you unexpectedly. They may 
The 3p stamp shows St. pessiblyconcerna project hat 
Andrew's Church at Greensted- has been slowly maturing. 
Juxta-Ongar, Essex, the only Consult with your partner over 
surviving example of a Saxon all the details. Your luck seems 
wooden stave chureh. AllSaints to be taking a change for the 
Chureh, Earls Barton (on thc 4p better. 
stamp) celebrated its 
millenium in 1970. St. CANCER 
Andrew's, Letherinsett (5p) has A week which could increase 
an 11th century Normal tower your earning capacity in some 
while St. Andrew's, 
Helprin'gham (7~,~p) dates back 
to the 13th century. The Church 
of St. Mary the Virgin at Huish 
Episcopi n Somerset (gp) has a 
Norman doorway dating from 
about 1200. The stamps were 
released on June 21 and were 
printed in multicolour 
photogravure by Harrison and 
Sons from designs by Ronald 
Maddox• 
I 
DONALD P. HIGHE 
British Columbia 
Land Surveyer 
No. 2 -  
4621 Lakelse Ave. 
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Box 545, Terra,e, B.C. 
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,. : '!:::; "::~::~ !.:,:.i': 
way. Something may happen in 
home circles which could 
provide cause for a celebration. 
In some cases it could result in a 
surprise aunouneement of the 
engagement of a member of the 
family. A great deal of 
excitement may invest home 
affairs ut the present time. 
P, ersonul interests seem to be 
very much to the for, and you 
may start the ball rolling by 
taking the lead. Good news 
about a change, adevelopment, 
or a new appointment. 
Excellent for examination 
projects too. An older friend 
may prove to be of great 
assistance. 
VIHGO 
If you are in line for 
promotion this seems to be the 
lucky period. Surprise 
developments may be about to 
take place in occupational of 
staff matters, and if. you are 
ready to accept responsibility 
this may well be the erueial 
period for.the appearance of 
your opportunity. 
"LIBRA 
Hitch your wagon to a star, 
ScorP iO  , cAPmCOa  :: 
By"all appearances :this 
career and professional should turn out to be another 
prospeet~ are now under the fine opportunity, Week., Work 
best of influences. Thie seems you have done, i or: ~)lans you 
to be an opportunistic week in have made, ; ma~/ be 
which your success may. be unexpeeledly produetlve:in a 
assured through adroit material way. If something is
manipulations of developing needed to boost your at0ck and 
circumstances rather than as a help you get towhere yvu want 
resultof planned endeavour, to be the reshuffling Of the 
Financial advantages; but the cards may well result~i~ the/ 
backers will be seeking you emergenee o f  just 'such an 
rather then you seeking them. opportunity. -~ '  t ! / :  
Cadets may 
get new 
uniform 
Wearing wha tmay be the new 
cadet uniform for all of Canada, 
the standard tri-service green, 
Cadet Petty Officer Konchuh of 
Victoria, will make the rounds 
of all summer cadet camps in 
British Columbia this summer• 
, Purpose of his trip will be to 
allow cadets to inspect he new 
garb after which their reaction 
will be assessed. 
The trim, Tailor-made, 
double-knit uniform which .fits 
the blonde cadet like a glow, 
will be issued to 600 cadets 
across Canada by the 
Department of National 
Defence this fall. 
If reaction to the uniform is 
favorable, a start will be made 
in outfitting all cadets in the tri- 
service green son~etime in 1973. 
Although the uniform will be 
worn by all cadet services there 
will he some variation between 
land, sea and air. 
Sea cadets will wear berets, 
army,  peaked : ihats; an d a i r ,  . 
wedge caps• . ,~,, ,~ . . . . .  =.  
. , . . . ,  _. 
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New Demooratio Party: 
Oandidate for Skeena ,,,, 
,. L ,.• 
new dea l - fo r  p~ople":,: : ' , 
For information call 635-4434 •
= :~ 
Campaign Headquarters a t  
4626 Gre ig  Ave . ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
DATSUN 510: 
.~ .  ~. : :1•.  . :.%:. 
7\  ~.  " "L :  
- i ,  
• :.'J, 
What's behind Datsun's long list of 
Canadian rally championships! A long list • 
of no-cost extras, 62 engineeringand 
convenie'nce features that add up to more 
car for your dollar: 
• 5 main-bearing overhead cam engine, 
4-speed, all synchromesh transmission, 
Sellenergizing front disc brakes, . 
.. I:glly. reclining bucket seats,• , . 
.. Electric rear window defr0ster and 
warning light control• 
, Whitewall tires. - - 
Rally cham, nP. . . . .  
exposecn ' I . ~ - i 
I 
. . , . .  - .. ' - -2 J  . i .  . 
. Handbrake warning light • Locking fuel cap, . .  • 
• Doorstep silrrnouldJng. • Automatic door courtes~ 3-way IJghl 
• Easy-care vinyl interior. ° Dual barrel carburetor, " ;. " 
• . Front 3-point retraclable sealbelts with • Adjustable front.headrests: 
shoulder harness. • Front arm rests. 
. Aluminum drip moulding'trirn ' Safety belt warning light and buzzer.' ~i 
..Directiona, I flow-lhrough ventilation. " " " ". '." . Automatic choke, • " '~ 
1 
~I~I~: IW'~Fw [~,=",~='~ ~--  _ .m~L. I .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ DeiLixe stainless steel wheel covers .Tin[edsafetyolassal laround• -oFu l t rac tonspt rea iaxe  
-,,,,,,,,,,,_.j , ,do  L , ,e  r l_qm;  amev . =- /.;.Pleatedvinyluphol tery. ' .Impact-absorbingsaletyunitbody. , '  .Ant i - swayrdestab izer .  ' :  /',' 
, . v • w : : : .  2-speedelectrlc windshield wipei's, - construct!on, • ' . , • nter or hood at'ch ielease, . " ' "~ ::: ': 
| t ' ~  Ia ,~P~,~,~I~ ~, , t lumt ,6 ,L~,mQ~,  ,~L~,~ ~mAmm • , , i i  .i:}~Eeotricwindshieldwashers,.. ' .,' 60 ampere'~°u!,balle, r,Y'. ' .  " . . . .  Redessed'sparelre. ' " ; "  : " . . . .  : 
| ~4~J  I l l .BaU 1 I I t~ J  ~ .V~L,~I I  I I I U I  ~ U  ~ ' , ."  i :!:~ ,~i~) ' N0n.glare padded dash•", ' : ' "  . . . .  . . ~afe!y dual•clrcu.lt braking system• • Single reversible key: .. " , . ' ',;" 
~,  .. ~- -  . " .  . " " " ' : " ? i ! i : :~ : :  ~:~'~ Stainlesssteel rocker panel moulding, ' 600"wattahe,.rn,a!°r' , " . : ' Rubber bumperettes, : i.. , : ' . . _  ,. ,,~ ~, ; 
Cascade Ramey.  hydraul ic  log choose,  you' l l  f ind you get  high pro -  . ~:i:."~i, .:;~):('~i',~'Safety collapsible steering column . . . . .  ",Wraparouno cutup,  re, " - " . .  ' .Complete lysealed fuel system, ,i . . . . . .  ~'1 ' 
. Hetrac abe  rear seatbe ts ° loaders are available' in ,a •wide range duct ion ,with complete • maneuver  . . . . .  " " , " i :>'" ; ,"  : .1~, . . "  'Glove Compartment, . '  _. ~ . . ,  , . '" ' . : ' . • . Front and tear Side marker lanips~ . . . . .  i .  
o f  models, cop.acitics and mounts to .  abil ity, low operating and ma ntenance - :  , .'E '.~v, 3:shoed hiOh~caoac tv heater/defrbste~" ' "I-U y independent rear suspension. ' • ¢,,-,,-,i h.m,.,;,, =~, ~ ' ' . '. 
match your  loading requirements. , costs and maxnmum stab lity Posltw¢ - .:. "',,',.~ :,~ : : .~nnnn u~ elS-vear war ranNemsson ' .,13 1 cube foot t runk  , r I ~ r~tvnr'~ rHhh~T'r~rt'.t~r~thl' m~t 
: o' w" " c' " . .  , , l oad .cont ro l  (load check  valve~ are : . ::"l:.~:.,::.~.~:'.,.~,.:',cohtrolsystem • ' . Easily removable vinyl trunk mat . . . .  . Non " are" outside' rear"vlew" mirror . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
M dels gh  apacnhes to 35000 :St naard  as o r . . . . . . . .  ' • " "  ~"-!  '~: : : : ' : :  ' " ' . " " ' ' "  "g  '; " "  ' 
nn"n,'l= Tm,', lt m/~o.t,~ .'~ . . . .  h,-,~=.,a ' .a . . . . .  : h .  f! Y '  pc atmn: a l l - round Cigarettelighter. , . .  " ' • TWlns'afelypaddedvisors, ' i '  " ' ' .Ponouttrcntwtndshle ld  . : .=  ". . . . . . . . . .  : 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ~ . .  u .  u ~ , , , , , u  VISIO lU , anu rg eo sire le construe . . . .  ~ ~ '~' ~- ' ' • " . ' - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : • ' • • . Y • gg ' P ~" ' " ";.~i ~;:.i .... o Ashtrays front and back , ' NtrqgeWo hreddoubeac  onshook  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . "  cab,,  for.  self l oad ing-or  Ioadmng to .  .,, , , . , .;. , '. , ,~  . . . .  ,. ..... , _ .  . . - . .  ,. • ,. . . . .  . . ,-- , ,.. . . . .  - Fullyopenlngrearedawndows~,~.., .~ , , .  . ,. , . .. . . . .  , .. . . . .  .. •, t lon,are,other. ,Rame features ........... • ~. ...... :,,, •./~ ............................... .; . . , .  ,. ,.:,,., . . . . . . . . .  .,~, ,.,.. , ,  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . ........ - . . . . . . .  
other',  , t rucks- .and traders. Pedestal ,•:  , :  ' :  ~, .~; .:: . . . . .  ~ :Y.. . . . .  ; , , ,!~,~ ~::;.::,,,;: , . . , , :~,~:7:,~:,~!i~¢,~.~uad h~a,gnts ,  ' . ,  , ..~ ,,, , .• , ~.;,;,~:,: a.bso.bere, , ,... ,. :,.:.;: ! :; . . . . . .  • . . . .  ~ ,- .  . . . . . . .  ..,.., .!:•,.::t.,,:,; .... y• ,  .. : , 
mounts i fo r  load ing  in mil ls, ,~it the'  ' Want,  to '~m. .phfy , ,your log  Ioadin.g i<:' "•! •:.I:: ?!/~:•:';/~::./";i':~i;~ 4- ay, sa!Cly, warning tlashers,.:.. ':~i,lt~:;':, ~,.W, all.!o..wa![Ioor carl~., t!ng, : :  . , "  • ,  t ,i ~ | ,  ' ~ :,,. . . . .  ; ; ,  ,~ :r. ~-'. " : 'S& " I  
dum,', on docks or  on bar,:.es . ,  :...: ,~•. operadons~" , lalK tO yourHnn ing  SaleS' •; . . . . .  ;"~ ' .~ ; ! .  ""~;•~'~::~;'i~dkoditihis-':'~' ' ,  !~'. / , "  ' L .~,..• .' . u~nglestru~ vent SUSl~nsaon ' ', , .  I / , ~ \  I ,.'- . h r 5 • -: 5.r~ d •. ',, '' : " '5 
- , • . . . . .  , , ' ; " . ,  , : ' ; , ." 'C.'~?, ".~ . .~:~: ' . " : , , " : , " : .  x . . :~ ' : ,  ' . " '  :~ . . . . .  .,~ !', .  , , .  " , IT~ . . . .  " " : .  " ' . : ? ' " "~: : : ' : " : . : L " :  :'".~: 
. . . .  , . . . .  , '  " . . . .  : ,  : / "  'There are more than 1200 Dathun dealers acrOss'canada and the United States , . : ,  -. 
I I I I  ~ I I ' '  : '  t i  ' . . . . . .  " " " " '" ' " " * ' " ' "  " "  : ° " "  
"" " ' - ; ' ' ~ • " ,  . ' . "' ' . ' .  ' ' . . : : :  • i " " -~ , , , ' , : '  ' 
",  ." [ ~ ~ . , , ",, J "  "" , "  . ,  ' :  ,~-  , ,  ' I .  " ,  . . . . .  " , '  .' _ 
I 
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SHOP S UPER,VALU .... 
I ' • + . . . .  , +. "+r - + + ++;~] +#~;+ : • 
+ . . . .  + +.  
i t+++ ! AWAY BIGGER SAVIHGS + 
• '+":U " + " 
- i 
4 
"++:~ + . : 
++ • .... ,APPLE JUIOE 9 ++?9,, + 
~, .+ " " . -  "YORK RECoNsT ITUTED J r ]+ " i 
:]" " : ;  . " :, 48 .OZ,  
+++ ~, ~ ~III:SI+~+!'!~;~:+~++~ I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - , + ~+: .,+,~+:..~-. . ..... . . . . . . . . .  .~ m ~- r,NS i 
"LV'+""+"K'+°SALMONPN + 1_(Io . . . .  ::+ +~+:::~+.+. 
. T INS  I V 
SUPER-VALU - FAN 
+ +++++++ PEA l ]  . .+49"  
• . = •r+~ . - 
• + " 14 Oz .  • : .  • j:,+ 
KING SIZE 
........... +++* TIDE 1,59 Howe Sound - English Bay. Vancouver ~'+~-  ,.+ +"~"+'+" :+"" '++i++~" .~owlchanBay-Saanicl~ Inlet. Vancouver Island :+ '~!O l~ lN  F L A K E S  :••;::,:,~{ •
- ? : . ; ; : !~  " suNNIEST-  FROZEI  
5TH,ANNUAL 
 KllLmm + ................... ++++++ ...... ..... Mb EL+ + -- 4 5 0  
WORLD SALMON I! +++ CHELSEA CHOICE CUT A ! ; 5  .... 99 
CHAMP!OHSHIPS] + GREEN BE NS .... .. : i  :i:ill .... ,,o..,.+ o+ 
\ 
~: : , \  . . .+ :  • ::, .~ /+".~, 
SUPER-VALU 
10E 0REAM . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,T .  CTN. 79 '  
,tJ~ 
REGISTRAT ION FEE  r ~ . . ~ i ~  +~ :~i:++: ~ ~  I 
'! $10,OO PER PERSON ~! ' ~++i : .  
I .+ ++••+ .... 
t l  +" ~ " .+ 
L+E++++++F+RY ! N G 
C H i C+KEN • 
BLADE 
SHORT R'+ ROAS 
CARNATION EVAPORATED 
SKIM MILK ~,soz.u. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lip 1INS MY ~'i:  ~ " 
SUPER-VALU 
MARGARINE . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 '+,°+T;I,00 
:+f+L:  - "~ '3, ;+' . . . . .  " ~ '  
.GOV'T INSPECTED .GROWN IN B.C. • : " 
"WlLTSHI  RE""  ....................... . .................. i ..... ~'~'!" "'L'~'',' "i*" ........... .... GRADE' L~" 
• + + 
TURKEY+S + +i 
" : - m •  
A YOUNG FROZEN - "  : +. .. ',,+ . , . . .  . + : . 5-9 LBS . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  ; , .  . . . . .  , . .  • ,  ~ :  . . ,~ .~.  I ~ G~ADE I 
, . . . o . . . o , . ; . ,  . o  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . o .o .  
I 'T INSPECTED "WlLTsHII~E" SLICED 
OOKED MEATS , , ,~o ,+, - ,o  • MACARONI & CHEESE • / .CHICKEN LOAF . . . . . . .  
}HT" CANADA APPR.OVED FRES 
LB . "  
• o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '890 LING: COD . , T .E  
, . j~  '+ 
TERMELON.o 
' .+': . . . .  ~: i  ' 
,GOV'T I NaPE CTED "WILTSHI RE" SKI NLESS 
DIMMER SAUSAI|E . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r , 
.OOVT INSPECTED "WILTSHIRE" REG. OR S~OKE'Y A 
SLIOED SIDE BAOON ,'L.. PKG . . . . . . . . . .  
FUNK i~ fill! (i+~i~i:~ ++~ 
WA:NA 
+HEW WORLD ~ J ' ,~ " " 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 
FULLY  I I~LU'STRATED 
49C~ '+i!! INTRODUCTOR¥OFFER,  , : .  . VOLUME NO, 1 ONLY  . . . .  + ~ll~i:~+, I r + . . ~ 
" ' . . . .  /!i 
BUY A VOLUME "EACH WEEK:  i:+ • ' . q " ";: :~j~+ r 
THIS  WE EK*S +VOLUME ;24 :AN'D ]2S , i  +- •+': 1 
>~+i(+~: i+ ! •: 
:++i~!! 
:+..+r: ~+ GRANNY +SMITH 
APPLES.+ , , .  . . . . .  ". +. 
PR!CES. ,EFFECT iVE:~ +, : • :  + p 
+.!"  
, , "  , " . . . . .  + ' " : "+ "d p ;q '4 : ~ + +~ +'~'  '. +.; ~ ~ k.r~ " : ' ~ ; , : .  ~ 1 " " I 
+.., . , , . . , ,  , •+ .++~. .  q • .• . . , . . ,  + - . , . .++-+ ,•  _+ . + , -,. 
- ,  ; .  ' ++l .'~ +, -  J ' , "  + +.  + " 
B .  
-. SUPERoVALU WHOLE ROAST 
OOFFEE. ,L.. 87' '~.+1,69 . . . .  PKG. " "" " 
SUPER-VALU INSTANT 
00FFEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  oz. ,,,s1,39 
SUPER-VALU - CHOICE ASSTD.  
GREEN PEAS ~, ,  oz .ao .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  qkP T INS~ 
T,SS.E 4RO~,§7' 
~ARI ETIES 
+oz.~ea, i + 
........ T INSgg • + 
16 OZ. - l l l h  
,IGES PKG'.--+ 
- •% 
E INSTANT •~ 
FEMININE 
' q  ][ i '  ZEALAND CANADA FANCY ........ ].~:" ........ L • : 
r 
i 
(s,~"eno i t  
*+, PEG, !gO.  +',,, " ' ~ i  
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SALE STARTS AT  1:00 SHA 
BATHTUBS 
~TOILETS 
BATH SINKS 
TOILET TANK 
MEDIUM OABINETS 
NOTIOE BOARD 
FOR SALE 
,~ .~, .~,~, .~ , :~ •. : , ,~ ;~ ~-e~ . ,~ ~ 'y,-:, 
L . p " 
[ ' , 
~ BEDS WITH BOX SPRING 
MAT RESSES 
BOX SPRING 
COUCH 
OUPBOARD 
CEILING LIGHT FIXTURES 
EXIT LIGHTS 
1 SUMMER TIRE H 78-16 
2 WINTER TIRES 826 
DESK 
NIGHT TABLES 
TABLE LAMP| 
DESK LAMPS 
T,V, STANDS 
BY TERRAOE HOTEL 
OARPETS 
PUMPS 
DOORS 
PLEII GLASS 
4 
UNDERLAY FOR OARPETS 
FIRE EXTINGUISHER 
STORM WIHDOWS 
OHAIR COVERING 
~: . . .  
. , - ,  -. 
SKILL SAWS *~ 
OONORETE Vl 
ELEOTRIO DRILLS ~ 
SANDERS 
ROUTERS 
GRINDERS 
" "  " '  - H • 
~ ,!: ~,t~ .-~ . ~,~.~ %,,~;.~.. 
NEW I USED OARPETING ::~:i~:i~!~i~ ! : ;  
*L ,  : " "  • ' 
OVER 1,000 PIEOES* ~/t,t 
METAL DOOR AND SIDING 
FOR BATHROOM 
SMALL OABINET 
KITOHEN FAN 
1 MENS URINAL POT 
RUBBER MAT 
• .... BOXES • FUSE 
~ •••~• MANY 
. .~ . . .  . . . .  
i 
? ,TEEL.. ~ i~l .~  
i 
must  be  emoved,~ from, t l ie ,~ ~ 
n ~ r~ ~ 
' days Of Sale ::~* premises  within two i. i ~']~i~ 
,.~ ~ ~L,~??~'? ........ ~ ,~* i~i~ii~ I 
• . . ,  ,~  ~,. ~,., ,~'  "i'.i" , . ' :  . . :  ! :  , " ' '* , ' : '  . , '~  . . : , :7  
"~ i~ '~ '~ , . .  _~ . , , , I :  • / .  .' " . . . . . : .  './ , . .~ . .  ; - ,  ~ . -  ~ .~ 
AlP  ~*~ '. ~:~i,=:~ - Terms str ict ly cash-::: i, ,,~.:~;, 
L ::~ L unlessother/:arralegements:!:! 
OH / i :~ have b een!~e iOaMyl)!i ~ AIRS i,)~ ' : 
. t i ' ¸ , , , - ,  • ~ , l q P , 
• _ H-  
THE HERALD, TERRACE,. B.C. 
i B - ~"  
knc  
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knd 
a~6 
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/ 
o 
" " ,~~i . ;U  :-- .~ :  . ~,: " 
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FOR SALE DY BLAKEBURN OONSTRUOTION LTD, 
]MDER.TOTER FORKLIFT ~,ooo ~b,. 4" BELT SANDER PAINT WALLBOARDS 
INSTRUOTI0 ~iN O~ ~ ...... ,-,, ...... ~,~ ., .N,,~,,~ :. ~,,~.~.~ .... ~,~.~,~:: .~:~ -TROll .OHAINS PLYWOOD FORMS 
NSTROOTION TRAIL|IlS~ ~!,ii! !~!I~!~!'~ ;XTENSlON & STEP LADDE 
ORB -.1 TON FLATDE "~ oHOVELS' PIOKS & BARS 
O00PMODILE WHEELBARROWS ' 
|AHSIT & TRIPOD OONORETE FORMS *~':~ 
UILDERS LEVEL OHAIN BLOOKS OOMEALONGS 
IDRATOR OONORETE BLOOKS 
I:OHANIOAL NAILER & NAILS . FIRE DRIOK PAINTERS 
1 n 
~NOREIE GRINDER.. . i ,  i.~. - ADJUSTABLE SOAFFOLD ' IOX 16 HEMLOOK TIMBERS. 
I)ETELENE OUTTINGTOROH & OART. STEEL SOAFFOLDING .i. ~* CONCRETE TIES 
I WALT SAW 16" PULLEYS WIRE ROPE-.III~L -OONORETE WEDGES ' 
,," REVERSIBLE ELEOTRIO, DRILL ROPE, CABLE & FORm WaRE i!:~il METAL FLASHIN ........ ~
ti" ELEOTRlO DRILL ~~i~ FINISHED PLYWOOD ELEOTRIO OONDUIT ~,,~ 
ASTER VIDRATiNGI O0 PAOTOR • FIR MOLDING, OASlHG AND BASE ELEOTRiO OABLE iiiii~iiii~.~ 
' TABLE SAW WOODLATHE ARDORITE &-ARBORITE MOLDING STRING OF LIGHTS ~.  
 EOTniO MOTHS K-S BOARD uise, • PiPE BENDERS STEELOU ER 
DHDA 2" PUMP ~ ~,~i!~. ~ USED DOORS WOOD SHINGLES METER OABINETS 
Nun s KILOWATT GENERATOR ALUHiNUM SIDING HOT WATER TAHK. GAS 
IMP PUMP, ,Oallj~i ,SAW ~,. :.INSULATION . ' I FLU LINING MISO. TOOLS ~ FIRST AID KiT 
IRNAOE OIk,:~ BURNERS ~ i :~i'~ ~ :~i ' , /21  4~OIDIe V. JOINT : STRETCHER (FIRST AID) : ~ i  
IOPANE GAS HEATERS r' i)ERIMIO' TiLE MANHOLE ~UNGs ' "~ ~ 
IL'HEATER ' SK!LLSAWS ' 'ALUMINUM FLASHING ~ ~ '~'~ :  ~, rJ ' '~ ' ' I " r "'  ~ ~ ~ '~F :" ~ ' '~ " ' "  "' ~ '5 
, i ~ ~:~,.~ ,~ '>:~, ,,~:~  i ' ' : i~ : .  9 X e OVERHEAD SEGTIONIL~,,~!I ,~ 
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METIL-GLULAM COllECTIONS 
~4X 6 INGLE NOSINGS For ooncrete dock 
METAL OARPORT POST BRAOKETS 
~~ OHAIRS FOR STEEL REINFOROING 
METAL ,TOILET PARTITIONS 
SLIDING DOOR TRAOK 
BLOOKING FOR HOUSEMOViilG 
m M m i m i ~  
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pAGE 1 8 
I B londie 
": "" ALL .  TI-IREE OF' HEP. 
[, EXCi'I ' IN$ L.E'r l"K~ I ~AUGHTE~ 
• I~1' ~ T IM I~ t._..~4% 
i i MOOSE MILLER 
SlI~.~ I ~oTAT 1"dis PILl 
TSK!'PSK! OH, MY! 
CROSSWO RD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1. Pain 
5. 3azz dance 
10. Crucifix 
11. Performed 
by" many 
voices 
12. Soprano, 
Morro 
13. Revolve 
14. Glowing 
coat bit 
16. Grassland 
17. Watchword 
19. Imitated 
21. Par t ia l  
refund 
23. Wading 
bird 
27. Being 
employed 
(2 wds. )  
28. Rental 
contract 
29. Carpus 
or  talus 
30. Roam 
31. Anc ient  
Syria 
33. Longing 
34. Lambkln's 
cry 
37. AJrican 
antelope 
39. Illusory 
41. First-rate 
44. Bobby- 
soxer's 
one and only 
45. Drama 
46. Lachrymal 
47. Czech river 
DOWN 
1. Macaw 
2. Pro's 
partner 
3. Song from 20. Per 
"South 
Pacific" 22. Crnls- 
( 2 wds. ) ing 
4. Dutch 24. Girl's 
cheese pa- 
5. Singer jama 
Dinah style 
6. Tyke (2 
7. Spoken wds.) 
8. Com- 25. of 
panion Man 
9. Entreaty 26. Oh- 35. Poker 
11. Dress served stake 
fabric 28. Tibetan 36. Region 
15. Diminish monk 38. Back of 
17. Nursery 30. Re- the neck 
item cover . 40. Attention 
18. Italian 32. Prepare 42. Seize 
river - 34, Statue 43. Orb 
Z 
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Coulter Electric Ltd, 
Residential, Commercial, Industrial Wiring ,.... ," 
C,¢) and Electric heating. 
Now located in the Super.Valu 
Shopping Centre 
4717.4 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Phone 635-5431 
or 426 Enterprise Ave., Kitlmat Phone 632-722| 
YOUR LOCAL'TERRACE DEALER IN 
Braun Appliances 
i The Appliance 
With A "Differenc e 
FOR YOUR PERSONAL CARE ...... 
I I 
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Doctors 
and 
cancer  
Doctors are concerned with 
preventing all types of cancer. 
Many physicians serve in 
industry to help detect hazards 
before any harmful effects are 
caused. 
Doctors have helped to alert 
us to the role of cigarettes in 
lung cancer and in other 
diseases. 
Over-exposure to ionizing 
radiation is another hazard with 
which physicians have long 
been concerned. 
Many of the early radiologists 
suffered x-ray bums to their 
hands, and as the years have 
passed it has been noted that 
many of them died from 
leukemia. 
Today, levels of. exposure 
have~beenestablisi~d in,order - 
to controi the amount of ionizing 
radition to which doctors, 
technicians and the general 
public are exposed. 
These levels of exposure 
dictate how often you should 
have an x-ray for tuberculosis, 
how often x-rays should be used 
by dentists and the extent to 
which x-rays are  used in 
hospitals in the diagnqsis of 
disease. 
Pamphlets and information 
about cancer can be obtained by 
writing to: B.C. and Yukon 
Division, Canadian Cancer 
Society, 968 West Eighth 
Avenue, .Vancouver 9, B.C. 
CANCER AND SMOKING 
Every person cm, neip to 
maintain his or her good health 
in a number of ways, and there 
are certain safeguards which 
will reduce the risk of falling 
victim to cancer. 
Above all a thorough 
knowledge about cancer, how it 
can be prevented, detected and 
treated, will help dispel the fear 
which often works to promote 
the disease. 
The outstanding example of 
one form of cancer which can he 
prevented is cancer of the lung. 
There is no longer a shadow of 
doubt that the alarming 
increase in lung cancer is linked 
directly to cigarette smoking. 
The Canadian Cancer Society 
strongly suggests that ff you 
.don't smoke don't start, and if 
you do smoke -- stop. 
The decision of each 
individual not to smoke 
cigarettes is his only effective 
means of preventing cancer of 
the lung. 
Pamphlets and information x 
about cancer can be obtained by 
writing to: B.C.. and Yukon 
Division, Canadian Cancer 
Society, 968 West Eighth 
• Avenue, Vancouver 9, B.C. 
[EENA DIESEL 
LTD. 
FORMERLY NORTH.E.R.N.TRUCK & EQUIP. 
|i ~! ENIIl lE SPECIALISTS: 
nts~°riz;d~ fo r  i ' i l 0Ronv  ,0Ol;lfEn,": : 
for General Motors D!ese.! Engines 
~UALITY PARTS AND SERVICE ,AT 
REILISTII) PRIOES 
,,,, .ss ~m,~=X: 
" Cer t i f i~  " * "r::'.,:i {
): Keith Ave Heavy, Duty Mechanlc'~ 
II I . 
What have got to lose? 
Your Eyes. A Pacific I 
sunset. A good book. 
A game of golf. 
A child's smile. 
That's what you've got 
to lose. 
:~ . .~ ,~;~ <.  ~,,'~y ~ . . . .  
Your Hands. A game 
of softball. 
Buttoning your shirt. 
Tying your laces. 
Brushing your teeth. 
That's what you've 
got to lose. ,~ 
, . . • - . .  - 
Your Legs. A brisk "1 
walk on the beach. 
,A game of tennis. 
Going upstairs. 
. Going downstairs. 
• " A bicycle ride. : : : ~{ ;, 
got to lose. 
, ; . - ,  ~ - 
i: 
. . , "  _ . 
_ , :{ , .  . -  
• . . • : . .  " . J /  
[t::~ak*~%h. • 
:.3 :'~'~Y:: ~ ,  ~i .:'~ 
ile',:entir ~:i',est of ,__ _your life. ~i~" 
~ i T h a ,  t i * what .Youve . . ,  .: 
:}i ,:. got  to lose. 
:You haVe a lot 'o lose: •*  -' 
Lai/ot ,'give: Follow Safety regu!= 
? ,,, Have a, safe]ife.:;-i ", ..... ..-/*,':: 
.: :i "i  ~ "::C :}q::: ' ,  ",' '~ ,.. ,!,:'*, :~.,'.:~!;"'t~.~ 
',{~mP~n 
i( .... o, )SRDo,~ 
~tf JL;WHITE/CI 
Your Hearing, A bird at 
your window. The laughter 
of children. A good joke. 
Your baby's first word. 
That's what you've got 
to lose. 
Your ~B=k. ~i~ii~ 
" afternoon 
of gardening. 
Getting into 
your car. 
• A day skiing. 
A comfortable 
night'ssleep. 
That'swhat 
you've got to lose.• 
• " ' [  
. i >ii<:> • 
• ./. . • 
. ~ .  i) ~ . . . .  y 
. . .  / . ,  
. ,  . .  
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~b : N~.SOhy- : " " " "  ~UousT  i . /m • , 
"- :. get- , i i t i / toge  : :!: .• • , . , .  
, . . .  . . . .  . : . : .~ / . : .  
. _ .: , '. :', .: - : .  i /  
. A"surprlseblrfflday~akea'nd : Pekka $1omam an e x , " ~ ~  
wafer polo were tho hlghilghfs Caledonia atodenh "acted 'a i ' l  
of .:a banquet, '.held~ Friday guide for the  cl imb:up t h e ' . ~ ~ ~  
evening' at ' .. Skoglund. mountain... As-  fl~anka,~:.and": ~ £ ~ ' ~  :.. 
Hotap[Idgg,..which. offlcla'lly because?on reaching :'the ~ ' ~ :  ' 
concl,ded th~ week Ion~g" summit he preferred to crack a 
fromVaCatl°nToronto. •° f  21 Young Voyageura ,r. beer i'ather than , take ~~.ge~ %,,~,:.;  
The :students; from 21" 
different high schools In the 
subpr~ of .Tor©nto,'arrived,Jn 
Terrace Saturday, July 29, effer 
leaVJng : Toronto: the previous We es y. . . . .  
'TEht's' ~/h'ere 1he fun started. 
• The students, whose ages 
ranged from 15 to 17 had only 
advanta0e of .the sparklln0 
fresh weater available, }he 
Toronto group presented hlrn 
wlth a case of beer at the Frlday 
nlght pert,/: ' 
Two :members of the group, 
however, were unable to 
complete' the climb but 
surprised everyone by arriving 
by helicopter the next morning 
met each other once before~ In tlmefor breakfast. "rhe two, 
when Ed Preston, their escort,• Mrs. Preston and a Toronto 
•gan lzed  a meetlng to dlscuss 
~he trlp. 
But, said Preston, whoever 
organized the tour knew what 
they were doing as the two and a 
,half day train leurney from 
Toronto to  Vancouver gave 
everyone agood chance to get to 
,~:, .?' ..- 
student, both happened to be 
German and were teased about 
the fitness of the supposedly 
'master ace', but countered the 
iibes by remarking that they 
preferred to'usa their heads 
rather than their feet. " 
Thursday was a busy day for 
the group. They were taken to 
know each other. " Prince Rupert where they were 
Signs that they did get to given a tour of the pulp mill.at 
know each other well were Edward, treated to lunch at the 
already evident at Jasper Prince Rupert School Board, 
where some of the students and were shown the entire fish 
leaded up their Young canning process at Babcock's 
was a "funny feeling,, not like 
being with 'a normal class.'; 
Students generally chosen to 
participate' In the Federal 
Governments 'Young Voyageur 
program are those, .not 0nly 
w i th '  a high academic 
achievement, 'but also those 
who are good, all round 
perticlpaturs et schoob those" 
who would most profit from this 
opportunity to travel, and those 
who would best represent halr 
own area. One aim of the 
program, Preston explained, Is 
The Federal Government 
pays for the cost 'of 
transportation to'the verlous 
places chosen, this year 
Terrace weB the hoot city 'for 
Northern B.C. , and the 
Provincial Government covers 
the cost of the tour once they 
arrive. 
The group always consists of 
11 girls and 10boys, usually all 
Grade 11 students. 
• One stipulation of the 
program, made by the Federal 
Government, IS that each group 
spends two days In OfleWa, 
touring the city:' 
Earlier this year a group of 
students from Terrace had gone 
east' to  l ie  de la Madolen, in 
Quebec. 
Everyone of the Terrace 
visitors appeared to be enjoying 
themselves. "'The kids think the. 
area is fantastic" Preston said, 
"and very different from the 
suburbs."  
Vicki Hunter, a 16 year old 
Young Voyageur from 
Wlllowdele, said she was 
surprised at .the amount of 
year old student " from 
Downsvlew, Ontario, who said 
"1'11 take • couple of mountains 
home with :me". Mark, who 
stayed et the home of John 
Wllllems, said he liked most 
things about the area except the 
pullutlon from the pulp and 
paper mills. 
Silence. That was the moot 
striking feature of the area to 17 
year old Paul Steckham, from 
WIIIowdale, Ontario, especla!ly 
"the quiet • up Thornhlll 
Mountain." Paul steyed with 
Charles Claus In•Terrace who 
weB One of the local students 
- Barb Friedman was feeling 
"lonesome" without the 
multitude of lights' which 
i l luminate Toronto'and the 
highways at night~ •Barb, a 17 
year old student f rom North 
York, said whereas in Toronto 
there were movies, disc0tedues, 
and other forms of evening 
entertainment, inTerrace there 
seemed to be lust "parties end, 
parties. They'd die withOUt/ 
parties." Barb was a guest at 
the home of Ghezlane Swares. 
Jennifer 51mpson found. 
'people i ,  Terrace friendly and 
not as suspicious es the people 
chosen to go to Quebec earlier she's used to' in East 
thissummer. PauIsaid itwould Scarborough; "Everyone 
take a blg change on his part to seems to know everyone else% 
live here. He alse wanted to. she remarked after walking 
thank Columbia Cellulose for around Terrace with'members 
the to~rs they gave of the pulp of the Homer family, her hosts 
millandthelogglngupthe Nasa for the trip. 
Road. 
. . . . . _  : : : . _ . , . .  . . . . .  : . .  
Photo ,(below, l eA)Ten 'ace  and::T()t~if~ 
pose for'a sotweair:mapshot: ~/d ,~ 
]e f t )d~p]ays  [/andaged ewm Whi~fshe::c 
that day. while swimming. ~:~,~*:~::.:,~:: ~;  
Ph6to ( top)  Toronto chat ]eDged TerraCe I
pofi) game and were Winners. of ~tSe wet 
rumpus  that followed. ' " 
'~ . ~.' . . . .  • ' - :5 .  - ,  ,~ 
' i ._  ::~ .,••I ~...: 
For. an opportuni ty  to :ha ie  ::. ' :' ' '  ' "* ;~:':~ 
your thoughts heard  . 
::. ~... ~ . ...-~ . . . . . .  ~: 
• ' "  t ' "  
" D IAL  ..... .... 
' between 9:15 and 10:00 A.M."  i l 
i :  -~:~ .. • .Tomorro,-(Tburs. Ila|, .. 0):i: ,. 
and ta lk  o~i TK's  Open Line ~. 
- .~  ~ ~:  - . . . ~ ~ 
. . . .  - . . . . . .  : • .. : ) : :  
_ to  " ::'" "*: ": ""-:": 
, ;,, ;: and Cabinet Minister 
6DAOE NoOARTNY : - :  
- , •. - 
and Voto Sooial 8rodit: 
~/oyageur.fllght bags with beer, Fish Cannery. to 'glve en opportunlty'to see thlngs she'd never done before. I 
during a 45 minute stop. Thenextday they were taken Canade to those who wouldn't Let alone climb a mounteln, Looking For A 0AREER? . : ~:: 
Pr~st~n~s~n~yc~mp~a~nt~th~ptheNassRoad~by~`C~jumb~e:`n~rma~ybeab~et~1r~ve~.. " she'd '- never seen any real' I Th Bo l l  ' ! .ia [:i FRED 
this was that they waited until Cellulose and ~;!.v~irioUs:fi::/" He;said i twas the first :lime ~: ~I 1110y~!ns :before, she said. : O op of Now 0a odD . . . . .  i '~  r' "~;~ ~ ' " ~ ~ ~ :" 
. . . . . .  ~ ~ is r Also ew experience to her, . . . . . . . . . .  '1ilm and his wlfe, Wendy, went stages of.the log~.~j~FiitlB~1:~"'.:'a ~/ 6 h "'g"-~"~'bt d dden)i'h~d~'".'~..... ! ;~  , ' • ;- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' ............. m, I-T~-"~"'""~ ...... ~..~.~.'-,-:-.•---,.- . ....... .... . - i . ~:.: .a'~i,~;~: 
~o bed before drlnklnglt. The week.10ng-:f0bi;'WaSup evervlslted Northern B.C.- - :  ana:i~iany of the group, was l ' " ' : F I '  w e : :  : :: 
nEUt the high spirits and high rounded Friday evening by a - seeing !'a real. Indian village", 
Ile ergy level shown by the group banquet, hostod by the Terrace TheYoung Voyageurs Is~. Ioggingi the cannery,,and the I BUSINESS ADMINISTRAT ION I I ~ ' n n~ ~ # " . . . . . .  . . . .  : ' n ~ : ~ #~' ~ # ' ' " ' ~ r ::'~:~'~ : ~ 
were definitely natural, helped School Board and  represented national program which has pulp mill. Vlckl, wh~) stayed rl 
Ionlybyan equally high spirited by Mrs. Na~l-cy'Orr. been running, and expanding, with'Joanne Thomson, said "1 I , PROGRAM I ii!ii i~ 
bunch of Terrace students,who Gifts and thanks were Since 1964. Prestonsald he had really .enloyed the people. _ .. : '! /~:~(i ':: 
acted ashosts, a,d the natural exchanged betwean the Terrace heard mentiorled on the radio Everybody Is so willing to I WRITE- -2001 CENTRAL  STREET i :i~ ?" 
[environment of the 5keena and Onterio purtlclpailts and ~hat 2100 students were on the help." I ~ PR INCE GEORGE,  B.C. I i : i  
area. thedinner ended with-'a candle moveacross Canada this year, If anyone notices some _~ 
r The Young Voyageurs were blazing birthday cake for- tak ing  advantage of the mountains missing you might F OR O E T A I L  S ; . .~' .  ~ 
[treated to a generous portion of Terrace'student, Diane Young, program. : try contacting Mark Hagen, a 16 
~the area and Its'varied culture, who hed lust turned 14 that day. 
r~ After beJ;lg bllleted out te The remalnder of the evenlng : OHUIII HES 'nn " ! • ! !  ........ If: 
various family homes in  was devoted to awl ldgameof  AT THE L00AL : : : : :  
~Terrace, the group visited the water polo, swimming in the . . __- :_  __  _~_ . . . . . .  ":" ,i~ ~ ~i 
IndlanvlllegeofMew,Alyansh heated poalsattheh0tsprings, i~'" FENTE-e0STAL TABEnNAeLE :--< : ) on Sunday. Band Chief, Percy and dancing. ~ q 
"rate, and Father Blythe talked. Geoffrey Glles, physlcs .. ) 4~4ILnZelIeAve. ~ ~ ' .?.: 
about the blending of the teacher at Caledonia and ' 
' ,. Serv ce Sc,dule ; ' " 411 ~ "I¢ ~"  ~"  " I -:eli " 
Christian and Indian religions organizer for fhe visitors stay in ~ Sunday School 10:00 n.m. 1 ~ ; 
among the Nlshgas; The Band Terrace, was Impressed by,the . ,) Morning Worship 11:00a.nl. Phones: ) 
Chief alsu explained the gro'up and remarked on their , Sundey Evenln0 ?:lS p.m.':Olflce 635.2434 ' i  : '  
significance of the costume he out-going natures and high level ~ B b~e Study -. Home • e3s.s.136 
'Wedaesday " .7:3Op.m I ~as wearing, and talked about of sophistication. "'They added " ~ YouthNIghtThursdey 7:30pro PastOr: M. Kennedy 
thetradltlonal dances and other a breath o f  -fresh -e l l ;  to ~' ' ' " ' i 
~spects of the Nlshga cultureto Terrace," he said. , Thq end of your search for • frlemUy church 
[he students.' Also" helping to 'make their ~-  ~---------~-~---~ --~ ----= 
On Monday the Rotary Club stay as  enloyable and SALVATION ARMY mated a luncheon where the Interesting as possible were I 
dudonts were asked to speak Mrs. Elaine Shepherd, Mrs. ' . . . . .  
or., ,  Ibout Toronto and the iourney Judy Dlcksorb and Doug Inglls, 'cep~ein: Bill Young " 
o British Columbia. " ~ all teach~l;s at Caledonia High . • ' .  
Tuesday and Wednesday School. 9:45  Sunde 'y  Schoo l  ? :30  Thursday  N ight  " 
9ere free for the students to do Preston, a geography teacher Is :0o Morning Worship . , "Bible Study & 
1:30 Evening Services " Prayer/Meeting "~ " • . vhatever they liked and, while in  Toronto'and a host earlier . . . . . .  
~le°me cenoed, fished or s w a m , g r o u p  of 26, from Terrace .this'year for e similar group O t y o u n g  V yageurs from For infoon other activities phonelC|ptlin ~.' Mrd. Bill Y~ng; j ~ i ii''!i"" 
Ihd Ontario, climbed Thornhill Northern B.C., also rema#ked KNOX uNITED;  CA I "HOL IC  CHURCH 
Aountain where the~; stayed on the cheracter of the group. , cHuRcff ' LnkelseAvenue . :~: 
:aledonla High School students.' "lntell Igence vibrations", fl cor. LaxelleAve. &Munrou " SUNDAY MASSES 
P hone 435-1014 • , a~ 30 a.ln; 10 :oo a.m. 
" Worship I1:~0 e.m, ' 11:lea.re. 7:30 p.nl. 
. " . Church School ' WOrsery I1:00 1 
:n~l~ . i /  :n.m. .:" . CHRIST  LUTHI~RA N 
I i i  • EVANGEL ICAL* :  CHURCHb " , | .... F R E E C H U R C H core Sparks St. & Park Ave. 
\~  . . . . .  " -  , Pas tor  D .  K i l l e r  I ~':: '~ 
Car. ParkAVe;  end Sparks st. . , Phone~35.5882 
MOi'01ngSorv ceatllx0On.m. B.C. Fruit  - the best part of summerf ~"~:~": :":!:i~ 
9:4S Sunday  Schoo l  ' Sunday  Schoo le l  9 :45  e .m . . . .  ~ . : ,:.~{ ,:,..,.~, ~, ;  . . . . . .  
,l,0OMornln0Worship .Your Friendly Fnml y Church" APRICOTS.PEACHES PEAN  PLUMS . . . . .  r ~'~'~'~S~**:: '::'~:~ 7:30 Evening Services' n " " " . . . . . . .  
Profit conscious . . . . . . . . . .  Prlyerend elbloStudy ' •' CHURCH The lusc10us parade of Okanagan goodness conbnues r ight through,the,sumtm~][. : . ~ n d .  ':':' 
• ' ReV.  s ,a :  nu00Om Phone.  , : i .  : . . . .  : the winter, too, if you home, preserve plenty of B.C. Fruit : :  ::: : : : : :  .: .i .:is: , - .  ,~," .:;* 
stay et the city's , " ~"  PerkAve. 13S,$115 .• "P,'itor: c lydeZ In lbe lman" '  co[,. Splrk$l Kelth ' ~ :,. : ::, ;':: i ;~~: : : :  ~ . , : ; ' : ' ) :~ ,  
econornicol  end convenient  " " CHRIST IAN ~,': ":: :~iundaYscl|oel,:4$am. - 
' ,,':MOrning Worship I1:00e m.. .. The B.C. fruit growers have turned the Peach Season clock eheadl ' favourite, the newly (  ...... ". REFORMED. : . ,  " 's,,d.v-von,ng?=oeo.r,. . , , .~ , i~O~LCa l i , : :  : " " . " .' . .:" . BIble Study Wed 7:S0pm 
. . . .  'CHURCH,  ' ,  ..... " . .'" " " ;"-~ ''' ~'~': :': ....... : ~:~ ~':::~'~:.'4'':~r:II'4~I:(;~'I ":":r::~] ,~..  :.. ,. ',"  :•'.SMr~.''t-i "~'-"";';'~'~': ' , .  ~: Thefve develop~l.a new kind 0f peach .~ a peadhi',h'at reachee .:. :~: ~' i '  :~,,t:~n'w,:~c0/0ur~ i~ " : : re 'dec°r° ted  i :i-: ;,,~,~S'T:,iMATTHEW,S", i:i's peak°f P"eCtiBn muehearlier in th"Sumn e/' i • "  L' 'l'Flk " 
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, ,  , r  
WATERMELON 
WHOLE .................... O c m, :GREEN PEPPERS ............ .......... .... 
Red Potatoes 
GRAND FORKS BULK 
0 O.O . 4 , 100 
,b,. APRICOTS ................................ . .. ,b 
ROUND 
STEAKS FULL OUT... ,19 , ,  
WHOLE ROUND. S /  
STEAKS ,o,,.,s - .  . . . . . . .  
SIDE 
BAGON 89 c Ib, RUMP ROAST BONELESS-. . . . . .  1 
BOLOGNA ° 
BY THE PllOE.,.;..:..i..:;..i..;.~...i .......... 
BARBEOUE 
WEINERS ,u~, .................................. 
C 
Ib, 
C 
Ib, 
SIRLOIN TiP 
ROAST . . . . . . . . . .  
f 
GROUND 
ROUND - -  
- , • . .  
, , • . 
I " , .  _ . . .49,b 
.09,, 
GAHSMERE 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
4 ROLL PKO, 
2,, 99o 
i ov T,, PHII'Y TEMDEFUIKE- . ~ PORK 
FLOUR LARD . BEANS w,. 
20 LB, BAG 1 LB, PKS, .. 14 Oz, TINS 
' 
5 , , s . l . O . . O  5 ,or]_.O0 
OVERWAITEA I "mZ I OVERWAITEA 
I rooo I oArE OOr EE ,,, oz . , . s  
5,0 1.00I 8,,,71.00 79 ° . .  . Ib ,  
LO, WHITE 
SUGAR 
10 LB, BiG 
 1.39 
DUNOAH HINES ' KRAFT r BRIGHT MONDAY i WESTERN FAMILY. ' 
OAKE MIXES PARKA Y,MARGARINE DETERGENT .TINNED pop ~: 
I ,
2 ,..sl 9 ° , , . .  19 :ii:!,i 99 o 
- _ -_- ----. - _- . . . .  - ,  - " . . . .  . -  _ . . ,  . . . . .  - - r ,  uSo . . . .ml  ~. 
• PRICES 
EFFECTIVE 
AHUST 
I,' I0,(11,;:.!| 
• i 
